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ABSTRACT

Experimental and field data have shown that large amounts of water can be redistributed

from wanner soils to and behind an advancing freezing front. The mechanisms by which

this occurs are becoming more understood, but the most appropriate method for analysing

these mechanisms is not yet known. Various researchers have developed soil freezing

models, but they are all limited to some extent and are not practical tools from a design or

predictive modelling perspective. The objective of this research program is to develop

unsaturated soil freezing theory from a geotechnical engineering perspective, and to verify

the theory by modifying an existing non-freezing soil heat and mass transfer model.

In this study the SoilCover (MEND, 1993) model is modified to verify the theory and

numerical solution. SoilCover (MEND, 1993) is a one-dimensional soil heat flow and

mass transfer computer model used for designing protective covers over waste rock and

tailings. These covers, if they remain saturated, significantly reduce oxygen inftltration

into the waste material where it can combine with water to produce acid mine drainage.

SoilCover (MEND, 1993) is not capable of modelling through the winter months when

upper regions of the covers become subjected to freezing temperatures.

Unique to the modified soil freezing model is the method by which the coupled heat and

mass equations are combined and solved. The numerical model uses a single, unique

expression which describes the heat flow, mass transfer, and phase change phenomenon in

the frozen or partially frozen soil zones. To derive the modified equation, the dependent

suction variable in the mass transfer equation is re-written as a function of freezing point

depression temperature using a Clapeyron type relationship that is obtained by combining

soil freezing curve data with soil water characteristic curve data. The mass transfer
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equation is then re-written as a function of change in ice content and substituted into the

ice content term of the heat transfer equation. The result is a single combined heat and

mass transfer equation with one unknown variable, i.e., temperature. Once new

temperatures are solved for over the current time step, suctions and ice contents are

computed using back-substitution.

The revised model was verified using laboratory freezing test data collected at the

University of Saskatchewan in 1977. During laboratory data modelling of three freezing

tests, the average percent difference between measured and computed frost front positions

was approximately 6%. The average difference between measured and computed ice

contents was approximately 7%, and the average difference between measured and

computed liquid water contents w~ approximately 14%. These discrepancies were

primarily due to errors in the estimated and measured soil thermal and hydraulic property

functions.

Results of the laboratory data simulations suggest that the permeability versus suction

relationship for an unsaturated soil also applies as soil pore-water freezes. This finding is

contrary to the findings of other researchers who had to introduce an arbitrary ice

imPedance factor to make computed and measured ice contents agree. The ice impedance

factor has the effect of reducing the penneability by several orders of magnitude as the

volumetric pore-ice content increases. In this study, good agreement between computed

and measured ice contents was obtained without the use of an impedance factor.

To demonstrate an application of the revised model, a simulation of freezing and thawing

in a soil cover system was carried out and compared to field data collected during the

winter of 1993/1994 at a silver mine near Houston, B.C. For comparisons between the

field data and simulations, the soil surface temperature beneath the snow pack had to be

estimated as the numerical model does not account for heat and mass flux through snow

layers. Daily infiltration during the spring thaw was also estimated based on averaged

meteorological data provided by Equity Mine.
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CHAPTERl
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Researchers have been interested in analysing freezing processes in soils throughout this

century. In the 1970's oil companies proposed construction of chilled gas pipelines

stretching from northern pennafrost regions to populated areas in the south. Oil

companies were concerned about the effects of frost damage on the pipelines and it was

this interest, and the accompanying influx of research dollars, which facilitated means for

predicting frost heave phenomenon.

Early research focused exclusively on thennal processes in freezing soils, but in the 1970's

it became clear that freezing and thawing analyses must include both heat flow and mass

transfer. Throughout the 1970's and 1980's researchers developed numerous heat flow

and mass transfer models for freezing soils. While engineers were interested in frost

heave predictions, soil scientists focused on predicting temporal winter temperature and

moisture content proftles in agricultural soil. Various theoretical approaches were tried

with varying degrees of success. A practical model was never developed for general use

by practicing engineers or soil scientists.

During this period it became clear that certain problems were common to all the proposed

models. These problems related to the relationship between pore-water pressures and

temperature in different soil types; the method by which the unfrozen water content
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versus temperature function was obtained; and the applicability of the water Penneability

versus suction (or water content) function for water in partially frozen soils. The

Clapeyron equation relates a change in pressure between any two phases of a substance

(Le., liquid - vapour, or liquid - solid) to the change in temperature of the system. It has

been used with limited success to couple the heat flow and mass transfer equations for

freezing soils, but research has shown that the ClaPeyron equation only applies in certain

circumstances (i.e., if the soil water is wholly capillary or, wholly adsorptive). The

Clapeyron equation has also been used as a tool to predict the amount of unfrozen water

in a frozen soil as a function of temperature below freezing. Finally, it is known that the

water coefficient of penneability in a partially frozen soil is reduced by pore-ice build up,

but there has been disagreement about how to predict the new penneability in the frozen

zones. As a result, some researchers have used an empirical impedance factor to

calibrate the Penneability functions in their models.

1.2 Objectives of Research Program

The two primary objectives. of this research program are as follows:

1. to develop unsaturated soil freezing theory from a geotechnical engineering

perspective, and

2. to devise a numerical technique for verifying this theory by modifying an existing non

freezing soil heat flow and mass transfer model.

In this study, the existing numerical model SoilCover (MEND, 1993) was modified to

verify the theory and numerical solution technique. The non-freezing SoilCover (MEND,

1993) model was developed as a design tool for engineers working on soil cover systems

over acid generating mine waste rock and tailings. SoilCover (MEND, 1993) uses

Darcy's and Fick's laws to describe the flow of liquid water and vapour in the soil below

the soil - atmosphere boundary. A modified Penman fonnulation (Wilson, 1990)

computes the actual evaporation from the soil surface and thus couples the soil model

with the atmosphere. The unmodified version of SoilCover (MEND, 1993) is not
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capable of modelling soil temperature and suction profl1es if the ground surface

temperature drops to O°C or colder. Therefore, long term predictive modelling is

difficult because there is no continuity between summer and winter seasons.

1.3 Organization of Thesis

Problems associated with freezing soil analyses are discussed in detail in the literature

review chapter (Le., Chapter 2). Chapter 2 also discusses the mechanisms of heat flow

and mass transfer in freezing and non-freezing soils, and the methods by which the soil

thermal and hydraulic properties can be computed. Heat flow and mass transfer

processes in unsaturated soils are fairly well understood for the non-freezing case, but

analysis of the phenomenon is more complex if part of the pore space is occupied by ice.

Where most of the soil thermal and hydraulic properties are functions of changing water

contents in the unfrozen case, they become functions of changing water mld changing ice

contents if the soil is frozen. A brief discussion of the various types of soil freezing

models which have been develOPed in the last twenty years is also presented in Chapter 2.

The theoretical development chapter of this thesis (Le., Chapter 3) presents the coupled

heat flow and mass transfer equations used in the non-freezing version of SoilCover

(MEND, 1993). Following this, the modified heat flow and mass transfer equations

which include phase change phenomenon are derived. The modified theory is uniquely

incorporated into the existing model in such a way that it is consistent with the model's

fmite element method formulation.

Chapter 4 introduces the laboratory data model verification program. Initial verification

of the revised model was carried out using laboratory freezing data obtained by lame

(1977) at the University of Saskatchewan. During the laboratory data modelling

program, the sensitivity of computed moisture and temperature proftles to slight changes

in soil hydraulic proPerties was tested.
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In Chapter 5, the results of the laboratory verification program are presented. Chapter 6

discusses the modelling results and probable reasons for any discrepancy between

computed and measured results are given. In addition, general comments about the

advantages and limitations of the modified soil freezing model are presented. Concluding

comments are given in Chapter 7.

ApPendix A presents a field application of the revised model and compares simulation

results with freezing and thawing data collected in the field. The field data was obtained

by O'kane (1995) from an instrumented clay - till cover over mine waste rock at a silver

mine, near the town of Houston, in the interior of British Columbia ApPendices B

through G include the revised computed code, support fues, and sample input files usd in

the field data modelling.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

From a historical perspective, the" conceptualizations of, and subsequent attempts at

analyzing freezing and thawing processes in soil dates back to lectures given by Stefan and

Neumann in the late 1800's (Jumikis, 1966). They presented exact solutions to predict the

depth of frost penetration as a function of time. Their methods were based on

questionable assumptions about the freezing temperature of pore-water, the shape of the

temperature profile below the frost line, the thermal properties of soil at temperatures

above and below freezing, and the significance of mass transfer mechanisms. In addition,

their solutions were given for a unique set of boundary conditions which seldom exist in

nature.

Relatively little research related to soil freezing was carried out in the fIrst half of this

century. Bouyoucos (1920) demonstrated that a certain amount of unfrozen water exists

in frozen soils. He also concluded that the unfrozen water exists because of interactions

between the mineral matrix and pore-water. In 1929, Taber showed that a major cause of

volume changes in frozen soil was the fonnation of segregated ice. While researchers

were aware that pore-water in soils freezes at temperatures below O°C, it·was Fisher

(1924) who presented a detailed discussion on the freezing of water in capillary systems

which indicated the dominant influence on freezing point depression was not salt

concentration, but the forces by which water was held in the soil pores. Schofield (1935)
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presented an underived freezing point depression calculation as a function of negative

pore-water pressure, and in 1935, Beskow demonstrated that negative pore-water

pressures also develop within a fme-grained soil during freezing.

In the post World War IT era a large increase in freeze/thaw and pennafrost research was

initiated. Large scale engineering projects throughout the world required an accurate

means for predicting freeze I thaw behaviour and its effect on engineered structures.

Kemper (1960) showed that water transfer in unsaturated soils takes place in thin liquid

films which exist between adjacent soil particles. Dirksen and Miller (1966) showed that

the water transfer is altered by the presence of pore-ice, and Jumikis (1966), Hoekstra

(1966) and others, showed that freezing and thawing in soils involves significant mass

transfer processes in addition to the more obvious heat transfers.

During the late 1960's and throughout the 1970's a considerable amount of research was

carried out for freezing and thawing soils. During this period there was little consensus

among researchers about how to analyse the physical processes occurring in a freezing

soil. As a result, numerous theories were proposed which attempted to describe the

physics of soil freezing. Numerous models were also developed which attempted to

provide engineers and soil scientists with a means of mathematically analysing freeze I

thaw behaviour. Works by Harlan (1973), Guymon and Luthin (1974), Jame (1977),

Konrad and Morgenstern (1990), NlXon (1992) and others have tried to present

mechanistic models for freezing behavior in fine grained soils with or without frost heave.

Flerchinger (1989) presents a simultaneous heat mid water model for a snow-residue-soil

system using conventional heat flow and mass balance theory. His model includes osmotic

effects, but neglects frost heave.

The bulk of this literature review will focus on research conducted from the mid 1960's to

the present This research has, in general, dealt with the following:

understanding the physical processes which take place during freezing,
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quantifying the amount of unfrozen water in frozen soils as a

function of temperature or suction,

determining the thermal and hydraulic properties of unsaturated soils

subjected to freezing and thawing for use in analytical models, and

developing numerical models to analyse the coupled

heat and mass transfer processes.

These will be discussed in turn.

2.2 The Physical Processes Occurring During Soil Freezing

A soil system consists of a mineral matrix whose voids may contain air, water, water

vapour, ice, and various solute solutions. The soil itself is physically discontinuous from

the atmosphere at its surface, so it is common when analyzing soil behaviour to defme the

surface as a natural boundary. Although the soil appears discontinuous with the

atmosphere at this point, it is the energy and mass fluxes across the soil - atmosphere

boundary which cause changes in the stress states of the soil.

When the temperature at the soil surface drops, a thermal gradient develops between the

cold surface and the warmer soils below. A transient heat flow is initiated which includes

conductive, convective, and radiative heat transfers. If the boundary temperature drops

below the freezing point of the pore-water, some of the pore-water will freeze and release

latent heat into the system. As the pore-water freezes the amount of water remaining in

the liquid state is reduced and negative pore-water pressures (or suctions) are induced, or

increase in the case of an initially unsaturated soil. In response to the pressure and

temperature gradient, moisture, if available, flows in its liquid and vapour phase from

lower regions in the soil to and beyond the advancing freezing front, where it freezes and

releases more latent heat. If the conditions are right (Le., soil type, overburden pressure,

water content etc.), ice lenses may form and result in heave of the soil surface. The frost

front advance continues until the frozen zone can no longer remove all the latent energy
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released by the phase change at the frost front. Liquid flux will continue throughout the

system as long as the water Permeability is sufficiently high or until the pores become

completely blocked by ice, at which point liquid flux will be shut down behind the frost

front.

Most researchers today would agree that the previous paragraph describes the basic

processes which take place during soil freezing. The problem with this description of the

physical processes is that it is too simplifIed. A rigorous analysis of this type of coupled

heat and mass transfer problem requires a deePer understanding of the individual physical

processes and their significance on the fmal analytical solutions.

2.2.1 Moisture Transfer Mechanisms

As discussed in the previous section, moisture transfer in freezing I thawing soils can

occur in the liquid or vapour phase. The type of liquid transfer depends on the soil

geometry, degree of saturation, and availability of water. While researchers have been

aware of vapour transfer processes in non-freezing soils for the past 50 years (Smith,

1939), the significance of vapour transfer in freezing soils subjected to different types of

boundary conditions is still under debate.

J

2.2.1.1 Vapour Transfer

The driving force for vapour transfer is the gradient between the partial vapour pressure

of pore-water in the warmer soils at depth and the partial vapour pressure of pore-water in

the upper regions of soil, just below the deepest point of ice formation. Thus, vapour

transfer takes place towards the colder regions, or along the drop of the thermal gradient

Jumikis (1966) mentions the importance of vapour transport in soils with relatively large

void sizes, esPeCially in the case where there is no continuous liquid phase. He

acknowledges that vapour diffusion also takes place in soils with particles coated by

moisture ftlms, but he adds that it is very difficult to analyse this type of diffusion due to

the difficulty in expressing the geometry of the voids and surface topography of the soil

particles.
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The relevance of vapour transfer in well graded soils is considered by Gray et al., (1985).

While studying over-winter soil moisture changes, Gray observed post-winter field

moisture conditions which suggested a significant amount of vapour transfer had occurred.

By comparing the energy and mass balances between two different sites on the Canadian

Prairies, Gray was able to back calculate what appeared to be a substantial vapour transfer

event

Harlan (1973) was one of the rust investigators to model coupled heat and mass transfer

in freezing soils. His model was develOPed on the assumption that vapour transfer has a

negligible effect on the net mass transfer. The assumption made by Harlan (1973) may

have some validity for the tests he conducted using Yoho Clay soil (with relatively low

porosity), but his modelling of freezing in Del Monte Sand most likely had error

introduced by omission of vapour transport. Harlan (1973) was not able to present a

comparison of laboratory data and analYtical results so it is hard to make quantitative

comments about the validity .of his assumptions. Many subsequent researchers followed

Harlan's lead and omitted the vapour transport mechanism. in their freezing models.

Philip and de Vries (1957) presented heat and mass transfer equations for porous materials

which included vapour transfer under non-freezing conditions. Their approach was limited

from a geotechnical engineering persPective. They assumed volume change did not occur,

they neglected liquid flow resulting from changes in total stress, and they assumed liquid

flow was in response to changes in volumetric water content, and not hydraulic head.

Dakshanamurthy and Fredlund (1981) presented un-coupled·simultaneous heat and mass

transfer equations which included air, water, vapour and heat flow in non-freezing,

unsaturated swelling soils. Wilson (1990) used simplifted fonns of these relationships and

presented two coupled heat and mass transfer partial differential equations with hydraulic

head and temperature as dependent variables. Wilson's equations are the basis for this

research program which expands the heat and mass transfer model to include freezing and
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thawing in soils. Wilson's (1990) coupled heat and mass transfer equations are discussed

in detail in Chapter 3.

2.2.1.2 Liquid Transfer

Soil physicists describe the transport of water through soils as bulk flow or film-capillary

flow (Jumikis, 1966). In a saturated soil, all of the voids are filled with water and the

flow is considered bulk fluid flow. In unsaturated soils, water is transported by tilm

capillary flow mechanisms. In either case, and for saturated or unsaturated conditions,

water flows in response to changes in hydraulic head.

The flow of liquid water through saturated soils is commonly described using Darcy's law,

where the rate of flow through a soil mass is proportional to the hydraulic head gradient

The coefficient of proportionality between the flow rate and the hydraulic head gradient is

called the coefficient ofpenneability. This coefficient is relatively constant for any sPecific

saturated soil. Darcy's law also applies to flow of water through unsaturated soils. In this

case the coefficient of penneability is not constant, but a function of water content or

mattic suction. Mattic suction is defmed as the difference between pore-air and pore

water pressure (Fredlund and Rhardjo, 1993). The coefficient of penneability is genemlly

a function of any two of the following three volume-mass soil properties: the degree of

saturation, the void ratio or the water content (Fredlund and Rhardjo, 1993).

Water can be considered to flow only through pores that contain water. As a result, the

air filled pores are non-conductive channels to the flow of water (Fredlund and Rhardjo,

1993). Childs (1969) speculated that the air-filled pores in an unsaturated soil behave

similarly to the solids which make up the soil. This is similar to ~e assumption made by

Harlan (1973) that the suction - penneability relationship of a partially frozen soil is the

same as that of the unfrozen, unsaturated soil because the frozen water is treated as part of

the solid matrix of the soil. Experiments have been conducted to verify Darcy's law for

water flow through unsaturated soils, but experimental data supporting the Harlan (1973)
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assumption has been lacking. Results of numerical modelling by Jame (1977), Taylor and

Luthin (1978) and others did not verify the Harlan (1973) hypothesis. However, results of

this current study suggest his assumptions may have some validity. This will be discussed

in section 2.4.3 and in Chapter 6.

2.2.1.3 Moisture Zones in Frozen Soils

During the 1960's, Jumikis (1966), Dirksen and Miller (1966), Hoekstra (1966) and

others imagined that a freezing soil consisted of three zones: a frozen zone, a frost front,

and unfrozen soil. The frost front is the point of farthest frost advance into the soil.

Miller (1972) frrst made reference to a thin zone of low permeability frozen soil which lies

between an ice lens (if present) and the unfrozen soil called the frozen fringe. Harlan

(1973) makes reference to an additional zone ''in close proximity to the freezing front"

where a large redistribution of water takes place. Figure 2.1 illustrates these zones.

Frozen Zone:
- minimal moisture flux if above an

ice lens which cuts off water
from warmer soil below

- some sublimation and vapour flux
- some unfrozen water content
remains in smaller pores

- high suctions

Frozen Fringe:
- low penneability
- extreme suction gradients

Unfrozen Zone:
- potential for large upward moisture

flux in certain soil types

Figure 2.1 Defmition of VariOllS Zones in a Frozen Soil Based on
Miller (1972) and Harlan (1973)
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Ice lenses are thin plates of ice segregated from the soil matrix. The process by which

they are formed has been the topic of great debate over the years. Ice lensing results in

frost heave and considerable damage to surface structures. Ice lensing and heaving was

initially studied by Taber (1929) and Beskow (1935) earlier in the century. More

recently, Miller (1978), Konrad and Morgenstern (1980) and Nixon (1991) discuss the

process in some detail and how it can be analysed. Ice lensing is significant because it

can cause damage to surface structures and because it affects the moisture flow conditions

in the frozen soil above the lens. It is generally agreed that during freezing, liquid

moisture flux in the frozen zone above an ice lens is negligible because the ice lens acts as

a barrier to liquid flow from below. Ice lensing is not considered in the computer model

developed in Chapter 3.

Dirksen and Miller (1966) and Hoekstra (1966) conducted experiments which revealed a

large moisture flux from the unfrozen soil to the freezing front They also noted that the

ice content behind the frost front increased with time. In order to explain this

phenomenon, vapour transfer analyses were conducted. From these studies, it became

evident that vapour flow alone could not explain the quantity of water in the frozen soil.

Hoekstra (1966) observed that, for his test conditions, the magnitude of moisture flow in

the frozen and unfrozen zones were similar. The significance of this finding is that it

becomes evident liquid flow may continue in the frozen zone as long as a liquid source is

available or until the permeability becomes sufficiently low to effectively prevent further

moisture movement (Konrad and Morgenstern, 1980).

2.2.2 Heat Transfer Mechanisms

The three mechanisms for heat flux in soils are conduction, convection, and radiation.

Latent heat of phase change introduces sources or sinks for heat flux. Heat conduction

occurs through the soil particles, pore-water, ice, vapour, and air. In air and vapour it

occurs by a process of collision between molecules. and subsequent increase in kinetic
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energy. A similar process occurs in water, but additional heat is transferred through

making and breaking hydrogen bonds. In the soil solid and in ice, conduction is the most

efficient fonn of heat transfer as energy is transferred through vibration of adjacent atoms

in the solid lattice structure.

Convection occurs both by molecular motion (diffusion) and heat transfer through bulk

fluid flow (advection). Free convection is a mass transport phenomenon which ~sults

from density gradients that are often accompanied by temperature gradients. Thus, fluid

of higher density flow towards the lower density fluid, advecting .heat energy as it moves.

Forced convection results from pressure differences similar to those present in ground

water.

Thermal radiation is energy emitted by matter that is at a fmite temperature. It is

transported by electromagnetic waves and does not require the presence of a material

medium. Heat transfer by radiation in the soil pores is a function of temperature, pore

geometry and water content. The effect of this tyPe of heat transfer decreases rapidly with

decreasing void size, increasing water content, and decreasing temperature (Lunardini,

1991). Thus, if radiation is only relevant to low water content, large pore size, and high

temperature soils, then it can be neglected in the case of freezing soils.

Latent heat is released or absorbed when water changes phase. The latent heat of fusion

(Le., water to ice) is equal to 334 kJlkg of water, the latent heat of sublimation is equal to

2709 kJlkg, and the latent heat of vapourization is 2375 kJlkg. The latent heat input or

removed from a system has a significant effect on the rate of penetration of the freezing or

thawing front Convective heat transfer is considered in the next section.

2.2.2.1 The Relevance of Convective Heat Transfer

A majority of analytical soil freezing models make the assumption that heat transfer by

convection is negligible. Harlan (1973) and Guymon and Luthin (1974) included the
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convective component in their analysis, while Nixon (1975) and Taylor and Luthin (1978)

found that heat transfer by convection was two to three orders of magnitude lower than

that due to conduction and they omitted it. lame and Norum (1980) used the Harlan

(1973) approach without the convection tenn and obtained quite reasonable results

modelling freezing of a fine silica flour over a period of 72 hours. Flerchinger (1987)

included the convective tenn in his field modelling of winter freezing and thawing. Tao

and Gray (1994) also included convection in their model predicting snow melt infiltration

into frozen soils. It appears that the inclusion or omission of the convective tenn depends

on the boundary conditions of the system being modeled and on the penneability of the

soil. In general, convective heat transfer should be included when modelling high

penneability soils, especially where there is potential for large moisture fluxes.

2.3 Unfrozen Water in Frozen Soils

Since Bouyoucous (1920) frrst showed that some part of water in a Clay-water mixture

remains unfrozen at temperatures as low as -78°C, many researchers have tried to explain,

in physical and theoretical tenns, the processes by which this phenomenon occurs

(Williams, 1964; Williams, 1966; Nersesova and Tsytovich, 1966; Miller, 1966; Takagi,

1966; Low et aI, 1968; lame, 1972; Tice et aI, 1976; Black and Tice, 1989). Since

direct measurement of freezing point depression is difficult, the overall objective of their

research was to develop a tool for predicting the freezing temperatures based on some

easily measured soil properties. Regardless of the experimental methods used to obtain

this data, it is common practice to report the freezing temperature as a function of the

unfrozen water content. The converse of this relationship is the unfrozen water content

versus sub-zero temperature function, which is a very useful function to have when

modelling freezing in soils.

There appear to be two theories about the validity of unfrozen water content data.

Nersesova (1966), Tice et aI, (1966), lame (1972) and others indicate that the unfrozen

water content data for a given soil is independent of initial water content (or degree of
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saturation) and mainly a function of sub-zero temperature. Therefore, one soil freezing

curve is valid for the entire range of water contents that a particular soil could have. Yong

(1965), and Lange and McKim (1963), however, suggest that the unfrozen water content

is dependent on both the initial degree of saturation and sub-zero temperature. Figure 2.2

shows soil freezing curves developed by Yong (1965), and Figure 2.3 shows soil freezing

curves developed by Nersesova and Tsytovich (1965).
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Figure 2.2 Temperature and Unfrozen Water Content of Silt and Clay for Various

Initial Water Contents (after Yong, 1965)

In Figure 2.2 the experimental soil freezing curves are given for both silt and clay samples

prepared at different initial moisture contents. Thus, each of the six curves in Figure 2.2

represent the soil freezing curve of a uniQl1e soil sample. Observation of Figure 2.2

reveals that samples prepared at higher water contents retain more unfrozen water at

lower freezing temperatures than samples prepared at lower water contents.. In Figure

2.3, experimental soil freezing curves are given for five different materials ranging from

clay to quartz sand. Although no mention is made of the initial moisture conditions (i.e.,

at which the samples were prepared), it is obvious that each curve is only valid for the
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specified soil type with a similar stress history. The apparent contradiction between the

two figures is a result of how they are interpreted. In Figure 2.2, initial water content

refers to the water content at which the sample was compacted. While in Figure 2.3, the

initial water content is not the water content at which the material was compacted, but the

water content present in the soil when freezing [rrst begins. In fact, both figures show

valid soil freezing curves.
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Figure 2.3 Unfrozen Water Contents in Typical Non-saline Soils (after Nersesova and
Tsytovich, 1965)

lame (1972) conducted laboratory experiments on fine silica flour to detennine the

relationship between unfrozen water content and freezing point depression at different

freezing temperatures. One test involved gradually reducing the soil temperature until ice

began to nucleate. This was done for soils at various water contents. The second test

involved calorimetric determination of unfrozen water content for various sub-zero

temperatures. The results of his findings are illustrated in Figure 2.4. Essentially, it was
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shown that the relationship between freezing point depression and water content is the

same as the relationship between sub-zero temperature and unfrozen water content. This

finding is significant because it permits the use of the freezing point depression curve for

predicting unfrozen water content at different sub-zero temperatures. It will also allow

correlation to be made between water content, suction (as given by soil water

characteristic curves) and soil temPerature. These are discussed shortly.
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Figure 2.4 Relationship Between Freezing Point Depression and Water Content, or
Between Unfrozen Water Content and Sub-zero temPerature (after lame, 1972)

2.3.1 Thermodynamic EquiUbrium

The theoretical basis for soil water freezing relationships mentioned above comes from

thermodynamic phase equilibrium theory. Therefore, it is important to discuss this theory

as it applies to partially frozen, unsaturated soils. This information is also necessary for

developing the computer model used in this study, as it is the basis for a correlation
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between the soil freezing curve (and freezing point depression curve) and the soil water

characteristic curve.

Initial studies of unfrozen water content in frozen soils concentrated on the influence of

salts on the freezing temperature of pore-water. Fisher (1924) indicated that the

phenomenon is due partially to the presence of salts, and also to the way which the water

is held within the soil. Fisher studied the capillary forces acting in pore-water in a freezing

soil. Taber, in the 1920's, and Edlefsen and Anderson in 1943, suggested that water in

fine grained soils is under the influence of adsorption forces. Miller (1965, 1973)

distinguishes between "capillary" water forces in coarser grained, non-colloidal soils (i.e.,

sands and coarse silts), and "adsorptive" water forces in [mer grained, wholly colloidal

soils (Le., fine silts and clays). The significance of these soil classifications becomes

apparent when thermal equilibrium analysis is applied to water in frozen soils.

Analysis of the Gibbs free energy for any two phases in equilibrium can be used to derive

the Clapeyron equation which relates how the equilibrium pressure changes with a change

in temperature. The basic fonn of the Clapeyron equation is as follows:

where,

P

T

h

V

=
=
=
=

equilibrium pressure (kPa),

temperature of the system (K),

specific enthalpy difference between phases (kJlkg), and

specific volume difference between phases (m3/kg).

[2.1]

Various forms of the Clapeyron equation have been used for different purposes in the

study of freezing soils. Schofield (1935), Takagi (1963), Low et al. (1968), and lame

(1972) presented equilibrium thennodynamic relationships which related the freezing point

depression of soil water to soil suction. Figure 2.5 shows the results of calculations made
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by Jame (1972) of suction as a function of sub-zero temperature for a coarse grained

soil. The figure shows that very high suctions develop within a relatively small sub-zero

temperature range.
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Figure 2.5 Theoretical Relationship Between Mattic Suction and Sub-zero
temPerature for a Coarse Grained Soil (after Jame, 1972)

In the 1960's, researchers like Everett (1961) , Penner (1967), andW~ (1967) used

a fonn of the Clapeyron equation as the basis for capillary models of ice segregation and

frost heave. In the 1970's and 1980's, Harlan (1973), Taylor and Luthin (1978), Jame

and Norum (1980) and others presented heat and mass transfer relationships which were

inherently coupled in the frozen zone by soil freezing curves and the Clapeyron equation

(i.e., the soil freezing curve related water content to temperature, and the Clapeyron

equation related temperature to suction for use in computing hydraulic gradients). Miller

(1978), Konrad and Morgenstern (1980), and NIXon (1991, 1992) used Clapeyron type

equations to relate pore-water pressures to ice pressures beneath a growing ice lens in

their studies of frost heaving mechanisms. Koopmans and 'Miller (1966), and Black and
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Tice (1989) tried to derive the soil freezing curve from the soil water characteristic curves

using equilibrium thennodynamics. The relationships between the soil water characteristic

curves and soil freezing curves are discussed in the next section.

2.3.2 Relating Soil Freezing Curves to Soil Water Characteristic Curves

In a freezing soil, three possible phase interfaces exist: ice-water, air-water, and ice-air. If

pore-ice pressure is assumed to be constant (which is apparently reasonable for nonnal

hexagonal ice - see Jumikis, 1966; Jame 1972) and pore-air pressure is assumed constant

(which is most often the case), then the two interfaces of significance are the air-water and

ice-water interfaces. Figure 2.6 shows a schematic of a partially frozen unsaturated soil

and the three phase stress state pressure variables. The difference between pore-air

pressure and pore-water pressure in an unsaturated soil is called the matric suction. A soil

water characteristic curve is used to show the variation of volumetric (liquid) water

content with respect to changes in matric suction.

Williams (1964) frrst presented data on the relationship between a soil water characteristic

curve measured at room temperature, and a soil freezing curve for the same material. The

eXPerimental data presented by Williams (1964) relating suction and temperature agreed

closely with theoretical relationships given by the appropriate fonn of the Clapeyron

equation. This fmding was significant because it suggested that a theoretical soil freezing

curve could be constructed using a measured soil water characteristic curve and the

Clapeyron equation. In effect, the Clapeyron equation would provide the freezing

temperatures corresponding to each water content or suction.

Miller (1973) related the moisture states achieved in freezing/thawing soils to

drying/wetting processes in unsaturated soils. His theory was presented for soils that
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were either wholly colloidal (Le., fme grained) or wholly non-colloidal (Le, coarse

grained). Soil types that fell between this range (Le., were a combination of coarse and

fine material) were not included in the Miller (1973) theoretical development due to the

difficulty in applying the ClaPeyron equation to soils dominated by both capillary and

adsorptive forces. Miller found that for soils wholly dominated by adsorptive forces, a

correlation exists between soil water characteristic data and soil freezing data. This agrees

with the earlier experimental findings of Williams (1964), and Koopmans and Miller

(1966). Results obtained by Koopmans and Miller (1966) are shown in Figure 2.7. In this

figure it is clear that the freezing curve is similar to the drying curve, and the thawing

curve is similar to the wetting curve. A best fit line has been added to the Figure to help

with the interpretation.

Air Voids

Adsorbed
Water

Figure 2.6 Schematic of Partially Frozen Soil Showing Relevant Stress State Variables
(After Miller 1973)
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Figure 2.7 Experimental Relationships Between Soil Freezing Curves and Soil Water
Characteristic Curves Including Hysteresis Effects (after Koopmans and Miller, 1966)

Application of the Kelvin equation to the ice-water and ice-air interface shows that a

correction must be made to the relationship between soil water characteristic data and soil

freezing data for soils wholly dominated by capillary forces. For the ice-water interface:

where,

uw

=
=

ice pressure (kPa),

water pressure (kPa),

)
<1iw(u·-u =-

1 W r.
lW
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=
=

the surface tension between ice and water (kN), and

the radius of curvature of the interface (m).

For the ice-air interface:

20·(u.-u )=_al_
1 a [.al

[2.3]

where,

Ua =

aai =

rai =

the air pressure (kPa),

the surface tension between air and ice (kN), and

the mean radius of curvature of the interface (m).

Koopmans and Miller (1966) eXPerimentally determined the air-water, ice-water ratio (Le.,

Oaw:Oiw) to be 2.2 : 1; and Miller (1973) calculated the ice-water, air-ice ratio (i.e., Oiw:Oai)

to be 1: 3.2 by analysing the contact angle between interfaces.

Black and Tice (1989) correlated eXPerimental soil water characteristic curve data to

measured soil freezing data. They also presented unique power curve relationships which

simultaneously represented both the soil freezing curve data and the soil water

characteristic curve data for initially saturated soils composed of either coarse or fine

material. An example of their eXPerimental and computed results for a fine grained soil

are shown in Figure 2.8 for the freezing I drying and thawing I wetting cases.

The general form of the Clapeyron equation used by Black and Tice (1989) is as follows:

where,

=
=
=

the specific gravity of ice (dec.),

the volumetric latent heat of fusion (kJlkg),

the freezing point depression of pore w~ter (OC).
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Equation 2.4 in its current form does not relate freezing point depression, T-, to matric

suction, (ua - uw.). To make this connection, Black and Tice (1989) relate (Uj - uw) to

(ua - uw), using the ratios of surface tensions, Oaw:Oiw discussed earlier. These

correlations are presented below for both a coarse grained and fme grained soil.
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Figure 2.8 Combination ofExperimental and Theoretical Soil Water Characteristic
and Soil Freezing Curves for Windsor Sandy Loam (after Black and Tice, 1989)

When adsorptive forces << capillary forces (i.e., coarse grained):

(0. -Uw)= ~~w (uj -Uw), or
IW

(ua - uw ) =2.2(1110) T*

When capillary forces << adsorptive forces (i. e., fine grained):
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(ua - uw ) =(Ui - Uw ), or

(U a -uw )=1110T*

[2.7]

[2.8]

The constant value equal to 1110 kPafC combines the latent heat of fusion value, specific

volume, and the conversion between the freezing temperature of water in Kelvins and

degrees Celsius. The constant value of 2.2 is the ratio of surface tensions between air 

water, and ice - water in a coarse grained soil.

The above relationships may be useful for obtaining soil freezing curve data which can not

be measured easily. For either soil type, the soil freezing data can be calculated using

measured soil water characteristic curve data and the appropriate fonn of the ClaPeYrOn

equation as presented by Black and Tice (1989). Currently, no Clapeyron type

fonnulation exists for soils which contain a mixture of capillary and adsorptive water

forces.

The preceding discussions are significant to the development of the current soil freezing

model because a ClapeYron tyPe equation can couple the temperature and suction states in

pore-water undergoing a phase change. Even though no theoretical Clapeyron equation

exists for soils containing capillary and adsorptive water, it may be possible to obtain a

relationship between suction and temperature using a measured soil freezing curve and a

measured soil water characteristic curve. If both curves are known, then the freezing

temperatures from the soil freezing curve should be inherently linked to the soil water

suctions through the unfrozen water content which is common to both curves. This will

be discussed again in Chapter 3.

Other empirical methods have been develOPed for predicting the unfrozen water content

versus temperature or freezing point depression curve. Low et ale (1968) present a

detailed thennodynamic technique and its instructions for use. Their method is quite

complicated to apply and is most accurate it) predicting large freezing· point depressions.
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Tice et ale (1976) present a method which shows how to predict the unfrozen water

content in soils from liquid limit data. Their method predicts the empirical constants, a

and ~ for use in the simple power curve relationship:

where,

= the unfrozen gravimetric water content (dec.).

[2.9]

Their method gives very good correlation between measured and calculated values for

liquid limits less than 100 and for relatively salt free soils. This type of power curve can

also be used with values of a and ~ which are detennined experimentally. Table 2.1

shows some published unfrozen water content parameters for use in the above equation.

Anderson et ale (1973) recognize the applicability of the power curve shown in equation

2.9, but they discuss the drawbacks of such a curve when used on clay-water systems.

They suggest using a combination of two power curves. After testing eleven soil samples

with specific surface areas ranging from o.oito 800 m2/g they were able to regress values

of a and ~ against specific surface area, S, as follows:

In(-~) = -0.2640 In(S) + 0.3711

In(a) = 0.5519ln(S) + 0.2618

[2.10]

[2.11]

Combining equations 2.10 and 2.11 with equation 2.9 "results in an equation by which the

gravimetric unfrozen water content can be detennined for salt free soils at freezing

temperatures when only the specific surface area is known. This equation is given below.

In(Wu) =0.2618 +O.5519ln(S) - 1.449S-O·264 ln(T·) [2.12]
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The following list summarizes the significant points presented in this section of the

literature review.

1. Water in soils freezes below O°C.

2. Unfrozen water exists in frozen soils primarily due to negative pore-water pressures.

3. The unfrozen water content versus sub-zero temperature relationship applies

regardless of the water content present when the soil frrst starts to freeze.

4. The Clapeyron and Kelvin equations provide a relationship between suction and

temPerature for soils dominated either by capillary or adsorptive water forces.

5. A relationship between temPerature and suction states may be detennined for a soil

regardless of soil type if both the soil freezing, and soil water characteristic curves are

known.

6. The soil freezing curve should ideally be measured in a laboratory, but other empirical

methods of computing the necessary data have been developed.
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Table 2.1 Unfrozen Water Content Parameters For Use In Equation 2.9

Soil Type Specific a p
Surface

Area
Morin Clay 60 0.096 -0.406
Morin Clay 60 0.131 -0.505
Caen Silt 0.095 -0.227

Calgary Silt 0.096 -0.364
Manchester Silt 0.058 -0.425

Kaolin 0.104 -0.245
Allendale Clay 0.157 -0.187

InuvikClay 0.145 -0.254
Tomokomai Clay 54 0.195 -0.305

Suffield Clay 140 0.139 -0.315
Fairbanks Silt 40 0.048 -0.326

lllite 50.6 0.332 -0.273
Fairbanks Silt 0.074 -0.384

Undisturbed Fairbanks 0.058 -0.439
Silt

Chena Silt 6 0.014 -1.460
Japanese Clay (45%) 0.128 -0.402
West Lebanon Gravel 15 0.021 -0.408

Manchester Silt 18 0.025 -0.515
Kaolinite (kGa-1) 23 0.058 -0.864

Chena Silt 40 0.032 -0.531
LedaClay 58 0.108 -0.649
Morin Clay 60 0.095 -0.479

O'Brien Clay 61 0.104 -0.484
Goodrich Clay 68 0.0864 -0.456

TutoClay 78 0.128 -0.603
Sweden 478 Clay 113 0.271 -0.472
Suffield Silty Clay 148 0.111 -0.254

Frederick Clay 159 0.140 -0.279
Elleworth Clay 184 0.112 -0.293

Regina Clay 291 0.211 -0.238
Niagara Silt 37 0.066 -0.410

Norway LE-l Clay 52 0.099 -0.523
Kaolinite No. 7 72 0.198 -0.689

Athena Silt Loam 83 0.060 -0.301
Sweden 201 Clay 106 0.197 -0.492

Hectorite 419 0.384 -0.369
Volcanic Ash 474 0.031 -0.097
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2.4 Thermal and Hydraulic Properties of Frozen Soils

Modelling of transient freeze I thaw processes in soil requires that the thermal and

hydraulic properties of the soils be known for both the freezing and non-freezing zones.

From a heat transfer persPeCtive it is necessary to know the thermal conductivity,

volumetric specific heat capacity, and latent heat of fusion of water for the soil. From a

mass transfer perspective, it is necessary to know the coefficient of permeability, and

vapour diffusion coefficient The unfrozen water content versus temperature relationship

has been discussed in the previous section.

In the unfrozen zone, changes in thermal conductivity, volumetric specific heat, coefficient

of permeability and vapour diffusion coefficient are a function of changes in water content.

The relationships between these soil properties and water content are not valid in the

frozen zone because the presence of ice changes the solid and liquid matrix of the soil.

Excluding the coefficient of water permeability in frozen soils, there are generally well

accepted methods of detennining the required soil properties for both the freezing and

non-freezing cases. These are discussed below.

2.4.1 Thermal Conductivity

Thermal conductivity is the amount of heat passing a unit cross-sectional area of soil, per

unit time, under a unit temperature gradient. In equation fonn, it can be represented by:

where,

A.

q

L

A

=
=
=
=

the thennal conductivity (WImK),

the heat flux per unit time (W1m2
),

the length of flow (m)

the cross-sectional area (m2
), and
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T1•2 = the temperatures at each end of length, L (K).

The thermal conductivity of the soil system is a function of the thermal conductivites and

quantities of each individual component in the soil, and of the combination of soil

components (Le., soil density and porosity).

Farouki (1981) discusses and compares various methods for calculating the thermal

conductivity of frozen and unfrozen soils. He discusses the sensitivity of each method

with respect to soil type (fine or coarse), degree of saturation, mineral composition, and

phase state (i.e., frozen or unfrozen). Farouki concludes that the method provided by

Johansen (1975) gives the best results for frozen or unfrozen, coarse or fine soils, at

various degrees of saturation above 0.1. He adds that the method proposed by de Vries

(1952) is more accurate for unfrozen coarse soils when the degree of saturation is

between 0.1 and 0.2. Below a saturation of 0.1, none of the methods give good

predictions. The method proposed by Kersten (1949) gives good results for frozen fine

soils at a saturation below 0~9, but this method does not apply for any coarse grained soil

(frozen or unfrozen) with either a high or low quartz content. In saturated soils, several

methods appear to compare favorably, but Farouki (1981) is of the opinion that the

method proposed by Johansen (1975) is easiest to use.

The method given by Johansen (1975) expresses the thermal conductivity of an

unsaturated soil as a function of the thermal conductivity in the dry and saturated states at

the same dry density. The expressions listed below enable the thermal conductivity to be

calculated for various cases. The main equation used by Johansen (1975) is:

where,

Asat =
=

=

the saturated thermal conductivity (W/mOC),

0.750
A.-(1-o) for the unfrozen case,

2.20 A5(1-o) 0.269Wa for the frozen case,
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wu = the unfrozen volumetric water content (dec.),

n = the porosity of the soil,

As = the effective solids thennal conductivity (W/mOC),

= 7.7q 2.01
-q if q > 0.20,

= 7.7q 3.01
-q if q < 0.20,

q = the quartz content as a fraction of total solids content(dec.),

Adry = the thennal conductivity of the soil matrix in the dry state (W/mOC),

0.137 'Yd+64.7 ifth il·· ral= e so IS m a natu state,
2700-0.947"(d

= 0.39 n-2
.
2 if the soil is crushed,

'Yd = the dry density of the soil (kglm3
),

A.c = the Kersten number (dec.),

= 0.7 log Sr + 1.0 for a coarse, unfrozen soil,

= log Sr + 1.0 for a fme, unfrozen soil,

= Sr for any frozen soil,

Sr = the degree of saturation (dec.), and

= (9j + 9u) I n.

In the equations listed in above, the thermal conductivity of ice is assumed constant at 2.2

W/moC, and that of water is 0.57 WImoC.

The de Vries (1952) method was used by Harlan (1973) and subsequently Guymon and

Luthin (1974), lame (1977), Taylor and Luthin (1978), Guymon et ale (1980), and

Flerchinger (1987). The equation is of the form as follows:

n

~Fj9jAj
A=....J=_l__

n .
I,Fj 9 j
j=l
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where,

=

=

=

the volumetric content of the jth component (m3/m3
),

the weighting factor of the jth component (dec.),

1 3 ( A. }- ~ {1 + _J_ - 1 n}-l
3 n-l Aair

=

Au =

gl + g2 + g3 = 1, a depolarization factor dePending

on the shape of the component (dec.), and

Aa + Av , the thermal conductivity of air and

vapour (W/mOC).

In the lame (1977) study, the thermal conductivity of the soil solid, ~ , was taken as that

of pure quartz (Le., 8.54 W/mOC), and the thermal conductivity of air, Aa , was taken as

0.025 W/moC. For volumetric water contents above 0.2, the vapour phase thermal

conductivity, Av, was 0.736 W/moC and for water contents below 0.2, the vapour thermal

conductivity varied linearly from 0.0736 W/moC to zero at oven dryness. Water has a

thermal conductivity of 0.573 W/moC and ice has a thermal conductivity of 2.176 W/moC.

Values of ~ for the soil solid particles were chosen as 0.125, 0.125, and 0.75; which

corresponds to particles having a shaPe of an ellipsoid of revolution. The values of gl and

g2 for the air were assumed to decrease linearly from 0.333 in water saturated soils to

0.105 at a volumetric water content of 0.2. Below this water content they varied linearly

from a value of 0.105 to 0.015 at oven drYness. Values of~ for ice were chosen to be the

same as the soil solid particles. Prior to using de Vries (1952) method of calculating

thermal conductivity, lame (1977) compared experiment values with theoretical values for

the non-freezing case. The results of this comparison are illustrated in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9 Comparison of Experimental and de Vries (1952) Method Thennal
Conductivity for Non-Freezing Case (after Jame, 1977)

2.4.2 Volumetric Specific Heat and Apparent Specific Heat

If the temperature of a soil subjected to thennal gradients changes with time, then some of

the heat is either stored or removed from the soil. The volumetric heat capacity of a soil

is the heat energy required to raise the temperature of a unit volume of soil by 1°C. The

volumetric heat capacity is the product of the mass specific heat, c and the density, P

(Farouki,1981). The volumetric SPecific heat of a sOil-liquid-ice mixture can be estimated

by the expression:

n
cp =I (cp)j9j

j=l
[2.16]

where,

the volumetric specific heat of the j1h component (J/m3 °C).
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If the dry density of the soil is known, equation 2.16 can be expressed as:

[2.17]

where,

'Yd =

cs =

Wi =

the dry density of the soil solid (kg/m3
), .

the mass specific heat of the soil (Jlkg °C), and

the gravimetric content of ice (dec.).

The mass specific heat of water and ice are 4184 JlkgOC and 2100 Jlkg °C resPeCtively. In

the experiments performed by Jame (1972), a mass specific heat of silica flour solid was

calorimetrically determined to be 837 JlkgOC. This is the same silica flour that is used for

verifying the computer model develoPed in this current study.

In frozen soils the phase change is a gradual process, thus the term specific heat capacity is

not strictly applicable (Anderson et al, 1973). In its place it is possible to use the term

apparent volumetric SPeCific heat capacity, pc, originally defmed by Williams (1964) as:

where,

pc =

Lr =

9u =

- depc=pc+Lf _ u

dT

the apparent volumetric SPeCific heat (J/m3 °C),

the latent heat of fusion of water (Jlkg), and

the volumetric unfrozen water content, (m3/m3
).

[2.18]

The apparent volumetric specific heat incorporates the latent heat of fusion and the change

in unfrozen water content with change in sub-zero temperature.
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The latent heat of fusion is known to vary with temperature and unfrozen water content.

In their model, Guymon and Luthin (1974) use the following relationship to correct for the

change in latent heat as follows:

where,

= the saturated volumetric water content (m3/m3
).

[2.19]

Anderson et ale (1973) report that corrections to the latent heat of fusion are only

necessary at temperatures below approximately -20°C. In this current study the latent heat

of fusion is assumed constant at 344 kJlkg.

2.4.3 Water Coemcient of Permeability

It was discussed in section 2.1.2 that there is a large change in water Penneability near and

behind the freezing front in the frozen soil. Harlan (1973) makes the assumption that the

coefficient of Penneability versus water content (or suction) function is the same in the

frozen and unfrozen zones at any given liquid water content. Harlan (1973), however,

was unable to conclude that his hypothesis was valid, as his own numerical results showed

that too much water and ice accumulated behind the freezing front and that the water

content decreased too rapidly at the freezing front. Numerical modelling carried out by

lame (1977) also suggests that the assumption made by Harlan (1973) is invalid. lame

(1977) suggests that the presence of ice probably disrupts the established flow paths and

hence reduces the flow rate.

To account for the reduced flow, lame (1977) introduced an impedance factor of the

fonn:
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[2.20]

where,

k =

~ =

E =

the actual coefficient of permeability (cm/s),

the unfrozen coefficient of permeability (cm/s), and

an empirical constant

lame (1977) calibrated his computer model by adjusting the empmcal constant, E, in the

above equation and by custom fitting a diffusivity versus water content function using data

gathered from his initial tests. The permeability relationships then appeared to work well

and give good results in other freezing simulations using the same material. Taylor and

Luthin (1978), Hromadka (1987), Gosnik et ale (1988) and others have used the lame

(1977) approach and also obtained good computed results. Gosnik et ale (1988) report

that typical values of 'E' are about 8 for fine sands and silts to 20 - 30 for coarser gravely

soils. Black (1991) is very critical of the 'impedance factor' approach, stating that it is a

"potent and wholly arbitrary correction function" for determining permeability. Results of

the current study tend to support Black's opinion. This is discussed in Chapter 6.

Anderson et ale (1973) introduces a method for determining the coefficient of permeability

in frozen soils. The Anderson et ale (1973) equation is of the form:

where,

a

=
=

the coefficient of permeability at -1°C, (cm/s), and

the slope of the K vs. -T on a log - log plot
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The a term is approximately equal to -SP, where ~ is the exponent parameter used in the

power curve relationship given by Anderson et ale (1973) for unfrozen water content

versus temperature functions (see Table 2.1 for some published values of the uP"
parameter). The coefficient of Permeability at -1°C is obtained from special tests

described by Anderson et ale (1973).

Nixon (1992) compiled some coefficient of permeability values for frozen soils and plotted

them on a log-log plot. These are shown in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10 Hydraulic Conductivity of Frozen Soils (after Nixon, 1992)

Various other methods have been tried over the years. Tao.(1994) used a power curve

relationship frrst presented by Mualem (1976) that uses the normalized liquid saturation of

the soil which is, itself, a function of volumetric ice content. Konrad and Morgenstern

(1980) and Oliphant et ale (1982) present equations for detennining the coefficient of

penneability in the frozen zone which require parameters based on complex laboratory

testing. Konrad and Morgenstem·(1980) base their calculated coefficient of penneability
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on the soils segregation temperature (i.e., the temperature at which an ice lens starts to

form). Nakano et al. (1982) base their calculation on the temperature gradient and the

assumption that a form of the Clapeyron equation is valid for relating the pressure

potential to temperature when both ice and liquid water phases are present.

Numerous studies have made no attempt to correct for the coefficient of penneability in

frozen soils. Guymon and Luthin (1974) apply a form of the Gardner relationship for

permeability in unsaturated soils to their freezing models. Flerchinger (1987) bases the

permeability on suctions determined from a Brooks and Corey (1964) type calculation of

matric potential. Flerchinger (1987) used his model to predict year round field moisture

conditions with fairly good agreement between predicted and measured results.

To date, the literature shows that no single, acceptable method exists for detennining the

coefficient of permeability in a partially frozen, unsaturated soil. This is a major downfall

to modelling freeze I thaw behaviour in soils. Until a suitable method of obtaining the

frozen zone permeability is ,aVailable, it is necessary to choose one of the approaches

discussed above. One must either conduct extensive laboratory testing on freezing soils,

or one must "calibrate" a model using measured data. This current study will compare

results obtained with and without a penneability function correction for pore-ice blockage

in the frozen zone.

2.5 Numerical Models ofFreezing I Thawing Soils

Numerical models of soil freezing can be divided into two groups: those that assume the

moisture content is static (i.e., considering only the thermal regime), and those that

consider simultaneous coupled heat and mass transfer relationship~. Extensive laboratory

and field testing has shown that the fonner analysis is not sufficient Thennal analysis

does not account for any moisture redistribution and it does not give accurate temperature

proftles in a partially frozen soil (Jame and Norum, 1980).
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The literature shows that there are three basic approaches to modelling heat and mass

transfer in freezing soils. The capillary models (penner, 1959; Williams, 1967) credit

capillary suction at the ice I water interface for moving water toward a growing ice lens.

Evidence has shown that capillary suction effects do not explain continued ice segregation

under high overburden pressures (Smith, 1985).

The hydrodynamic models (Harlan, 1973; Guymon and Luthin, 1974; Taylor and Luthin,

1978; Jame, 1977; Jame and Norum, 1980; and others) use coupled heat and mass transfer

relationships to model the complete soil regime above and below the frost line - with or

without frost heave. Hydrodynamic models use some capillary theory and they require

accurate predictions of coefficient of penneability in the both frozen and unfrozen zones.

As discussed in the previous section, an arbitrary 'impedance factor' has been introduced

to calibrate the hydraulic conductivity in these models.

The secondary frost heave approach (Miller, 1978) was developed with the objective of

predicting ice lens fonnation and frost heave. It builds on the previously mentioned

models and assumes that the criterion for the initiation of a new ice lens within the frozen

fringe is the same as the criterion for initiation of an air-filled crack in unsaturated,

unfrozen soils. This approach led to the rigid ice model (Miller, 1978) of coupled heat

and mass transfer for a freezing front descending through air-free, solute-free

incompressible soil. According to Black (1991), the rigid ice model has inherent

computational difficulties which make it difficult for use in practical problems.

Other models, based on the hydrodynamic approach, have also been developed with the

sole purpose of explaining and predicting frost heave phenomenon (Gilpin, 1980; Konrad

and Morgenstern, 1980; Nixon, 1991). This latter group incorporate segregation

pressures and temperatures, and sPecial calculations for water penneability in the frozen

zone which are functions of the uniquely defmed segrega:tion temperatures.
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The immediate application of the model proposed in Chapter 3 is to predict the thermal

and moisture regime in a soil cover subjected to small overburden pressures and neglect

any ice lensing. As a result, some fonn of a hydrodynamic model is most appropriate.

The hydrodYnamic model is discussed in more detail below.

2.5.1 Hydrodynamic Soil Freezing Models

The hydrodynamic model recognizes the coupled heat and mass transfers occurring

simultaneously in freezing soils. The equations used in this approach are adapted from

those used in unfrozen soils and are linked by the unfrozen water content versus

temperature relationship and the ClaPeyron equation.

The mass transfer equation given by Harlan (1973) is as follows:

~(k a'l')= aeu +£i.. aei [2.22]
az az at Pu at

where,

k = the hydraulic conductivity (mls),

'I' = the soil water suction (m),

eu = the unfrozen volumetric water content (m3/m3
),

9i = the volumetric ice content (m3/m3
),

pu = the density of liquid water (kglm3
),

Pi = the density of ice (kglm3
), and

t = time (s).

The heat transfer equation given by Harlan (1973) is as follows:

[2.23]
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where,

z = vertical position (m),

A. = the thermal conductivity of the soil (W1m °C),

T = temperature eC),

Cu = the mass specific heat of liquid water (kJlkg °C),

Vz = the fluid flow velocity in the z-direction (mls),

pc = the volumetric heat capacity of the soil (kJlkg °C), and

Lr = the latent heat of fusion of water (kJlkg).

The second term on the left side of equation 2.23 is the convective heat transfer term

which is often neglected (see comments in section 2.2). The two terms on the right side of

the equation can be combined as:

where, .

pc =

=

=

the apparent volumetric specific heat (kJ/m3 °C),

ae.
pc - LfP! a; (Harlan, 1973; Jame, 1977), and

pc+Lf ~~ (Anderson et aI, 1973; Smith, 1985).

[2.24]

The apparent volumetric specific heat takes into account the latent heat of phase change

during freezing or thawing. Therefore, the only modification to the heat transfer equation

for freezing soils is the substitution of apparent volumetric specific heat for volumetric

specific heat

It should be noted that the apparent volumetric specific heat is a function of either the

unfrozen volumetric water content or the volumetric ice content multiplied by ice density.
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This fonner version of the equation is convenient because the partial derivative tenn is

simply the sloPe of the soil freezing curve. However, this fonn of the equation was

derived for use in freezing analysis which neglects mass transfer.

Observation of equations 2.22 and 2.23 reveals that the heat and mass transfer equations

are coupled by the change in ice content per change in temPerature. The system of

coupled equations can be solved either by fmite difference or fmite element methods

assuming appropriate boundary conditions are applied. The solution strategies must be

flexible enough to handle small time steps during the early stages of frost penetration. The

grid spacings are also fairly small to increase the stability of the model. A detailed

comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of each of various solution strategies and

numerical procedures is beyond the scoPe of this literature review.

2.6 Summary

The physical processes taking place during soil freezing are not well understood and as a

result the methods used to analyse freezing and thawing in soils are varied. Evidence

clearly shows that both heat and mass transfer processes occur simultaneously and are

coupled in both the frozen and unfrozen soil zones. Unfrozen water has been shown to

exist in frozen soils at various freezing temPeratures and it is this unfrozen water (along

with some vapour flux in certain circumstances) which facilitates mass transfer behind the

freezing front. Numerous analytical methods are available for predicting soil thennal

properties in the frozen and unfrozen zones, but no generally accepted method exists to

predict water Permeability in the frozen zone. Various types of computer models have

been proposed to predict heat and mass transfer in freezing soils and the complexity of

these models increases when analysis of ice segregation is attempted. As the complexity

of some of these models increase, the applicability of the models for practical use by

engineers decreases.
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In this research program coupled heat and mass transfer equations will be derived for

freezing and thawing unsaturated soils. The SoilCover (MEND 1993) model will be

modified to verify proposed theory. Additional observations will be made about the

necessity of using an ice impedance factor for calibrating the permeability function in the

frozen zones. The revised numerical model will neglect ice lensing and convective heat

transfer. Soil properties will be measured where possible or computed using the most

appropriate and acceptable methods discussed previously in this chapter. The model will

be verified using laboratory data collected by Jame (1977) and then applied to field data

collected by O'kane (1995) from a waste rock cover at a mine site" in the interior of British

Columbia.
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CHAPTER 3

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

3.1 Introduction

The primary objectives of this research program are to develop freezing theory for

unsaturated soils and to devise a numerical solution technique for implementing theory

into existing non-freezing soil heat and mass transfer models. This chapter describes the

theoretical development and the numerical solution technique as it is implemented into the

non-freezing SoilCover (ME~, 1993) model. Changes are made to the coupled heat

and mass transfer equations, but, in order to model soil freezing, changes must also be

made in the way soil thermal and hydraulic properties are determined. The background

for the soil property changes was presented in the literature review chapter. The revised

model verification program, the presentation of modelling results, and a discussion of the

modelling results are presented in Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 resPeCtively.

The SoilCover (MEND, 1993) model is a one dimensional fmite element program which

models transient water transport and heat flow in a soil profl1e. The model uses a

physically based method for predicting the exchange of water and energy between the

atmosphere and soil surface. Darcy's and Fick's laws are used to describe the flow of

liquid water and vapour in the soil. Fourier's law for heat conduction and the latent heat

of phase change between liquid and vapour phases describe the heat flow regime below

the soil I atmosphere boundary. Evaporative fluxes from a saturated or unsaturated soil

surface are predicted based on atmospheric conditions, vegetation cover and soil
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conditions. The modified Penman fonnulation (Wilson, 1990) is used to compute the

actual rate of evaporation from the soil surface.

3.2 Existing Heat and Mass Transfer Equations

The heat and mass transfer equations used in SoilCover were derived by Wilson (1990) for

the non-freezing case. The mass transfer equation is as follows:

dhw =c1 .i..(k dhw )+c2 .i..(D dPv ) [3.1]dt W dZ W dZ W dz· v dZ

where,

hw = total head (m),

t = time (s),

c1 = 1 ; the modulus of volume change with respect to the liquid phase,W W
Pugffi2

pu = density of water (kg/m3
),

g = acceleration due to gravity (rn/s2
),

z = position (m),

kw = the coefficient of penneability (mls),

c2 P+P
= 2 v ; the modulus of volume change with respect to the vapourW

P(pu) gm2'
phase,

mi = slope of the soil water characteristic curve (1/ kPa),

P = total gas pressure in the air phase (kPa),

Pv = partial pressure due to water vapour (kPa),

Dv = diffusion coefficient of water vapour through soil (kg m / kN s),

= a~(Dvap:i).
a = tortuosity factor of soil (dec.),

= J32/3 (dec.),
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~ = cross sectional area available for vapour flow (dec.),

Dvap = molecular diffusivity of water vapour in air (m2/s),

T = temperature (K),

Wv = molecular weight of water (0.18 kglkmole), and

R = universal gas constant (8,314 J/mole/K).

The heat transfer equation given by Wilson (1990) is:

where,

Ch =
A, =
Lv =

volumetric sPecific heat of the soil as a function of water content (J/m3
fC),

thennal conductivity of the soil (WIrnf'C), and

latent heat of vapourization of water (Jlkg).

Equations 3.1 and 3.2 are not in a fonn that can easily be applied to a fmite element

fonnulation since the coupling variable, Pv, is not one of the dependent variables (i.e., T,

hw). Joshi (1993) replaced the total head tenn in the mass transfer equation and the

vapour pressure tenns in both equations with an equivalent water pressure tenn, 'If. The

resulting mass transfer equation given by Joshi (1993) for non-freezing soils is:

where,

=

=

=

(1/pu)Dvd1 (m
3 s/kg),

(l/pu)Dvd2 (m2rC s),

PvW (dec.),
PuRT
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= apvs h _ PvVW (kglm s20C)
aT r puRT2

= soil mattic suction (kPa),

= -Uw when the pore-air pressure is assumed atmospheric, and

uw = the pore-water pressure (kPa).

The heat transfer equation for non-freezing soils was modified by Joshi (1993) as follows:

c aT =~(A aT)_L ~(D a'l' D aT)
h d t dZ dZ v az 1 dZ + 2 dZ •

[3.4]

3.3 Derivation of the Modified Heat and Mass Transfer Equations for Freezing
Soils

Equations 3.3 and 3.4 represent the transient thermal and water pressure stress states in a

soil for non-freezing conditions. In order to illustrate how these are modified for freezing

conditions it is advantageous to begin with the water phase continuity equation for a

partially frozen soil.

where,

aw =
au =
Oi =
Pi =

o =0 +£1.0.
w u Pu I

the total volumetric moisture content in the soil (m3/m3
),

the total volumetric liquid water content in the soil (m3/m3
),

the total volumetric ice content in the soil (m3/m3
), and

the density of ice (kglm3
).

[3.5]

The change in storage of total water content in a elemental volume of soil over time is

equal to the magnitude of the flux tenns on the right side of the mass transfer continuity
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relationship (i.e., Eq. 3.3). Substituting the liquid and vapour flux terms into the time

derivative of the water phase continuity equation (i.e,. Eq. 3.5) results in:

If no freezing has taken place in the soil then the change in storage of unfrozen water is a

function of the change in matric suction, and equation 3.6 reduces to equation 3.3. If

freezing has taken place then the unfrozen water content is primarily a function of change

in sub-zero temperature and its v~ue is known from the soil freezing curve. For the

freezing case, the change in unfrozen water content can be obtained using the slope of the

soil freezing curve and the change in sub-zero temperature. Thus, equation 3.6 can be

written as:

where,

i aT Pi dOi a ( a ( 'I' )) 1 a (a'l' aT)m2-+--=- k w - -+z +-- D1-+D2 -
at Pu at az dZ Pug Pu dZ dZ dZ

[3.7]

= the slope of the soil freezing curve ( 1/ °c ).

Equation 3.7 is the mass transfer equation for regions in a soil where freezing is occurring,

or, where ice already exists.

The heat transfer equation is modified to include the latent heat of the phase change

between liquid and solid phases by adding the appropriate term on the right side of

equation 3.4 as follows:
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where,

= the latent heat of fusion of water (334 kJlkg °C).

[3.8]

Equations 3.7 and 3.8 are the heat flow and mass transfer continuity relationships for a

freezing or partially frozen soil. The objective now, is to rearrange these equations such

that they are solvable within the existing SoilCover program fmite element formulation.

Observation of the modified heat and mass transfer equations reveals two points. First,

they are coupled by the partial vapour pressure variable and by the volumetric ice content

variable. The assumption can be made that the primary coupling variable in a freezing soil

is the volumetric ice content. This appears to be a reasonable assumption for the soil

regions near the freezing front when one considers the relatively large volume of liquid

water which changes phase to ice at this point compared with the volume of vapour which

changes phase to liquid water. This may be a questionable assumption for regions well

behind the freezing front where the primary mode of moisture transport is in the vapour

phase. The second observation about the revised heat and mass equations is that there are

three unknown variables (i.e., T, 'II, and Oi) and only two equations. Thus, the system of

equations apPears indeterminate.

Three steps need to be taken to render the system of equations determinate. First, the

modified mass transfer equation (i.e., Eq. 3.7) is written such that the volumetric ice

content term is isolated on the left side as follows:

£Lao i =~(kw~(l+z))+_l~(Dl d'" +D2 aT)_m; aT. [3.9]
Pu at dZ dZ Pug Pu dZ dZ dZ at
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Second, the right hand side of equation 3.9 is substituted into the volumetric ice content

term in the modified freezing heat transfer equation (i.e., Eq. 3.8) as follows:

C aT =i-(A aT)_L i-(o a 'I' +0 aT)+L Pu
2

~(k ~(..Y..+z))
bat az a z v az 1 a z 2 a z f Pi a z w a z Pug

+L Pu ~(o a 'I' +0 aTJ-L Pu
2

i aT
f Pi a z 1 a z 2 a z f Pi m2 at .

[3.10]

Equation 3.10 is now the modified heat ami mass transfer for the freezing zone in a soil.

The above equation now contains two unknowns, 'II and T; and it is still not solvable in

this form as there are two unknown variables and only one equation.

ThermodYnamic phase equilibrium in a freezing soil was considered in Chapter 2. At that

point, the ClapeYron equation was introduced and shown to be useful (in certain

circumstances) for relating suctions to temperatures in freezing soils. Various forms of

the Clapeyron equation work adequately for soils that are wholly dominated by either

adsorptive water forces m capillary water forces, but these relationships fail for soils

containing a combination of capillary and adsorptive water forces. The general form of

the ClaPeyron equation for equilibrium between any two phases (Equation 2.1) is repeated

again as follows:

where,

AH =
~V =

d'l' MI-=--
dT T~V

change in internal energy between phases (kJ/kg), and

change in SPeCific volume between phases (m3/kg).
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Equation 3.11 clearly shows there is a unique relationship between suctions and

temperatures in a material undergoing a phase change. The problem with using this type

of relationship in freezing soils is that the equation is not clearly defmed for all soil types

(Black and Tice, 1989; Koopmans and Miller, 1966). Theoretically, it is possible to avoid

this problem by combining data from the soil water characteristic curve and the soil

freezing curve.

If the soil water characteristic curve and soil freezing curve are known, then for regions of

soil where freezing is occurring, a unique relationship exits between suction and

temperature. The slope of the soil freezing curve can divided by the slope of the soil

water characteristic curve to give a value for the right side of equation 3.11 as follows:

where,

[3.12]

G = the ratio between change in suction and change in temperature for a given

unfrozen water content in a freezing soil (kPa 1°C).

Equation 3.12 can now be used to eliminate the suction variable in the combined heat and

mass transfer equation (Le., Eq. 3.10) so that only one equation with one unknown

remains. Making this substitution and grouping like terms results in:

[3.13]
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It is interesting to note that the term (Ch + Lr pu2/Pi m2i ) is the same as the "apparent

specific heat" term used commonly in freeze / thaw analysis of soils. The frrst term on the

right side of Eq. 3.13 is the conductive heat transfer term; the second term accounts for

the net latent heat removed from the system due to phase changes from vapour to liquid

and liquid to solid phases 1; and the final term on the right side accounts for the liquid

flowing into the system that changes phase and releases latent heat

3.4 Solution Strategy

Equation 3.13 can be solved to give the soil temPerature proftle in the freezing or frozen

soil zones. The suction proftle in the freezing zone is obtained by looking up the suction

which corresponds to the new unfrozen water contents given by the soil freezing curve for

each newly solved temperature.. The modified numerical model uses the combined heat /

mass transfer equation in the following way:

1. Using the previous ~e step suctions, the program computes the unfrozen water

content from the soil water characteristic curve for every node in the fmite element

mesh. It then uses this unfrozen water content and the soil freezing curve to

detennine the freezing point depression temperature for every Gauss point. If a

new Gauss point temperature is below the freezing point temperature, or if ice

already exists at a Gauss point, then ice will, or may continue to form at the Gauss

point during the next time step.

2. The program then computes the "apparent specific heat" and latent heat "ice flux"

term constant values based on average thermal and hydraulic properties between

the current and previous time steps.

1 Note, this term is not a true sublimation term. It indirectly accounts for vapour - solid phase changes
during freezing and solid - vapour phases changes during melting. It does not account for direct solid to
vapour phase changes in a frozen soil (i.e., ice subliming to vapour without passing through a liquid
phase).
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3. At each Gauss point where ice forms or already exists, the mass transfer equation

in the frozen zone is 'turned off and the modified freezing heat and mass transfer

equation (Le., Eq. 3.13) is 'turned on'. The program then solves for temPeratures

in the frozen zone, and for temperatures and suctions in the unfrozen zone.

4. At the end of each iteration, the suctions and ice contents are calculated using back

substitution for each node in the frozen zone. The suctions are detetmined as

mentioned above, and the ice contents are obtained by back substitution into the

water phase continuity equation.

5. The iterations continue until the system converges based on temperature and

suction at each node.

6. Ice contents at each node are stored in a global array to be used in soil thetmal and

hydraulic proPerty calculations at the next time step. They are also used in

checking the total water balance.

Figure 3.1 on the following page shows the flowchart algorithm for the modified

numerical solution within the program's iteration subroutine where the element stiffness

and mass matrices are computed. A complete listing of the revised computer code is given

in the apPendix.
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Previous Time Step or Iteration

Compute soil thermal and hydraulic
properties at average temp. and

suction over last time step

Compute freezing point depression
at each Gauss point based on water

content at next node and SFC

Compute modified element
stiffness and mass matrices

Compute non-freezing element ..- --""
""'-----.......~ stiffness and mass matrices

To: Assemble Global Matrices
Solve System ()f Equations
Check Convergence
New Iteration or Next Time Step

Figure 3.1 Flowchart Showing Criteria for Using Modified Soil Freezing Equation
During Assembly of Element Stiffness and Mass Matrices
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CHAPTER 4

REVISED MODEL VERIFICATlON PROGRAM

4.1 Introduction

The revisions to the SoilCover (MEND, 1993) program for freezing analysis were

verified in two ways. First, it was necessary to verify that the theoretical formulations

presented in Chapter 3 produced reasonable results when compared with carefully

measured laboratory data. This verified that the dePendent variables, suction and

temperature, were being solved accurately in the revised [mite element formulation. In

addition, careful comparison with the laboratory data was necessary to detennine if the

computed values for ice content were acceptable. Fmally, laboratory verification was

necessary to ensure that the revisions to the soil property calculation functions were

accounted for where necessary (i.e., that soil proPerties were modified to a account for ice

content effects). Laboratory data verification did not take into account any thawing

processes.

4.2 Laboratory Data ModelUng Program

lame (1972, 1977) carried out detailed investigations of freezing phenomenon in a fine

grained silica flour material. In his initial work, lame (1972) carried out experiments to

detennine the relationships between the unfrozen water content, sub-zero temperature,

and freezing point depression for the silica flour. His later work (lame, 1977; Jame and
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Norum, 1980) involved freezing of a horizontal column of silica flour while monitoring the

temperature and total water content profiles with respect to time.

The material used by lame (1972, 1977) was a # 40 silica flour with 72% passing the

# 325 sieve. lame (1977) prepared the silica flour at different initial moisture contents

and packed it into lucite tubes, 30 cm in length and 10 cm in diameter. lame estimated the

dry density of the packed material to be 1.33 Mg/m3
• Hollow brass circulation plates

were placed at both ends of the column which were then sealed with wax so that no water

could flow in or out of the system. Provision was made for air movement within the

column and to ensure that the air pressure remained atmospheric. The apparatus was

instrumented with twelve thermocouples at 2.5 em intervals and insulated with Styrofoam

and rock wool. Moisture contents were measured using the gamma ray attenuation

method through 2 mm holes in lead blocks surrounding the sample.

Each experiment began by circulating cold fluids from temperature control baths through

the brass circulation plates at each end of the column. The initial uniform temperatures of

the samples ranged from 20°C to 5°C, depending on the test. Once the uniform initial

temperature was reached, the temperature at one end of the column was maintained at the

initial temperature while the other end of the column was cooled rapidly to the desired

cold end temperature below 0 °C. Moisture and temperature measurements were taken

periodically over the 72 hour duration of each test At the end of each test, gravimetric

moisture content measurements were carried out to verify the moisture contents measured

using the gamma ray method. More details of the experimental procedures and apparatus

are given by lame (1977).

The data in Table 4.1 summaries the initial conditions and boundary conditions for the

three of the lame (1977) tests.
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Table 4.1 Test Conditions for .Tame (1980) Experiments

Test Initial Uniform Initial Moisture Cold End Warm End
Temperature (OC) Content Temperature Temperature

(% by weight) (OC) (OC)

1 20 15.6 -10 20
2 5 15.0 -5.9 4.25
3 5 10.0 -5.2 5.0

The results of the freezing tests conducted by lame (1980) verify three hypotheses

regarding the freezing of a fme grained, silty material. These are as follows:

1) There is a redistribution of water from the unfrozen zone to the frozen zone

where it accumulates as ice.

2) There is a clearly dermed freezing front as indicated by the change in

water contents.

3) The ice content will build up behind the freezing front if the advancing frost

front becomes somewhat stationary and water is free to flow.

Figures 4.1 through 4.3 show measured temPerature and total water content proftles for

the three freezing tests reported by lame (1980). It should be noted that the total water

content consists of both ice and liquid water in the frozen zone (i.e., left side of Figure)

and only of liquid water in the unfrozen zone (i.e., right side of Figure).
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4.3 Soil Properties Used in The Laboratory Data Modelling Program

In order to model the experimental data reported by lame (1980) it was necessary to

detennine the thermal and hydraulic material properties required as input in SoilCover.

These properties included: the soil freezing curve (Le., unfrozen water as a function of

sub-zero temperature), the soil water characteristic curve, the saturated coefficient of

permeability, the coefficient of permeability as a function of matric suction, the ice

impedance factor for the frozen soil, the thermal conductivity as a function of total

moisture content, and the volumetric specific heat as a function of total moisture content.

lame (1977) used a silica flour that was no longer available for purchase for this study.

However, a similar material for soil property measurements was obtained. Figure 4.4

below shows the approximate grain size curve of the lame (1972, 1977) silica flour

material and the measured grain size of the silica flour used in this study. The specific

gravity of the material used in this study was measured to be 2.65. Jame (1977) did not

report a specific gravity of the # 40 silica flour used for that study.

Silica Flour (Jame 1972)
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Figure 4.4 Grain Size Distribution for Silica Flour Soil Property Testing
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The results of the grain size distribution test show that the material used in this study was

very similar to that used by lame (1972, 1977). As a result, it was assumed that the

freezing test experimental results obtained by lame (1977) could be simulated using

material properties obtained from soil property tests conducted on the silica flour used in

this study.

The soil freezing curve for the silica flour used by lame (1977) was discussed in the

literature review chapter and is presented again in Figure 4.5. A semi - log plot of the soil

freezing curve is shown in Figure 4.6. In this fonn it is similar in shape to a soil water

characteristic curve.
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Data from the soil freezing. curve given by lame (1972) was used with a form of the

Clapeyron equation given by Black and Tire (1989) to develop a theoretical soil water

characteristic curve for the silica flour. This fonn of the Clapeyron equation relates matric

suction to sub-zero temperatures in frozen soils dominated by capillary water forces. A

comparison between the theoretical curve for lame (1972) and the measured curve for

this study is included in Figure 4.7.

The experimental soil water characteristic curve data was obtained using a modifted

Tempe cell with a 1 bar air entry disk. The 1 bar stone only pennitted suctions up to 100

kPa to be applied to the sample. As a result, the suction values above 100 kPamatric

suction were estimated and plotted using the Fredlund and Xing (1994) equation for the

soil water characteristic curve. The estimated portion of the curve was selected such that

it approximated the theoretical values and approached a zero water content at 1 million

kPa matric suction. A sensitivity comparison was perfonned to determine the effects of
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changing the residual matric suctions, and the slopes of the linear portion of the curve.

This is discussed later in Chapters 5 and 6.

The term 'G' was introduced into the modified heat transfer equation for a freezing soil

(Le., Eq. 3.12). The term 'G' is the ratio of change in matric suction and change in sub

zero temperature in a freezing soil and it can be computed by dividing the slope of the soil

freezing curve by the slope of the soil water characteristic curve for any given unfrozen

volumetric water content. As such, 'G' may be considered unique for any soil type.

Figure 4.8 shows a linearized form of the 'G' term as a function of volumetric water

content for the silica flour used in this study.

Fredlund et ale (1994) present an equation which predicts the permeability function for

unsaturated soils using the soil water characteristic curve. The function is an integrated

form of the suction versus water content relationship and can relate permeability to

suctions or water contents from zero water content to saturation (or 0 kPa to 1 million

kPa matric suction). Fredlund et ale (1994) verified the equation by fitting experimental

data from various sources in the literature with accurate results. The equation was used in

this study to predict a relative coefficient of permeability function based on the soil water

characteristic curve. The relative coefficient of permeability versus matric suction

relationship is shown in Figure 4.9.

The coefficient of permeability for the unsaturated soil was determined by multiplying the

relative coefficient of permeability by the saturated coefficient of permeability, Ksat. A

falling head permeameter was used to determine the saturated coefficient of permeability

of the silica flour used in this study. The values of Ksat for the silica flour were found to

range from 2.5 x 10 -4 crnls at a porosity of 0.52, to 3.0 x 10 -5 crnls at a porosity of 0.48.
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Jame (1977) estimated the porosity of the silica flour material used to be 0.49. The soil

water characteristic curve used in this study was measured at a porosity of 0.51. Because

of this difference, three different saturated coefficients of Penneability measured for the

porosities in the range given above, were used during the computer simulations in this

study. The sensitivity of the computed results with respect to small changes in the

saturated coefficient of penneability for the silica flour is discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.

In numerous previous soil freezing heat flow and mass transfer models, researchers have

adopted an imPedance factor to account for the decreased water Penneability in the frozen

zone. They develOPed the impedance factor after initial computer simulations revealed

too much ice was accumulating behind the frost front Jame (1977) and Taylor and Luthin

(1978) and others used an exponential impedance factor which was solely a function of

volumetric ice content. In both these investigations, the freezing experiments perfonned

by Jame (1977) were modelled using an impedance factor calculation of the fonn as

follows:
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where,

[4.1]

k(V) =

E =

the coefficient of penneability from the suction versus permeability data

(mls), and

an empirical constant equal to 12.

Applying this impedance factor with E = 12, has the effect of exponentially reducing the

coefficient of penneability by three orders of magnitude as the volumetric ice content

increases from 0.0 to 0.25. Figure 4.10 shows the exponential nature of the ice

impedance factor for a range of empirical constants and material types as suggested by

Gosnik et ale (1988).

There has been a great deal of criticism of the 'imPedance factor' (Black and Hardenberg,

1991) as it is often considered a means of getting the model to fit the data. In this study

various impedance factors were used for comparison purposes, ranging from E =0 to E =
12. The results of this comparison are presented in Chapter 5 and discussed in Chapter 6.

The thermal conductivity versus water content relationship for an unfrozen sample of the

silica flour is shown in Figure 4.11. This Figure also compares experimental results

obtained by Jame (1977) with theoretical approximations obtained using the methods

proposed by de Vries (1963) and Johansen (1975). The method given by Johansen (1975)

is much easier than de Vries (1963) method and according to Farouki (1981) gives

superior results for a wider range of soil types and water contents. As a result, the

Johansen (1975) method for computing the thermal conductivity of a frozen soil was

chosen in this study during computer simulations. The thermal conductivity in the

unfrozen zone was obtained directly from the data of Figure 4.11. For details regarding

the application of the Johansen (1975) method see Chapter 2.
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Several parameters are required for the Johansen (1975) method thermal conductivity

calculations. The thermal conductivity of the silica flour solid particle, As·, was assumed

by Jame (1977) to be that of pure quartz at 8.54 W 1m °C. Johansen (1975) suggested a

value for As of 7.7 WI m °C. In this study, a value of 8.12 W I mOC seemed to give good

agreement between measured and computed thermal conductivities as shown in Figure

4.11. The dry thermal conductivity of the mixture, ~ , required in the Johansen (1975)

method was measured by Jame (1977) to be approximately 0.25 W I mOC.
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Figure 4.12 shows the thermal conductivity of the frozen silica flour as a function of sub

zero temperature. The volumetric ice contents were obtained by subtracting the unfrozen

water content ( as given by the soil freezing curve -i.e., Figure 4.4) from an arbitrarily

chosen initial water content for a range of temperatures below O°C. Figure 4.12 has no

practical application as it was computed assuming no moisture transfer occurred. It is

interesting, however, to see the wide range of thermal conductivities possible in a

freezing soil, and that the thennal conductivity is influenced primarily by ice content

The volumetric specific heat of the silica flour, liquid and ice mixture, pc, was calculated

using the following expression:

pc = 'Yd (cs + 4.184 Wu + 2.10 Wi) [4.2]

where,

pc

'Yd

=
=

the volumetric specific heat (J/m3 C),

the dry density of the silica flour ( 1330 kgfm3
),
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cs = the mass specific heat of the silica flour ( 0.837 JIg C),

4.184 = the mass specific heat of water (JIg C),

Wu = the gravimetric water content (dec.),

2.10 = the mass specific heat of ice (JIg C), and

Wi = the gravimetric ice content (dec.).

Figure 4.13 shows the volumetric specific heat for a range of unfrozen water contents

computed using equation 4.2 without the ice content term. In the frozen zone, the

computation of volumetric specific heat is obtained by including the mass specific heat of

ice term in equation 4.2.
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CHAPTERS
PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

5.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the results of modelling the Jame (1980) laboratory freezing test

data. In addition, the results obtained during calibration of the silica flour hydraulic

properties are presented for discussion in Chapter 6.

5.2 Results of Modelling Jame (1980) Laboratory Data

The silica flour soil property functions and equations were incorporated into the computer

program either as part of a data input file, or as part of a programming subroutine or

function modification. To model the freezing tests conducted by Jame (1980) a cold end

temperature boundary condition algorithm had to be added to the computer code because

the temperatures at the cold end decreased from initial conditions to the prescribed cold

end temperature over a period of 0.5 to 4 hours. SoilCover (MEND, 1993) presently

does not allow hourly input data. The cold end temperature boundary conditions for each

of the tests are given in Figure 5.1.

A [mite element grid consisting of 31 nodes with even 1 cm spacings was used in all of

the test verifications. A linear [mite element was assumed with two Gauss points in each
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element The system was considered to have converged if the suctions and temperatures

did not change by more than 1% between successive iterations. Convergence was

obtained at every time step in all tests. The Crank - Nicholson central difference time

stepping routine scheme was used in the SoilCover program, and times steps were

allowed to vary from 4 seconds to 1000 seconds. A time step control parameter limiting

the change in time steps to a maximum of 4% between successive time steps was used.

The average time to simulate a 72 hour freezing test was about 15 minutes. The frrst day

took about 10 minutes to simulate, the second day took about 3 minutes to simulate, while

the third day took about 1 minute to simulate. In general, the time steps became much

larger as the system approached steady state. Fmally, since the experiments performed by

Jame (1977) were on a horizontal column of soil, the gravity term in the mass transfer

equation was turned off in the computer program code.

As discussed in section 4.3, the precise saturated coefficient of permeability and ice

impedance factors were not known prior to modelling. For this reason, modelling was

carried out using a saturated coefficient of permeability ranging over one half an order of

magnitude from 4.5 x 10-5 crnIs to 9.5 X 10-5 crn/s. Initially, an ice impedance factor

was not applied. The results of the modelling using a saturated coefficient of

permeability of 7.0 x 10-5 crnIs are illustrated in Figures 5.2 through 5.4 for the Jame

(1980) tests 1 to 3 respectively. Results obtained during the calibration of soil hydraulic

properties are presented in the next section.
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5.3 Calibration of Hydraulic Properties

In section 4.3, mention was made of the fact that the saturated coefficient of permeability

was experimentally determined to be within the range of 2.5 x 10 -4 cmJs at a porosity of

0.52, to 3.0 x 10 -5 crn/s at a porosity of 0.48. The modified Tempe Cell test for the

material used in this study indicated the porosity to be about 0.51. As a result, three

different values for the saturated coefficients of Permeability were selected for testing.

All values were within half an order of magnitude of each other. It was also noted

previously that the measured soil water characteristic curve did not account for suctions

above 100 kPa. In hindsight, additional experimental testing should have been carried out

to determine the volumetric water contents at higher values of suctions. Since this was

not done, three different soil water characteristic curves were used for comparison

purposes in this study. Finally, a range of ice impedance factors were applied to the

Permeability values to determine their significance and to obtain the correct empirical

constant which could be used to calibrate the computer model for accurate simulation of

the data presented by Jame (1980).

The saturated coefficients of permeability used in this study were 4.5 x 10-5 crn/s, 7.0 x

10-5 crn/s, and 9.5 x 10-5 crn/s. The three different soil water characteristic curves used

are shown in Figure 5.5a. The corresponding relative Permeability functions obtained

using the Fredlund et al. (1994) equations are given in Figure 5.5b. The three different

ice impedance factors are shown in Figure 5.6.

The saturated coefficients of Permeability and soil water characteristic curves were chosen

in such a way that they would adequately represent the measured soil property. The ice

impedance factors were chosen such that they ranged from zero impedance to a three

order of magnitude drop in Permeability at a volumetric ice content of 0.25. Zero ice

impedance would imply that the Permeability given by the Permeability versus suction

relationship for an unfrozen soil would also apply in a frozen soil. A three order of

magnitude drop in permeability impedance factor would be similar to that which Jame

(1980) applied for simulating the experimental data in his study. In this study, every effort
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was made to avoid unreasonable adjustments of material parameters in order to obtain the

desired results. Table 5.1 summarizes the numerical simulations using the various soil

properties.

Table 5.1 Summary of Test Conditions Used in Calibration of Hydraulic
Properites

Test Record lame Test SWC Type ksat. x 10-5 ImPedance Factor
Number Number (cm Is) Empirical Constant
IT 102 1 1 4.5 0
IT 202 2 1 4.5 0
IT 302 3 1 4.5 0
JT 103 1 2 4.5 0
JT203 2 2 4.5 0
JT303 3 2 4.5 0
JTI04 1 3 4.5 0
JT204 2 3 4.5 0
JT304 3 3 4.5 0
JT 105 1 3 7.0 0
IT 205 2 3 7.0 0
IT 305 3 3 7.0 0
IT 306 3 3 7.0 6
JT307 3 3 7.0 12
IT 108 1 3 9.5 0
IT 208 2 3 9.5 0
IT 308 3 3 9.5 0
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Simulations were carried out in the order they apPear in table 5.1. Initially, the soil water

characteristic curves were varied for each of the lame (1977) freezing tests with an initial

saturated coefficient of penneability of 4.5 x 10-5 cmls and no imPedance factor applied.

These initial simulations indicated that an imPedance factor was likely not necessary.

After the initial nine simulations were complete (Le., Table 5.1) the computed suction

and temperature proftles showed that soil tyPe 3 gave the most reasonable agreement with

measured results when considering all three freezing tests. Using the soil water

characteristic curve shown as soil tyPe 3, six more simulations were perfonned to

compare the effects of increasing the saturated coefficient of penneability. Once the most

reasonable penneability was established at 7.0 x 10 -5 cmls, additional testing was done to

study the effect of adding different ice imPedance factors. The results of some of these

tests are presented below. Comments and general observations about the results are

presented in Chapter 6.
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Figures 5.7 and 5.8 compare the temperatures and total moisture proflles simulated using

the three slightly different soil water characteristic curves. These results were obtained for

simulation of test 3, using a saturated coefficient of permeability of 4.5 x 10-5 cmls and no

impedance factor.

Figures 5.9 and 5.10 compare the temperature and total moisture proflles simulated with

SWC 3 and three different saturated coefficients of permeability. Again, these results

were obtained for simulation of test 3, using no imPedance factor.

Figures 5.11 and 5.12 compare the ·temPerature and total moisture proflles simulated with

three different permeability ice impedance factors. These results were obtained for

simulation of test 3, using SWC 3, and a saturated coefficient of permeability of 7.0 x 10-5

cmIs.
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION OF MODELLING RESULTS

6.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3 the theoretical framework for heat and mass transfer in freezing soils was

presented. The computer program SoilCover (MEND, 1993) was modified to provide a

numerical solution for the proposed theory. In Chapter 5 the results of the computer

simulations for heat and mass flow in freezing soils under controlled were presented. The

discussions in this chapter address several issues including the results of the laboratory

data simulation program, and the advantages and limitations of the numerical model.

6.2 Advantages and Limitations of the Revised Numerical Solution

This section discusses some of the advantages and limitations of the revised heat and mass

transfer model. The advantages deal mainly with how the phase change theory was

incorporated into an existing non-freezing computer model. The limitations deal mainly

with the assumptions used in developing the revised model. In addition, specificreasons

for minor discrepancies between measured and computed results are discussed at the end

of section 6.3 for the laboratory data modelling program.

In a non-freezing, unsaturated soil, the heat and mass transfer equations can be coupled

by the water vapour pressure term which appears in each equation (Wilson, 1990). The
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dominant coupling tenn between the heat and mass transfer continuity relationships for

freezing soils is the volumetric ice content. In the freezing case mass transfer continuity

relationship, water that changes phase to ice is no longer considered free to transfer

through the system. Furthennore, water that changes phase instantly introduces latent

heat into the system at the point of phase change. The original SoilCover (MEND,

1993) program for non-freezing conditions was written so that the dependent variables

used in the solution scheme are matric suction and temperature which are coupled

together by the vapour pressure of the free water. The addition of the volumetric ice

content variable causes problems to the numerical solution because the system of

equations becomes indeterminate (Le., there are two equations and three unknowns).

A common approach to the solution for this problem is to estimate an ice content for each

new time step so that the corresponding latent heat of phase change and moisture sink

quantities can be used to balance the heat and mass continuity equations over the next

time step. This was the approach taken by various researchers who develOPed soil

freezing models. For example, lame (1977) estimated a new ice content for each time

step by computing the heat transfer over the next time step assuming no moisture flux. A

change in ice content was then back calculated based on the difference in unfrozen water

contents between the current temPerature and the estimated new temperature. The

change in ice content was then applied to the main coupled heat and mass transfer

equations and the procedure continued until convergence was achieved. This proved to be

a cumbersome approach which required long computing times with convergence

difficulties as the mass transfer component was neglected in the initial estimate of change

in ice content

In the revised numerical model, latent heat of phase change is applied to the heat transfer

equation intrinsically because the mass transfer equation is incorporated in the heat

transfer equation. There is no need to guess a change in ice content outside of the main

solution algorithm and, as a result, the computing time is greatly reduced and convergence

becomes a minor problem that is easily rectifiable by adjusting time step or convergence
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criteria. The actual change in ice content over the previous time step is calculated at the

end of each iteration so that the soil thermal and hydraulic properties can be modifred

between iterations. Once the system has converged, the current change in ice content over

the previous time step is computed and added to an total nodal ice content array.

The limitations of the revised model relate primarily to the assumptions made for the

theoretical development. Convective heat transfer was omitted from the heat transfer

equation. This is a reasonable assumption when modelling freezing and thawing in

compacted fine materials. However, it is a questionable assumption when modelling

freezing and thawing in less dense, coarser materials especially if high liquid fluxes are

anticipated (Le., from snow melt inftltration, or from large water sources at lower depths

in an oPen system). The current application of the revised SoilCover model is to predict

moisture redistribution throughout the winter in compacted clay covers over mine waste

materials. For this application, it should be reasonable to neglect convective heat transfer.

Sublimation of ice (i.e., direct solid to vapour phase mass transfer) is also neglected in the

frozen zone behind the freezing front Sublimation dePends on the partial vapour pressure

difference between ice and the surrounding air, but the vapour pressure of ice is not

included in the model formulation. H water changes phase to vapour due to a vapour

pressure difference between the liquid water and air, then some of the ice must melt to

increase the liquid water volume to that predicted by the soil freezing curve. This scenario

is included in the model formulation.

The numerical model does not account for heat and mass transfer across a snow layer.

However, a proven approach to this problem does not appear in the literature. -Snow

cover effects are a fundamental problem when modelling winter conditions in the field.

Heat and mass transfer through snow layers is difficult to model because the physical and

thermal properties of snow crystals are continually changing and this in turn changes the

hydraulic and thermal proPerties of the snow layers. For example, the thermal

conductivity of snow has been shown to range from 0.046 WIcmK for fresh, light snow, to
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0.326 W/cmK for old, dense snow (Stepphuhn, 1981). If adequate meteorological data

including snow depth and density are available, then the temperature of the soil surface

beneath the snow pack can be approximated using a simple Fourier heat conduction

formulation. Perhaps a simpler estimation of soil surface temperature can be obtained

using data reported by Stepphuhn (1981). He reports that the difference in air to soil

temperature across a snow layer in Eastern Europe ranged from 1.1 °C per centimeter of

snow when the snow was 0 - 10 cm thick, to O.I°C per centimeter of snow when the snow

was 70 - 80 cm thick.

6.3 The Laboratory Data Modelling Program

The Laboratory data modelling program achieved three objectives listed below.

1) The simulation program verified that temperature and moisture content proftles

measured by Jame (1980) could be simulated using the proposed theoretical

approach.

2) The sensitivity analysis permitted some conclusions to be made about the

sensitivity of the computed results to mmu changes in certain soil property input

parameters.

3) The process examined the use of arbitrarily chosen ice impedance factors in soil

freezing models.

6.3.1 General Comments Regarding the Simulated Temperature and Moisture
Profiles

Figures 6.1 to 6.3 compare the computed and simulated temperature and water (liquid

and ice) content proftles for the three freezing tests reported by J~e (1980).
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The simulated temperature and total moisture content profiles fit the eXPerimental data

with varied accuracy. The agreement between the computed and measured liquid water

contents and temperatures seem to vary depending on the initial water content and

temperature boundary conditions of the freezing test being simulated. Jame (1977)

selected the initial and boundary conditions such that different temperature gradients were

imposed on the soil at different initial water contents. He also ensured that the initial

water contents were low enough to prevent frost heave from occurring in the silty material

during closed system testing.

During freezing test 1 (Figure 6.1) the initial unifonn temperature was 20°C and the

initial water content was 15.6 %. The cold end temperature was set at -10°C which

induced a thermal gradient of about 1 °C I em throughout the horizontal column. In this

simulation the computed temperatures are within 3.3% of the measured values at both 6

hour and 24 hour times. At 72 hours, the computed temperatures lag behind the measured

values to a maximum of 5% at the frost front The frost front is assumed to be the

intersection of the computed temperature proftle with the 0 °C axis in Figure 6.1.

The computed moisture content values are compared with measured ice and unfrozen

water contents in the lower chart of Figure 6.1. In this figure, the agreement between

measured and computed values is less accurate. The computed ice contents (Le., left side

of Figure 6.1) are a maximum of 18% lower than the measured values in the interval

between 6 and 24 hours. Between 48 and 72 hours the advancing frost front appears to

become stationary and an ice build up occurs. The quantity of computed ice at the frost

front is within 3.3% of measured ice values except the frost front is positioned about 1 cm

short of the measured frost front. The computed unfrozen water contents are 12% to

25% higher than the measured water contents at all times in the tests with the maximum

difference occurring during the earlier stages of the simulation. Both the temperature and

moisture proftles show excellent trend agreement benyeen the measured and computed

values.
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The initial unifonn temperature for freezing test 2 (Le., Figure 6.2) was 5 0 C and the initial

water content was 15%. The cold end temperature was set to - 4.25 °C which resulted in

a thermal gradient of 1/3 0 C / em throughout the column. The computed temperature

profiles precede the measured profiles at all times during the simulation. At the 6 hour

interval the maximum difference between measured and computed temperatures is 8.3%.

At 72 hours the computed temperature profile precedes the measured profile up to a

maximum of 2 em (or 6.6%) at the intersection of the temperature line with the . 0 0 C

axis.

The computed ice content (i.e., left side of lower chart in Figure 6.2) varies from the

measured ice content to a maximum of 7.5% during the simulation. The difference

between the computed and measured frost front positions increased during the simulation

to a maximum of 2 em (or 6.6% ) at the end of the test. Figure 6.2 shows good

agreement (Le., less than 5% error) between computed and measured unfrozen water

contents earlier in the simulation, but by 72 hours the percent difference· between

computed unfrozen water contents and measured water contents is about 30 %. Again,

there is excellent agreement between measured and computed temperature and moisture

content trends, even to the extent that both the measured and computed ice content

profiles show a smaIl build up of ice at 72 hours when the advancing frost front became

somewhat stationary.

The measured results of Test 2 significantly differ from test 1 in one way. Both tests were

carried out using a sample with an initial water content of about 15%. However, in test

1 there was a higher thermal gradient across the column (i.e., 1 0 C I em for test 1

compared with 1/3 0 C I em for test 2). The higher thennal gradient in test 1 seemed to'

cause a large increase in ice content at the frost front, whereas this did not occur in test 2.

At the higher thermal gradient the frost front advanced more slowly and allowed moisture

to transfer from the unfrozen zone towards the frost front Common sense would suggest

that the frost front would advance faster at higher thennal gradients, however, this was

not the case. This.was due to the fact that in test 1, the warm end temperature (i.e., 20
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°C) was twice the magnitude as the cold end temperature (Le., - 10 0 C). Thus, even

though the thermal gradient was higher in test 1, more heat had to be removed in test 1

and the frost front advanced more slowly.

The results of freezing test 3 are presented in Figure 6.3. In this test the initial unifonn

temperature was 5 °C and the initial water content was 10%. The cold end temperature

was set to - 5 0 C which resulted in a thennal gradient·equal to 1/3 0 C / cm. During this

simulation the maximum difference between computed and measured temperature values

was 8% which occurred at the duration of the simulation. At the 6 and 24 hour intervals

the maximum difference between computed and measured temperatures is 3%. The

computed temperature proftle preceded the measured temperature proftle by about 1 cm at

the 72 hour mark, and as a result, the frost front in the computed moisture proftle is also

about 1 em (or 3.3%) ahead of the measured frost front at the 72 hour mark. The

maximum difference between computed and measured moisture contents is 7.5% at the 72

hour mark, while the maximum difference at all other times in the simulation is 3%.

During test 3 there appeared to be a small build up of ice at the frost front in the later

stages of the test The thermal gradient imposed on the sample in test 3 was the same as

that of test 2 which showed no ice build up. However, in test 3 the initial water content

was only 10% as compared with 15% for test 2. The lower PerI11eability associated with

the lower water content in test 2 did not permit as much water flux to the frost front in the

early stages of the test As a result, the frost front advanced rapidly until it approached a

thermal steady state condition, at which time water slowly made its way to the frost front

and accumulated as ice.

6.3.2 Reasons for the Discrepancy Between Computed and Measured Results

The differences between computed and measured temperature and moisture content

proftles can be attributed to several factors. These factors fall into two categories:

numerical solution technique approximations, and soil property function accuracy.
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Numerical factors are discussed next, and the sensitivity of the computed results to various

soil property factors is discussed in the following section.

In the SoilCover fmite element computer algorithm, the element stiffness and mass

storage matrices are developed at every Gauss point in every element, starting at the

ground surface (i.e., element # 1) and proceeding deeper into the soil. The freezing point

depression temperature is determined at each Gauss point based on the local liquid water

content at the end of the last time step. If the new temperature at that Gauss point is

below the freezing point temperature, the modified heat equation is turned on and the

mass transfer equation is turned off. If the new temperature is above the freezing point

then the element stiffness and mass storage matrices are formulated using the non-freezing

coupled heat and mass transfer equations.

By observing computed Gauss point temperatures and suctions during a simulation, it was

noticed that the temperature proftle would advance rapidly through the soil until the water

at a Gauss point location would start to freeze. At that point, the latent heat of phase

change released into the system slowed the advancing cold front and ice would build up.

The cold front would then start to advance rapidly again until the next Gauss point

temperature was low enough for freezing. In this way, the advancing cold front seemed

to speed up, then slow down, then speed up etc. The simulated freezing process was not

continuous because Gauss points are located a fmite distance from each other. The

discontinuous nature of the fmite element formulation geometry introduces some error in

the computed results.

Another problem related to the fmite element formulation geometry is that the program is

not able to accurately predict suction values just ahead of the advancing frost front. The

numerical model uses suction values to estimate the soil properties at the Gauss points

between nodes, but it does so without knowledge of the exact location of the frost front in

this region. In the fmite element formulation, the Gauss point suctions are estimated based

on the suctions at the previous and adjacent nodes. This estimation process can result in
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suctions which are too high in the zone immediately ahead of the frost front (i.e., there are

high suctions even though the temperature has not lowered to the point when ice forms).

Figure 6.4 illustrates the potential problems introduced by erroneous Gauss point property

estimations. In this figure, ice is assumed to form at O°C. The estimated Gauss point ice

content proftle shows similar problems as the suction proftle for the case where one node

has ice build up and the adjacent node does not. In general, the numerical model can not

determine the location of the frost front between adjacent nodes.

Node 1
Temperature Proftle

below O°C OOC above O°C
•

Suction Proftle
okPa very high

•

Node 2

• •: . computed and correct : correct suction
~ temperature profile : profile \

Gauss Point1: :

·····X···························· ··i·········································i·········......... . .
• •I

I

• •• •Gauss Point2: :..·..X.· · J. _ ..'

Figure 6.4 Problems With Numerical Gauss Point Suction Estimations

By observing computed Gauss point temperatureS and suctions during a simulation it was

noticed that the temperature proftle through the Gauss points was estimated with good

accuracy, but the suction proftles were often erroneous. An overestimate of suctions just·

ahead of the frost front resulted in a lower than actual estimate of coefficient of

permeability. In return, less water flowed to the frost front to change phase and release

latent heat This in turn resulted in a frost front which advanced too rapidly. In other

words, less heat was put into the system to slow the frost fronts advance. Clearly, the

computed results of test 2 and test 3 (i.e., Figure 6.2 and 6.3) show a frost front slightly
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ahead of the actual frost front. When the frost front advanced too rapidly, too many

nodes would change phase and as a result the suctions in the unfrozen zone would tend to

get too high. This, in tum, resulted in lower than actual computed water content values

in the unfrozen zone.

The finite element method (or any numerical procedure) can only be used to approximate

a physical system. The results presented above clearly show that some errors are inherent

in the fmite element formulation when modelling a rapidly advancing cold front with high

moisture redistribution.

6.4 The Sensitivity of Computed Results to Soil Property Functions

Other factors accounting for differences between computed and measured results are

related to the soil property functions used in the simulations. Figure 6.5 shows three

slightly different soil water characteristic curves used in the sensitivity analysis. The

curves have the same air entry values and approximately the same values of residual matric

suction. However, the three curves have slightly different radii of curvature near their

residual water contents. Figures 6.6 to 6.8 show the changes in computed results

obtained by making small changes to different soil property functions. Figure 6.6 shows

the computed results for the same freezing test simulated with the three soil water

characteristic curves.
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Figure 6.5 Soil WaterCharacteristlc Curves Used in Sensitivity Study
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The results for the simulations using the soil water characteristic curve with the

intermediate radius of curvature (Le., SWC 1 from Figure 6.5) show a computed frost

front which precedes the measured frost front by about 2 cm. In addition, the computed

ice contents are slightly high in the initial stages of the simulation, while the computed

unfrozen water contents are slightly low in the later stages of the simulation.

The results for the simulations made using the soil water characteristic curve· with the

largest radius of curvature (Le., SWC 2) show ice contents even higher than those

computed using the soil water characteristic curve marked SWC 1 and unfrozen water

contents much lower than those computed with SWC 1. In addition, the computed frost

front precedes the measured frost front by about 3 cm.

The results of the simulations made using the soil water characteristic curve marked as

SWC 3 in Figure 6.5 show a computed frost front position which agrees well with the

measured frost front position. In addition, ice and unfrozen water contents are in

agreement with measured ~ults. In summary, the results presented in Figure 6.6 shows

that for this material and test conditions, small errors in the estimation or measurement of

the radius of curvature of the soil water characteristic curve near the residual water

content had a significant effect on the accuracy of the computed results.

Figure 6.7 compares the simulation results for the same test obtained with slightly different

saturated coefficients of penneability. The measured saturated coefficient of penneability

for the silica flour used in this study varied about one order of magnitude over a porosity

range of 0.48 to 0.51. Because it was not possible to re-construct the material used by

Jame (1980) (Le., soil type, density), some flexibility was used in the selection of the

saturated coefficient of penneability used in this study.
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Figure 6.7a shows the simulated temperature and moisture contents using a Ksat of 4.5 x

10 -s crn/s. In this figure, there is excellent agreement between computed and measured

temperatures and water contents. In Figure 6.7b the Ksat is 7.0 x 10 -s cm/s. It can be

noted that the computed frost front slightly precedes the measured frost front, and the

computed unfrozen water contents are slightly lower than the measured unfrozen water

contents. Fmally, with a Ksat of 9.5 x 10 -s crn/s (i.e., Figure 6.7c) the computed frost

front also precedes the measured frost front, and the computed unfrozen water contents

are even lower than those computed with the slightly lower Ksat

Based on the results presented in Figure 6.7 it can be concluded that for this material and

test conditions, a higher penneability resulted in a faster moving frost front, which in turn

resulted in lower than actual predictions of water content in the unfrozen zones at the end

of the test. It can be noted that for all three Ksat values, the agreement between measured

and computed unfrozen water contents is better in the earlier stages of the test. This

suggests that the Ksat has a greater effect on the rate of frost front advance than on the

unfrozen water content. The reason the higher Ksat test shows a lower unfrozen water

content at later stages of testing is that more nodes have frozen (due to the faster rate of

frost front advance) and higher suctions have advanced deeper into the soil, thus drawing

more moisture out of the unfrozen zone.

Figure 6.8 compares the simulated results of the same freezing test using three different

ice impedance factor coefficients (Le., E). In the top chart of the figure, no imPedance

factor was applied during any stage of the simulation. Contrary to results obtained by

lame (1977), Taylor and Luthin (1978) and others, these results show that reasonable

predictions of ice content can be obtained without an arbitrarily chosen ice impedance

factor.
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The middle chart of Figure 6.8 shows the computed results obtained with an ice

impedance factor coefficient (Le., E ) of 6. This implies a 0 to 1.5 order of magnitude

drop in Penneability as the volumetric ice content increases from 0 to 0.25. These results

clearly show a large under estimation of ice content behind the frost front. The bottom

chart shows the computed results obtained using an ice impedance factor coefficient of 12,

or a 0 to 3 order magnitude drop in Penneability as the volumetric ice content increases

from 0 to 0.25. This figure shows there is an actual decrease in ice content during the

middle stages of testing and then a very slight ice build up as the test approaches the 72

hour mark.

Based on the results presented in Figure 6.8, it can be concluded that application of an ice

impedance factor reduces the computed build up of ice behind the frost front. These

findings also raise serious questions about the necessity of the ice impedance factor.

Harlan (1973) originally hypothesized that the water Permeability of a frozen soil could be

obtained from the suction - Permeability relationship measured at room temperature for

any given unfrozen water content. Harlan (1973), Jame (1977) and others were not able

to verify this theory. In any case the impedance factor was introduced to make computed

results fit measured data. Perhaps the earlier researchers were not able to accurately

measure the soil water characteristic curve, or they were not able to extrapolate a

reasonable suction - Penneability function from the soil water characteristic curve. In this

study, the relative Permeability function was obtained using the Fredlund et ale (1994)

method and it apPears to have given reasonable results even in the frozen zone of the soil.

The hyPOthesis proposed by Harlan (1973) apPears logical. If thermodynamic equilibrium

requires that the larger pores freeze frrst (Le., where the suction is lowest there is less

freezing point depression) then any unfrozen water must remain in the smaller pores. In a

draining, unfrozen soil, the larger pores also drain frrst because there is less surface

tension across a larger radius of curvature pore. In this case, the remaining water is also

stored in the smaller pores. The question can be raised, are these not the same smaller

pores which remain unfrozen when the soil freezes? If the suction - Penneability
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relationship can predict the Permeability of capillary water in the unsaturated pores spaces

in a drying soil, then the same relationship should apply to freezing soils. In any case,

more work needs to be done to explore these possibilities.

Four tornado plots are presented in Figures 6.9 to 6.12. These plots illustrate the

sensitivity of the computed results to the changes in soil property functions discussed

above. The frrst plot compares the position of the computed and simulated temperature

proftle where it crosses the O°C axis at 6, 12, and 72 hours. The second plot compares

the computed and measured ice contents at the freezing front at 6, 12 and 72 hours. The

third plot compares the unfrozen water contents at the freezing front; and the last plot

compares the unfrozen water contents well ahead of the freezing front.

These figures clearly show that slight changes to the soil water characteristic curve or

saturated coefficient of Permeability cause significant differences between computed and

eXPerimental data. The ice impedance factor has a significant effect in the computation of

ice contents behind the free$g front and also the computation of unfrozen water content

at the freezing front. In general, these figures help illustrate the complex relationships

which exist between suctions, temperatures, and liquid flux near the frost front in a

freezing soil.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS

Numerical analysis of freezing and thawing processes in unsaturated soils is complicated

by many factors. The desire to obtain a clear understanding of the physics involved in soil

freezing has led researchers to develop numerous theoretical models for analysing the

problem. The literature shows that many different models have been developed, and that

none of them are capable of being a general tool for geotechnical engineers. In fact, most

of them were developed as research tools designed to fulfill a unique objective. All of the

models, including the modified SoilCover (MEND, 1993) program, are restricted by the

assumptions that were made as the models were developed.

Thennodynamic equilibrium theory has been applied to soil freezing with limited success.

If the water in a soil is assumed to be held totally by either capillary or adsorptive forces,

then it is possible to relate matric suction to sub-zero temperature using the appropriate

fonn of the ClapeYron equation. However, the majority of soils contain both capillary

and adsorptive water; thus, the Clapeyron equation falls short. Thennodynamic

equilibrium theory, among others, has been used to develop freezing point depression

relationships. Jame (1972) showed that the freezing point depression function was the

same as the unfrozen water content versus sub-zero temperature function. This is

advantageous in numerical modelling because the .same curve can be used to detennine

when the pore-water will begin to freeze (based on unfrozen water contents in the pores)
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and also what the unfrozen water content will be after the majority of pore-water has

frozen.

To date, the soil water characteristic curve has been used sparingly in soil freezing

analysis. This curve plays a significant role in the modified SoilCover (MEND, 1993)

model because it couples the thermal and stress states of the soil in the frozen or partially

frozen zones. The unfrozen water content is common to both the soil freezing curve and

the soil water characteristic curve which enables the mattic suction to be computed for any

sub-zero temperature in the soil. When the sloPe of the soil freezing curve is divided by

the sloPe of the soil water characteristic curve the resulting value is a ratio of

proportionality between changing suctions and changing temperatures. It provides the

constant values used in the ClaPeyron equation, and it is not limited by soil type. This

relationship enabled a single equation to be derived which accounted for both the heat

flow and mass transfer continuity.

The soil water characteristic curve can be used to compute the relationship between water

permeability and suction in unfrozen soils. However, researchers are divided on how to

determine the coefficient of permeability in a frozen or partially frozen soil. This division

gave rise to the term 'ice impedance factor', an empirical relationship used to calibrate

soil freezing models. It was initially intended that an ice impedance factor be used in this

program. However, results of initial testing showed that the permeability versus suction

function that was derived from the soil water characteristic curve using equations recently

presented by Fredlund et ale (1994) gave excellent results for liquid flux in the frozen and

unfrozen zones. This is a very important finding and needs to be investigated in more

detail.

The objective of this research program was to present theory for heat and mass transfer in

freezing unsaturated soils. The theory was then veri.q.ed using laboratory data. The

laboratory modelling program was carried out by simulating soil freezing of fine silica

flour with large water fluxes in the unfrozen zone.: The results of these simulations
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verified that the freezing analysis capabilities of the revised numerical model were

working. A sensitivity analysis was also done to compare computed results using slightly

different soil property functions. The results of the sensitivity study clearly showed that

small changes to the soil water characteristic curve or saturated coefficient of penneability

value caused significant differences between computed and experimental results. Inclusion

of an ice impedance factor had a significant effect in the computation of ice contents

behind the freezing front, and also in the computation of unfrozen water content.at the

freezing front. The results of this study suggest that an ice impedance factor is not

necessary if an accurate penneability versus suction relationship can be predicted.

The field modelling exercise (presented in Appendix A) was carried out to demonstrate

that the revised model was capable of both freezing and thawing analysis, and that it could

do so within the framework of the existing computer code. In the field data simulations,

good agreement between computed and measured temPerature proftles was obtained for

times when ice was not present in the soil. An incorrect calculation of pore ice affected

the calculated thennal conductivity values which in turn resulted in a calculated frost front

that advanced too deep into the soil during one period of the simulation. The accuracy of

the computed results could be improved by using a more accurate soil freezing curve

relationship, as it directly affects the computed ice content values. In addition, more

infonnation is needed about the bottom and top boundary conditions (Le., in the waste

rock and beneath the snow pack).

This revised numerical model should be considered as a first step in developing a truly

year round soil heat and mass transfer model. The current fonnulation uses suction and

temperature as dePendent variables and relies heavily on the soil freezing and soil water.

characteristic curves. More infonnation about the complex relationship between these

curves is needed. In particular, it would be desirable to be able to accurately predict the

soil freezing curve from soil water characteristic curve data. More research should also

be carried out to explore the relationships between soil water characteristic curves and

suction - penneability functions in freezing soils.
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Future modifications to the model should include: adding convective heat transfer and

sublimation effects; adding an algorithm to couple the soil surface with the snow and the

snow surface with the atmosphere; and incorporating unsaturated soil mechanics theory to

account for total stress, effective stress, ice pressures and frost heave.

The revised numerical model is useful to engineers in its current form. If a user has a

clear understanding of the limitations and advantages inherent in the model, then he or she

should be able to carry out field response and predictive modelling on a year round basis.
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APPENDIX A
FIELD DATA MODELLING APPLICATION

At Introduction to Field Data ModelUng

To illustrate a practical use for the revised model, a simulation was carried out to compare

computed and measured over winter soil temperature data that was collected .from an

instrumented soil cover over mine waste at Equity Mine near Houston, B.C. The field

data modelling program also confmned that all of the revisions to the SoilCover (MEND,

1993) program were compatible with the existing program. In particular, it was

necessary to ensure that a smooth transition between non-freezing and freezing conditions

took place as the surface boundary conditions changed and the upper layers of soil began

to freeze. Also, it was necessary to ensure that the transition between a freezing soil and a

thawing soil did not disrupt the solution process. Recall that the laboratory data

modelling program did not deal with thawing soils.

The soil cover system at Equity Mine is comprised of 50 em of compacted glacial 1il1

overlain by 30 em of loose glacial till. For modelling purposes, 1 m of waste rock was

assumed to exist below the compacted till. The loose till cover at the field site was

vegetated to decrease erosion and to reduce precipitation and snow melt runoff. Reduced

runoff may lead to higher inftltration which in tum keeps the cover system near saturation.

However, vegetation increases evapotranspiration which tends to reduce saturation. It is
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desirable to keep the cover saturated because this reduces the infiltration of oxygen which

reacts with water in the waste rock. This results in the oxidation of sulfide bearing

minerals in the waste rock and leads to acid mine drainage problems.

A detailed description of the instrumentation installed at the Equity site is given by

O'kane (1995). The instrumentation consists of a fully automated weather station which

measures air temPerature, relative humidity, wind speed, precipitation (excluding snow

fall), and global and net radiation. Vertical culverts were installed at three locations on

the cover to give access to thermal conductivity sensors which were inserted horizontally

into the cover and waste rock at different depths. The thermal conductivity sensors were

connected to automatic data loggers to record suctions and temperatures at different

depths. Neutron probe access tubes, lysimeters, and oxygen probes were also installed at

various locations on the cover. The data used in this study was obtained from a culvert

stationed on the south west face of the main dump.

A2 Soil Properties Used in Field Data Modelling Program

The types of soil properties required as input for SoilCover are the same as those

discussed in section 4.3. Details of the laboratory testing and field calibration of these soil

proPerties are given by Swanson (1995). All the soil proPerty relationships presented

below are the same as those used by Swanson (1995) for the non-freezing modelling of

the soil cover at Equity Silver Mine with the exception of the soil freezing curves for the

three materials used in this study. Modifications to the soil properties for frozen soils are

included in the program computer code.

Figure Al shows soil water characteristic curves used by Swanson (1995) in modelling the

Equity cover system. The waste rock soil water characteristic curve used in the study is

based on the curve for Beaver Creek sand. It fits the trend eXPected for waste rock and it

indicates that a capillary break should exist between the compacted clay and the coarse

waste rock.
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Figure A2 shows the relative coefficients of penneability for the three soils used in this

study. The saturated coefficient of penneability of the loose till, compacted till, and waste

rock were 5.7x 10-7 cmls, 2.0xl0-8 cmls, and 1.3.0xl0·3 cmls resPeCtively. The sPeCific

gravity of the till was calculated to be 2.77, with a field dry density of 1.74 Mg/m3 and a

calculated porosity of 0.37. The average dry density of the compacted till was estimated

to be 1.85 Mglm3 with a porosity of 0.33 (Swanson, 1995). The porosity of the ~eaver

Creek sand was calculated to be 0.4 with an air entry value of 3.8 kPa (Wilson, 1990).

The soil freezing curves for the three materials are shown in Figure A3. These curves

were computed using the soil water characteristic data curves shown in Figure Al and the

form of the Clapeyron equation presented by Black and Tire (1989) (Le., discussed in

Chapter 2). In applying the Clapeyron equation, it is necessary to know whether the

pore-water is held by capillary or adsorptive forces. In this case, the water in the waste

rock was assumed to be held by capillary forces and water in the tills was assumed to be

held totally by adsorptive forces.
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Figure A4 shows the linearized '0' function which relates changes in temperature with

changes in suction. Recall that this tenn is required to render the modified heat transfer

equation determinate. It should also be noted in Figure A4 that the '0' function is

constant for all water contents. This is a result of deriving the soil freezing curve from the

soil water characteristic curve (Le., the values of '0' in Figure A4 are the constants of

proportionality inherent in the Clapeyron equations given by Black and Tice (1989).

Figure AS shows the thermal conductivity function of each soil for the non-freezing case.

The appropriate fonn of the Johansen (1975) method for computing unfrozen thennal

conductivity was matched to the curves in Figure AS so that the necessary constants could

be obtained for use in the method proposed by Johansen (1975) for frozen soils (Le.,

Chapter 2). The dry thermal conductivity, A.c., , was calculated to be 0.4 W/moC for the

both the till and waste rock. The effective solids thermal conductivity, As, was calculated

to be 5.05 W/moC and 4.05 W/moC for the till and waste rock respectively.

Figure A6 shows the computed volumetric specific heat of the till and waste rock

materials for non-freezing conditions. The volumetric specific heat of a freezing soil is a

function of both water and ice contents and is not a single valued function. Forthe

freezing case, the volumetric specific heat is computed by adding the appropriate specific

heat for the volume of ice present as described in Chapter 2. This is done within the

SoilCover program.
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A3 Modelling Equity Mine Field Data

The geometry of the soil cover system used for modelling consisted of three layers: 30 em

of loose till over 50 cm of compacted till, over 100 em of waste rock (Le., .simulated using

Beaver Creek Sand). The [mite element mesh had 33 nodes, with nodal spacings ranging

from 2 cm at the soil surface, to 10 em at the base of the waste rock. Time steps varied

from 30 seconds to 21600 seconds (i.e., 6 hours), and the system was considered to have

converged if the suctions and temperatures did not change by more than 1% between

successive iterations.

Swanson (1995) presents field response modelling results over a time period between the

start of May and the end of October, 1993, when freezing temperatures were not

encountered. Field weather data collected by O'kane (1995) shows that air and ground
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temperatures begin to fall below O°C in early November.. The air temPerature remains

below O°C until some time in late April or early May. Air temPerature data collected by

O'kane (1995) for the winter of 1993/1994 are presented in Figure A7. The modelling

of the field data was carried out over the time Period shown in Figure A7.
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FigureA7 Mean Daily Air Temperatures Over Winter of 1993/1994 At Weather
Station On Top of Main Waste Rock Dump

The non-freezing version of SoilCover (MEND, 1993) uses air temperature, wind speed,

relative humidity, and net radiation to compute the soil temperature at the surface. These

computations can only be made in the current version of SoilCover if the soil surface is not

covered by snow. A hydrology report prepared for Equity Silver Mines indicates the

equivalent of 370 mm of water falls as snow during the winter months at the mine site, and

approximately 40% of this value is lost due to melting or sublimation over the winter

(Ker, Priestman, 1983). The remaining 60 % melts during the spring thaw. The modified

freeze / thaw version of SoilCover does not include heat and mass transfer across a snow
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layer, therefore it was necessary to make some assumptions about the soil surface

boundary conditions. These are subsequently discussed.

Figure A8 shows measured soil temperatures at depths of 5 cm, 10 cm, and 31 cm for the

winter of 1993/1994. Comparison of the soil temperature profile at 5 cm with the air

temperatures from Figure A7 reveals that the soil temperature dropped below O°C during

a cold period in the fall, and again during another period in the late spring. These events

most likely occurred because the snow pack in the early winter and late spring was not

thick enough to act as an insulating material preventing heat loss from the soil. Figure A8

reveals that the soil remained above freezing during the majority of the winter, and also

that there was little temperature difference between 5 cm and 10 cm depths.
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In order to verify that the modified SoilCover (MEND, 1993) program can model freeze

and thaw behaviour in the soil it was necessary to impose temperature and flux boundary

conditions on the system. No attempt was made to have the computer model predict

energy and evaporative fluxes at the surface. The surface temperature was set to be 0.5°C

colder than the 5 cm measured temperature. This seemed reasonable given that there was

almost no difference in temperature between 5 cm and 10 cm depths. The warm end

temperature at the surface of the waste rock (Le., at a depth of 1.5m) was ass~med

constant at 25°C as suggested by Swanson (1995). Based on the hydrology report, the

snow equivalent of 222 rom of water was assumed to inftltrate into the cover at an even

rate during the last two weeks of the thaw period (Le., April 23 to May 7).

Simulated and measured temperature proftles at two different depths over the winter of

1993 and 1994 are illustrated in Figure A9. Comparison of computed results with

measured results reveals three points. First, there is excellent trend agreement between

measured and computed results at the 5 cm depth. This should be expected given the fact

that the model boundary conditions were based on the measured values near the surface.

The second point to note is that there is excellent agreement between computed and

measured results for all times when the soil temperature is above freezing. The third point

is that there is poor agreement between measured and computed results at the 30 em

depth when the temperatures are below freezing and ice is present in the soil.

Figure AIO shows the ice content at a depth of 5 em during the test period, and Figure

All shows the corresponding thermal conductivity values of the soil at the same depth

over the same period.
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Figure All illustrates the increase in thermal conductivity values that result when ice

fonns in the soil. This increase is likely the reason for the poor agreement between

computed and measured temperature proftles in Figure A9. When too much heat is

removed from the soil system, the result is a cold front that advances faster and deeper

than it should.. As a frost front advances, ice forms in some of the pores. Because ice

has a higher thermal conductivity than water more heat is removed from the warmer soil.

In turn, the cold front moves deeper and more water freezes.

Initial observation of the computed thermal conductivity values suggests that they may be

computed incorrectly. However, this is not likely the case. There may be some error in

thermal conductivity estimations based on the calculation method, but as the thennal

conductivity is significantly affected by the ice content (as illustrated in Figure All) the

likely cause of disagreement between computed and measured soil temperature values is

the incorrect calculation of ice content. Ice·conten~ are computed incorrectly if the soil
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freezing curve relationship is not accurate. For example, if the soil freezing curve

indicates that ice will form at -O.050C instead of -O.5°C then higher ice content values will

be computed as the temperature drops. In this simulation the soil freezing curve

relationship was estimated using a measured soil water characteristic curve and the form

of the Clapeyron equation given by Black and Tice (1989). As discussed in Chapter 2,

there are problems associated with this approach. An experimentally determined soil

freezing curve should yield more accurate results.

Figure A12 shows the computed liquid water contents over the duration of the test. This

figure depicts the expected trends. Measured water content data near the surface during

the winter months are not available because the thermal conductivity sensors used to

measure matric suction do not operate effectively if pore-ice is present. It can be noted

that the reductions in liquid water content values occur at the same time there is an

increase in ice content (Le., Figure AI0). Figure A12 also shows that there was little

redistribution of pore-water from warmer regions to colder regions as illustrated by the

constant water content at a 32 em depth. This is directly attributable to the lower

permeability of the clay till, compared with the high permeability and high moisture flux

observed in the laboratory testing of silica flour.

During the last two weeks of the simulation period, a snow water equivalent of 15 mm per

day was applied as a flux at the top boundary. This value agrees with the snow melt

predicted by Ker, Priestman (1983) in their hydrology study of the Equity Silver Mine

region. A majority of the 15 mm of water applied each day was computed by SoilCover

to be runoff. The amount which did inftltrate contributed to an increase in computed

water contents to near saturation levels at the surface. This increase is reflected in Figure

A12
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Fmally, some comments can be made about the general trends observed in these results.

The objective of a soil cover is to minimize inftltration of oxygen into the waste rock.

This is done by keeping the water content in the compacted layer of the soil cover near

saturation. Results of the freezing tests on the silica flour (presented earlier) clearly show

that there is a large re-distribution of water within the soil. This pattern was not evident

during the freezing simulations of the clay till cover and it was not expected. The

permeability of the compacted clay till is sufficiently low that it limits the quantity of

liquid flux over time. The soil freezing curve for" the clay till shows that large quantities

of liquid water are present in the soil even at temPeratures as low as -5 or -6 °C. If the

majority of water did not freeze in the cover, then the matric suctions did not increase

sufficiently high enough to draw water out of the warmer soils. As a result, the

compacted layer of the soil cover tended to remain saturated which is the desired effect.
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APPENDIXB
SUBROUTINE CALL OUT DIAGRAM
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Subroutine Call Out Chart
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APPENDIXC
MAIN COMPUTER PROGRAM CODE

Note: All revisions for freeze I thaw analysis are in bold type.
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Program SoilCover
c=========================
C Version 1.2 June 1994 ***MODIFIEDFORFREEZE/TIlAW SEPT. 1995 ***
C
C nus IS TIlE MAIN PROGRAM FOR TIlE FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING OF
C SOll..EVAPORATIVEFLUXES.
C
C Produced by the Department of Civil Engineering at the University
C of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Saskatd1ewan, Canada. Pooal Code
C S7NOWO.
C

C==========================

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INa..UOE 'FUNCTION.FI'
INa..UDE'DECLARE.FI'
INa..UDE'SPPCOMMO.Fl'

I All include ftles in this file
I Used by SPP plating routines

C

integer dayclose
REAL Lapse(LTune
dJaracter*2 hotkey
INTEGER ivid,i
LOGICAL printed,out
REAL water
REAL WaterBalance

I flag used to close at end of day prematurely
I Total run time in seconds

Ihot key to close SoilCover prematurely

I (mmlday) Function to Calcu1ale the WaterBalance

C
C Write out program infamation header
C

WRITE(*,*) ,
WRITE(*,*) ,
WRITE(*,*) ,
WRITE(*,*) ,
WRI1E(*,*) ,
WRI1E(*,*) ,
WRI1E(*,*) ,
WRI1E(*,*) ,
WRITE(*,*) ,
WRITE(*,*) ,

SoilCover Version 1.2
June 1994

Department of (;ivil Engineering •
University ofSaskatchewan '
Saskatoon, Saskatdlewan '

Canada S7N OWO

C==========================
C
C Start the prep'OCesS(lr to do all the preliminary wcx-k which includes
C getting the runtime settings, reading in the data files,
C setting the initial suctions and telq)eralures, and writiDg the
C initial conditions to the output file.
C

TI1ME = O.ODO
DAYQ.OOE=l
AEsum = O.ODO
PEsum =O.ODO
ATsum =O.ODO
Prsum = O.ODO
RunOff = O.ODO
DO i=l,NNODES

SFLUX (i) =O.ODO
SFLUXL (i) =O.ODO
SFLUXV (i) =O.ODO
SFLUXARU(i) =O.ODO
SFLUXPRU(i) =O.ODO

ENDDO
MAXD_OUT_TODAY = 0.0 I Clear daily mud_out counter
CAlL PREPROCESSOR
out=true

C
C
C

ENTERING TIlE DAY LOOP

DO NDAY=l,DAYS
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C
C Initialize total time and flux counter
C

TI1ME = O.ODO
AEsum = O.ODO
PEsum = O.ODO
ATsum =O.ODO
PTsum = O.ODO
RunOff = O.ODO
SHUIDOWN =FALSE t We will accept Qspec>Qsat
printed =FALSE
MAXD_OUT_TODAY =0.0 t Clear daily maxd_out counter
DO i=l.NNODES

SFLUX (i) = O.ODO
SFLUXL (i) = O.ODO
SFLUXV (i) = O.ODO
SFLUXARU(i) = O.ODO
SFLUXPRU(i) = O.ODO

ENDOO
C
C
C

ENTERING 11JE TIME LOOP

DO WHn..E( TTIME.LT.86400.0DO) t 1 day = 86400 secoods
botkey = INKEYO t looks for bot by
IF (lCHAR(hotby(l :1».EQ.17)11JEN
a.OSE(lUNITV) t aose the graphics screen
CALL GMODE(IVlD) t Restore the display to original settings
GOT0888

ELSEIF(lCHAR(hotkey(l:1».EQ.S)11JEN
DAYCL0SE=2 t sets flag to close at end of day (CI1U. E)

ELSEIF(lCHAR(hotby(1:1».EQ.2)11IEN tPrints out the anrent values before ending

IF(DETAILED)11JEN
CALL WRI1E_OUT(water)

ELSE
CALL WRITE_NOD(water)

ENDIF
a.OSE(lUNITV) ! Close the graphics screen
CALL GMODE(IVlD) t Restore the display to original settings
GOT0888

ENDIF
CALL SETJNITIAL_SETIlNGS tPerforms all non-iterative calculations

c if(ttime.lt.1.and.nday.eq.l) ttime=21600
CALL FLUX ! Calc AE. PE. and surface leq).
CALL I1ERATE t Iterative solution calculations
TI1ME = TI1ME + DELTAT t (sees) Update the total nm time for current day

00 i=l.NNODES
SFLUX(i) = SFLUX (i) + VFLUX(i) *DELTAT ! (mmlday) Update the flux sum
SFLUXL(i) = SFLUXL(i) + FLUX_L(i)*DELTAT
SFLUXV(i} = SFLUXV(i) + FLUX_V(i}*DELTAT
ENDOO
IF( VEGETA1l0N.AND.(LAl.GE.0.l) )THEN

VFLUXAT = 0.0
DO i=RootT0p(2).RootDeptb(2)
VFLUXAT = VFLUXAT + ARU(i) t (mmlday) actual root uptake for each time step
SFLUXARU(i) = SFLUXARU(i) + ARU(i)

lNodeContrib(i)*DELTAT t (mmlday/cm) atU daily total for each node
SFLUXPRU(i) = SFLUXPRU(i) + PRU(i)

1 lNodeContrib(i)*DELTAT t (mmlday/cm) PRU daily total for each node
ENDOO
ATsum =ATsum+ VFLUXAT*DELTAT t (mmlday) update the aet trans flux
PTsum =PTsum+ VFLUXPT*DFLTAT t (mmlday)updatethePTflux

ELSE
VFLUXAT = 0.0
VFLUXPT = 0.0

ENDIF
AEsum = AEsum + PENMAN *DELTAT ! (mmlday) Update the AE flux
PEsum =PEsum+ VFLUXPE *DELTAT t (mmlday) Update the PEflux
RunOff = RunOJJ+ INCRUNOFF*DELTAT t (mmlday) Update the total dailynmoff
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water = WaterBalance() I (mmlday) Calculate the current water balance
IF(GRAPillCS) TIIEN

CALL DISPI..AY(ivid.VFLUXPE,PENMAN,VFLUXAT,RAIN,water)
ENDIF
IF(.NOT.rnnted.AND.PrintTime.EQ.l)THEN ! Print outplt at noon

1f(TTIME.GE.43200.DO )TIIEN
trinted = TRUE
IF(DETAILED)TIIEN
CAll. WRI1E_OUf(water)

ELSE
CAll. WRI1E_NOD(water)

ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDIF
c write(*,*) 'day,ksal,ttime',nday,satk(3),ttime

If(Dday.eq.l .and. Ubne.ge.21600 .and.
1 out .and. tUmeJe.22(00) then I 6 hour output

caD wrlte_nod(water)
out=lalse
elself{Dday.eq.l .and. ttime.ge.43200 .and. .not.out)then I 12 hour output
caD wrlteJlOCl(water)
out=true
encUr

ENDOO I00 WHILE( TI1ME.LT.86400.0DO )
C
C FINISHED 1lIE TIME LOOP
C

IF(PrintTune.EQ.2)TIIEN
IF(DETAU..ED)TIIEN
CALL WRI1E_OUT(water)

ELSE
CALL WRITE_NOD(water)

ENDIF
ENDIF

IPrint wtpJt at midnight

C
C Resetting the time step to the initial time step specified
C to reduce the shock on the system induced by the new bondary
C conditions applied on a new day.
C

DELTAT =FIRST.J)ELTAT

IF(GRAPillCS)TIIEN
CLOSE(lUNlTV) ! Close the gmpbics screen
CALL GMODE(lVlD) ! Restcn the display to original settings

ENDIF
IF(DAya..0SE.EQ.2)THEN ! aaa SoilCover due to bot key
CLOSE(IUNITV) I Close the grapncs screen
CALL GMODE(lVlD) t Rest<re the display to original settings
001'0888

ENDIF
ENDDO ! DO NDAY =l,DAYS

C
C FINISHED 1lIE DAY LOOP
C
C
C Determine total RID time
C

LapsecCTime = SECNDS(TIMEO)I6O.0
WRITE( *,771) LapsecCTune
WRITE(48,777) LapsecCTune

777 FORMATe ','Total run time = ',F8.2,' minutes')
C
888 CLOSE(UNIT=48) ! Close the outrlle

CLOSE(UNIT=12) t Close the daily data rlle
IF( VEGETATION)TIIEN

CLOSE(UNlT=lO) ! Case the vegetation rile
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c
ENDIF

END ! Of trogram SoilCover
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C This subroutine calculates the actual root uptake fa each node
C

SUBROUTINE ActRtUpt(node)
C

1(mm1sec)

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INCLUDE 'FUNCI10N.Fl'
INCLUDE'DEa..ARE.FI'

! EDsure that all variables have been correctly defined
! Contains all FUNCI10N declarations

! Contains all common block declarations

INIEGER node ! (HRS) Number ofbours in a day
REAL limitFacta IPlant Limiting Fackx'

limitFactor= Calc_PlantLimitFaeta(SUCNOD(node» I cales PLF
ARU(node) =PRU(node) * limitFaeta

C=========================
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE banbks(a,n,ml,m2,np,mp,al,mpl,indx,b)
INIEGER m1,m2,q»,q>l,n,np,indx(n)
double precision a(np,q»),al(np,Iq>l),b(n)
IN1EGER i,k,I,nun
double precision dum
mm=ml+m2+1
if(nun.gt.mp.a.ml.gt.Iq)l.a.n.gt.np) pause 'bad args in baDbks'
I=ml
do 12 k.=1,n
i=indx(k)
if(i.ne.k)then

dum=b(k)
b(k)=b(i)
b(i)=dum

endif
if(l.lLn)I=I+1
do 11 i=k+1,1
b(i)=b(i)-al(k,i-k)*b(k)

11 continue
12 continue

1=1
do 14 i=n,I,-1

dum=b(i)
do 13 k=2,1

dum=dum-a(i,k)*b(k+i-l)
13 continue

b(i)=dumla(i,1)
if(l.ILmm) 1=1+1

14 continue
return
END

C (C) Cop'. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software 7-,31••

SUBROUTINE bandec(a,n,ml,m2,np,mp,aI,mpl,indx)
INIEGER ml,m2,mp,Jq)I,n,np,indx(n)
double p-ecision a(np,mp),al(np,mpl),TINY
PARAMETER (TINY=1.D-20)
IN1EGER iJ,k,I,mm
double p-ecision dum
mm=ml+m2+1
if(nun.gt.q».a.ml.gtmpl.a.n.gLnp) pause 'bad args in bandec'
l=ml
do 13 i=l,ml
do 11 j=ml+2-i,nun
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a(ij-I)=a(ij)
11 continue

1=1-1
do 12j=mm-I,oun

a(ij)=O.ODO
12 continue
13 continue

l=ml
do 18 k=I,n
dum=a(k,I)
i=k
if(l.lLn)I=I+1
do 14 j=k+l,1
if(dabs(a(j,I».gt.dabs(dum»then

dum=a(j,I)
i=j

endif
14 continue

indx(k)=i
if(dum.eq.O.ODO) a(k,I)=TINY
if(i.ne.k)then
dolSj=I,mm

dum=a(kj)
a(kj)=a(ij)
a(ij)=dum

IS continue
endif
do 17 i=k+l,1

dum=a(i,1)/a(k,1)
al(k,i-k)=dum
do 16j=2,mm
a(ij-l)=a(ij)-dum*a(kj)

16 continue
a(i,mm)=O.ODO

17 continue
18 continue

return
END

C (C) Cop'. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software 7-,31..

SUBROUTINE BANMOD(a,n,ml,np,mp,b)
C
C This subroutine modifies the system stiffness matrices so
C that the suction and temperablre boundary conditions specified
C will be removed from the simultaneous equations.
C

C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INQ.UOE'DEa.ARE.FI'

1N1EGER n,np,~,ml

double pr'ecision a(np,mp)
double precision b(np)
double precision ebcw
double precision ebch
INTEGER ij,k,mm
1N1EGERnxl
1NTEGERnx2

t Ensure that all variables have been C<ll'Ied1y defIned
I Contains all common block declarations

I array size used and Ptysical size of array
! The [a] matrix

! The {b} vect<r
! Cwrent Suction boundary condition
! OJrrent Te~ratureboundary condition
t IAq) Countezs

! Node which to apply current suction boundary condition
I Node which to apply aJrrent teJqXnture boundary condition

IF( EBW(k,2).EQ.1EI0)TIIEN
ebcw= O.ODO

ENDIF

C

mm=2*ml + 1
OOk=I,NEBC

ebcw = EBW (k,2)
ebch = EBH (k,2)
nxl = NODEB(k,2}*2-1
nx2 =nxl + 1

I Suction boundary condition
IT~ boundary condition

I Node to apply suction
I Node to apply te~rature
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IF( EBH(k,2).EQ.IEI0)1HEN
ebcb= O.ODO

ENDIF
C

i= 1
DO i = l,(mm-1)
j = ox1 + m1 + 1 - i
IF(j.GE.1 .AND. j.LE.n)TIIEN

b(j) = b(j) - ebcw*a(j,i) - ebch*a(j,i+1)
ENDIF

ENDDO
C

IF( EBW(k,2).NE.IEIO)1HEN
DOi=l,mm

a(nxl,i) = O.ODO I Zero row of matrix at EBC node.
ENDDO
j =oxl- ml
i=mm
DO WHILE( i.GT.O .AND. j.LE.n ) I Zero column of matrix at EBC node.

IF( i.LE.mm .AND. j.GT.O)1HEN
a(j,i) = O.ODO

ENDIF
j=j+l
i =i - 1

ENDDO
a(nxl,ml+1) = 1.0DO
b(oxl) = ebcw

ENDIF
C

IF( EBH(k,2).NE.1E10)1HEN
DOi=l,mm

a(nx2,i) = O.ODO I Zero row of matrix at EBC node.
ENDDO
j=nx2-m1
i=mm
DO WHILE( i.GT.O .AND. j.LE.n ) I Zero column of matrix at EBC node.

IF( i.LE.mm .AND. j.GT.O)1HEN
a(j,i) = O.ODO

ENDIF
j =j + 1
i =i-l

ENDDO
a(nx2,ml+1) = 1.0DO
b(nx2) = ebch

ENDIF
ENDDO I DO k = l,NEBC

C
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE banmul(a,n,ml,m2,np,mp,x,b)
IN1EGER m1,m2,Jq>,u,np
double precision a(np,q»,b(n),x(n)
IN1EGER ij,k
do 12i=l,n

b(i)::O.ODO
k=i-m1-1
do 11 j=max(I,l-k),min(m1+m2+1,n-k)

b(i)=b(i)+a(ij)*x(j+k)
11 continue
12 continue

return
END

C (C) COllI'. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software 7-,31..
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C

SUBROUTINE bannbc(Iteration,lsys,B)
C
C This subroutine determines the surface flux fcx addition to the
C system {b} vector.
C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INCLUDE 'FUNcnON.Fr
INCLUDE'DECLARE.FT

, Ensure that all variables have been correctly deimed
, Contains all function declarations
! Contains all COIIUIlOD block declarations

ELSE

C

C

double p-ecision actual ! (nunls) Actual flux to apply
double p-ecision B (MAJCNODESx2) I The global load vectcx
REAL delay I (hr) time at which const. precip. occurs
INIEGER i ! Loop Counter
real area I the area below the unit infiltration curve
INIEGER Iteration ! The current iteration
INIEGERb~ !2*NNODES
IN1EGER node INode at which to apply boundary condition
INIEGER row ! Node a1 which to apply boundary condition
REAL saturated ! (mm/s) Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity
REAL spec_lop_flux ! (mmls) User specified flux
REAL spec_hot_flux ! (mmls) User specified flux

type=soiltype(l)
INCRUNOfF =O.ODO I Initialize nm off
saturated =SATK(TYPE)*IO.O! (mm/s) saturated mass flow
IF(QW(I,2).EQ.I.0E+20)TIIEN

spec_top_flux =0.0
FLSEJF(Duration(2).GT.O.O)TIIEN

delay =Duration(2) ! (hr) time when constant Jecip. occurs
area =lOOOO*(EXP(delay*3600JlOOOO.)-EXP(OII0000.»+

EXP(delay*3600.nOOOO.)*(86400.-delay*3600.)
IF(TI1ME.LT.delay*36OO)1HBN ! IfduriDg ramp period

spec_lop_flux =QW(l,2)*864OOOOOIarea
1 *EXP(TI1MEIlOOOO.O)

ELSE I ifduring constant Jecip. period
8peC_lop.J1ux =QW(I,2)*864OOOOO1area
*EXP(delay*36OOIlOOOO)

ENDIF
ELSE ! if not specified to be ramped

spec_lop_flux =QW(l,2)*lOOO.O
ENDIF
row =1 I Re-Organized matrix row
actual = spec_lop_flux + PENMAN
IF( SHUI"DOWN )TIIEN

IF( lterationLT.3.AND. VFLUX(l).GT.spec_lop_flux)1HBN
SHUrOOWN =FALSE
EBW(l,2) =1.0E+IO
VFLUX(I) =actual

EBW(l,2) = 0.0
actual = O.ODO

ENDIF
INCRUNOFF =spec_lop_flux - VFLUX(l) ! Calculating RunOff

FLSEJF(Iteration.GT.l.AND. SUCNOD(l)LE.O.O
I .AND. aetual.GT.Q.O )1HEN

SHUTDOWN =TRUE ! Shutdown Infiltration for rest of day
EBW(I,2) = 0.0
actual =O.ODO
INCRUNOfF = spec_lop_flux - VFLUX(I) ! CalaJlating RunOff
IF( INCRUNOfFJ..T.O.ODO)1HBN

INCRUNOFF=O.ODO
ENDIF

FLSE
VFLUX(l) =actual

ENDIF
RAIN =spec_lop_flux - INCRUNOfF
B(l) =B(l) + act.ual*DFLTAT/lOOO.ODO
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IF(QW(2,2).EQ.l.0E+20)THEN
spec_bot...flux =0.0

ELSE
spec_bot_flux =QW(2,2)*looo.0
VFLUX(NNODES) = spec_bot...flux
row = 2*NNODES - 1 I R~Organized matrix row
B(row) = B(row) + spec_bot_flux*DELTAT/looo.0oo

ENDIF
C
C Apply root uptake flux over the nodes throughout the root depth
C if a vegetation was specified
C

IF( VEGETAnON.AND.(LAI.GE.O.l»TIIEN
DO i=RootT0p(2),RootDepth(2) IAdd in act root upake

row =2*i-l
B(row) = B(row) + ARU(i) * DELTAT /1000.000

ENDDO
ENDIF
RETURN
END

C

SUBROUTINE CALCULATE_TIME_STEP
C
C This subroutine calculates the maxiJDun time step allowed which
C will not result in the teqJCratures cr suctions cbaDging by more
C than the amount specified in TOLS and TOLT.
C Subroutines used by calculaltUime_step:
C - banoul: banded matrix IIIJbiplication.
C
C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INa.UOE'DECL\RE.Fl'

real cliff
INfEGER i,k
IN1EGER node
IN1EGER lsys
real min_1IIJIt
real sc
real tc

IEosure that all variables have been ccrrectly defIned
I Contains all common block declaratioos

t Difference in actual change to maximum change
I Loop Coontrn

I Controlling node
12*NNODBS

I The miniDum time step IIIJItiplier
I Maximum allowable cbange in suction
I MaxiJDun allowable change inte~

C
C Calculating ({x}-{y}) &: ({x}+{y})
C

lsys =2 * NNODES
Be = TOLS t MaxiIllJID suction change
tc = TOLT I MaxiIIIJm tempenture cbaDge
min_mult = MAJCDELTATIDELTAT
DO k = l,NNODES
i=k+NNODES
cliff=ABS( SUCNOD(k)-PlDA(k) )
IF( cIiff.GT.O.O)THEN

cliff = ABS( sc·PHIA(k)/cIiff)
ELSE

cliff =min_ml1t
ENDIF
IF( diffLT.min_IWlt )11IEN
min_mult = cliff
node =k

ENDIF
cliff=ABS( 1EM(k)-PlUA(i) )
IF( cIiff.GT.O.O)11IEN

cliff=ABS( tc*PHIA(i)/cIiff)
ELSE

cliff =min_DI1lt
ENDIF
IF( diffLT.min_IW1t )11IEN
min_mult =cliff
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node =k
ENDIF

ENDDO
DELTAT = DELTAT * min_Ddt
IF( DELTAT.LT.MIN_DELTAT)11IEN

DELTAT=MIN_DELTAT
ENDIF

e write(*,99)deltal,node,xl(node),min_nult,ttime
c99 formate ',F9.3,I6,F14.4,F18.6,F14.3)
e
e Ensure that the sinulation time during the current day doesn't
e exceed the amount d time in a day.
e

IF( DELTAT+TIlME.GT.86400.0Do )11IEN
DELTAT = 864OO.0DO-rnME

ENDIF
c

RETURN
END

c
SUBROUTINE CNICOL(Iteration)

c
c This subroutine solves fer the new nodal suctionS and leq)eratUres
C using the Crank Nicholson time mardling scheme.
C Subroutines used by CDicol:
C - bamIu1: banded matrix nultiplication.
C - banmod: fmite element modification fer banded mattices
C - bandec: splits banded matrices into an upper & lower mattix
C - baDbks: performs back. substitution on the upper & lower matrices
C to solve for the un1alowns.
C
C
C
C [aJ {x} = [bJ
C t+dt _

C
C [pJ
C
C
C
C ( dt) ( dt) dt( )
C ( [C] + -[KJ ){x} = ( [C] - -00 ){x} + - ({F} +{F}
C ( 2) t+dt ( 2) t 2 ( t t+dt)
C
C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INCLUDE 'FUNCTION.Fl'
INCLUDE'DEa..ARE.Fl'

1Ensure that all variables have been ccmctly defined
1Contains all function declarations
1Contains all common block declarations

IN1EGER MAX_BAND
c integer soil

PARAME1ER( MAX_BAND = 11 ) 1Fer a quadratie element
DOUBLE PRECISION THETA,THETAI
PARAME1ER( THETA = 0.500 )
PARAME1ER( THETAI = I.DO-THETA)

C
double precision a (MAX_NODESx2,MAX_BAND) I The banded 'a' matrix where [aJ{x} = {b}
double precision au (MAX_NODESx2,MAX_BAND) 1The uppez half of the lu dccoIqXlSition of 'a'
double precision al (MAJCNODESx2, S ) ! The lower half of the hi cJecorqx>sition of 'a'
double precision b (MAX_NODESx2) I The 'b' vector where [a]{x} = {b}
double precision 10 (MAX_NODESx2) 1The loed vecter (@t )
double precision n (MAX_NODESx2) 1The load vector ( @t+dt)
INTEGER indx<MAX_NODESx2) 1Used by Numerical Recipies bandec & banksb & mprove
INTEGER Iteration t The current iteration
INTEGER iJ,k.I,rn,type 1Loop Counters
IN1EGER ml,m2,mm I Lower and Upper Half Band Widths, and total band width
INTEGER lsys 12 * NNODES
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I {x} vector @ t

! Re-Organiml matrix column
I TeIqXnlUre related

! Re-Organized matrix row
I Ten.,el'llUre related

double precision stcr(MA'CNODESx2,MAX_BAND) I The banded version of the storage matrix.
double precision p (MA'CNODESx2,MAX_BAND) I Mattix = [Cl-(dtI2)*[K] NOTE: This matrix has been rearranged and

banded
double p-ecision stif(MAX_NODESx2,MAX_BAND) I The banded version of the stiffness matrix.
double precision x (MAX_NODFSx2) I The 'x' vector where (a]{x} = {b}

save fO,n I This must be saved between calls

C
C Fmning the banded versions of the load veckx', the veckx' of
C Downs, the stiffness matrix, and the st<rage matrix.
C

IF( PNODES.EQ.2 )nIEN ! linear Element
ml=3
m2=3

ELSE t Quadratic Element
ml=S
m2=S

ENDIF
DUD =ml+m2+1
lsys = 2 * NNODES
IF( lteration.EQ.O )TIIEN
OOi= l.lsys

ID(i) =!lei)
ENDOO
ENDIF
DOj = l,lsys

I =2*j-l
IF(I.GT.lsys)TIIEN

I=I-lsys+l
ENDIF
fl(l) =SYSFfj) t Loed vecl(r @ t+dt
IF(j.GT.NNODES )nIEN t Then this is temperature

X (I) =PHIA(j) I {x} vector @ t
ELSE

x (I) =-PHIA(j)
ENDIF

DOi= l,lsys
k=2*i -1
IF(k.GT.lsys)1lfEN

k=k-lsys+l
ENDIF
m = (I+ml+l-k) ! Banded matrix row
IF( m.GE.l .AND. m.LE.mm)1lfEN ! If row falls within the band

stif(k,m) = SYSTIF(ij)
st<lc(k,m) = Lump(ij.ml ,m2,lsys)

ENDIF
ENDDO

ENDOO
C

IF( Iteratioo.EQ.O .AND. TTIME.EQ.O.ODO.AND. NDAY.EQ.l )1lfEN
DOi = l.lsys

1O(i) =!lei)
ENDDO

ENDIF
C
C FORMING mE a AND p MATRICES(REF:SEGERLIND)
C

IF( TRANSIENT)TIIEN
dom=l,mm

dok= l.lsys
a(k,m) = st<x(k,m) + 11IETA *DELTAT*stif(k,m)
p(k,m) = stor(k.m) -11IETA1*DELTAT*stif(k,m)

enddo
enddo
ELSE
dom= 1,mm

dok= l,lsys
a(k,m) = stif(k,m)
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p(k.m) = O.ODO
enddo

enddo
ENDIF

C
C Applying Boundary Conditions
C
c CALL bannbc(ireration,lsys,b) 1Modification for Natural Bndry Cond.
c CALL banmod(a,Isys,ml,MA'CNODESx2,MA'CBAND,b) I Modification for EssenL Bndry Condo
C
C CalaJlating the {b} vector
C

IF( TRANSIENT)1lIEN
CALL bamml(p,lsys.ml.m2,MA'CNODESx2,mm,x,b)
DOi= l,lsys

b(i) =b(i) + DELTAT*( lHETAl*fO(i) +mETA*f1(i) )
ENDOO

ELSE lThis is a steady state analysis
DOi= l,lsys

b(i) =f1(i)
ENDDO

ENDIF
C
C Applying Boundary Conditions
C

CALL bannbc(itention,lsys.b) 1Modification for Natural Bndry Cond.
CALL banmod(a,lsys,ml.MAX_NODESx2,MAX_BAND,b) 1Modification for EssenL Bndry Cond.

C
C Making A Copy of the 'A' Mattix and 'B' Vector
C

DOi = 1.lsys
xci) =b(i)
DOj=l.mm

au(ij) = a(ij)
ENDOO

ENDOO
C
.C Solving the Equations
C

CALL bandec(au,lsys,ml,m2.MAX_NODESx2,MA''-BAND.aI,S,indx) 1Splitting A into upper & Iowa- matrices
CALL banbks(au,lsys,ml,m2.MAX_NODESx2.MAX_BAND,al,s.indx,x) 1Solving for the unknowns
CALL IqJrOve(au,isys.ml,m2,MA'CNODESx2,MA',-BAND.aI.s.indx,x,a,b) IlD¥oving Accuracy

C
C Updating the nodal suctions and teIqJendUres with the new
C suctions and teIqJendUres which have been placed in [b) by
C banbks.
C

DO i =l,NNODES
j=2*i-l
k=2*i
SUCNOD(i) =-x(j) t { Suction } @t+dt
TEM (i) =x(k) I {Tempenture} @t+dt

ENDDO
C

RE11JRN
END

C This function is used by the subroutine 1TERATE' to detennine
C ifCODva-gence bas been achieved.
C

LOGICAL FUNCTION ConvergenceO
C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INa.UOE'DEa..ARE.FI'

IN1'EGER i,soil
LOGICAL CODveIged

t Contains all common block declarations

I Loop Coonter
I Logical flag to indicate when system bas CODverged
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converged =TRUE
i=O
00 WHILE( i.LT.NNODES .AND. converged )

i=i+l

C

REAL cliff
REAL volwc,voluwc
REAL fn-point

IRelative change in Suction er Temperature

C
C Convergence fer suction is based upon a relative convergence
C which is checked at every node.
C

IF(PRESNOD(i).NE.O.OEO)TIIEN I Prevent division by zero
cliff =ABS( SUCNOD(i)-PRESNOD(i) )lPRESNOD(i)

ELSEIF(SUCNOD(i).NE.O.OEO)TIIEN
cliff = UEO

ENDIF

IF(di1J.GT.PUSNORM)TIIEN
converged = FALSE
IF( STEADYSTATE)TIIEN

WRITE(*,l)i,diff*100.0,SUCNOD(i)
1 FORMAT(' Node',I3; Cllange ',F6.2,

1 'll> Suction',G17.4)
ENDIF

ENDIF

C
C Convergence fer telq)elatUre is based upon a relative conv.
C which is checked at every node.
C

IF(PRETNOD(i).NE.O.OEO)TIIEN ! Prevent division by zero
di1J = ABS( TEM(i)-PRETNOD(i) )lPRETNOD(i)

ELSEIF(T'EM(i).NE.O.OEO)1lIEN
di1J =1.0E0

ENDIF

IF( diff.GT.PUrNORM )TIIEN
IF( STEADYSTA1E.AND.converged)TIIEN

WRITE(*,2)i,diff*100.0,TEM(i)
2 FORMAT(' Node',13: Cllange ',F6.2,

1 'Il> Temperature',F9.2)
ENDIF
converged =FALSE

ENDIF

ENDOO
Convergence =converged

C
RETURN
END

subroutine display(ivid,PE,AE,AT,INFIL,Water)
c
c This subroutine plots the time step, potential evapcxation.
c actual evapooltion, teq>erature, and relative humidity versus
c the total time to the saeen.
c subroutines called:
c - initgr: initializes the display and draws the axis.
c - color: sets the plot coler
c - lines: plots a straight line
c

c

iIq>licit none
include 'sppcommo.fi'
include 'function.fi'
include 'declare.fi'

! Declares some SPP parameters
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t Convert to mmlday
t Convert to mmlday
I Convert to mmlday
I Convert to mmlday

I (mmlday) Potential Evaporation
t (mm1day) Actual Evaporation
I (mmlday) Actual Transpiration
! (mm1day) Rainfall minus Runoff

! (Celcius) Surface Temperature
! (mm1day) Water Balance

c

c

c

character fname*10
character gname*10
integer ivid
real tta(4),da(4),pa(4),ea(4),ra(4),ia(4),ta(4),wa(4),sa(4)
save tta,da,pa,ea,ra,ia,ta,wa,sa

DOUBLE PRECISION AE I Actual Evap<ntive flux
DOUBLE PRECISION AT I Actual Transpiratory flux
REAL INFIL I Rainfall minus nmoff
DOUBLE PRECISION PE I Potential Evapcntion
real Water I The current water balance

if(ttime.gt.DELTA1)then
tta(1) = tta(2) I This is the total time array
da (1) = da (2) I This is the time step array
sa (1) = sa (2) t This is the surface suction may
pa (1) = pa (2) I This is the potential evap. may
ea (1) = ea (2) I This is the actual evap. array
ra (1) = ra (2) I This is the actual traDsp. may
ia (1) = ia (2) I This is the rainfall minus runoff may
ta (1) = ta (2) I This is the surface temperature array
wa (1) = wa (2) I This is the wal« balance

else
call init~(ivid,tta,da,pa,ea,ra,ia,ta,wa,sa)
tta(l) =0.0
da (I) = DELTAT I seconds
if( SUCNOD(I).GT.O.O )then

sa(1) =SUCNOD(I) I kPa
else I Can't gr&ID oegative values on a log scale

sa(1) = 0.1 ! kPa
endif
pa(1) = PE * 86400.0
ea(1) =AE • 86400.0
ra(l) =AT * 86400.0
ia(1) =INFIL • 86400.0
ta(1) =TEM(1)
wa(1) =0.0

endif
tta(2) = TI1MFJ36OO.0 I (brs) TcD1 time
da (2) =DELTAT t (8) Tunestep
if( SUCNOD(1).GT.0.1 )then

sa(2) =SUCNOD(I) t (kPa) Surface Suction
else ! Can't gr&ID negative values on a log scale

sa(2) = 0.1 t (kPa) Surface Suction
endif
pa(2) =PE • 86400.0
ea(2) =AE • 86400.0
ra(2) =AT • 86400.0
ia(2) =INFIL * 86400.0
ta(2) =TEM(1)
wa(2) =WaJt:z

call col<r(1S)
call origin(O,+6.,O)
call1gline(tta,da,2,1,1,32,+1,.1) ! Deltat vs TI1ME
call origin(O,-6.,O)
call col<r(14)
call lines(tta,ta,2,l,l,32,.1) ! Surface TeJq)Crature VB TI1ME
call col<r(12)
call1gline(tta,sa,2,l,I,32,+1•.1) ! Smface Suction vs Temperature
call col<r(4)
call1ines(tta,wa,2.I.I.32,.1) ! WaterBalaoce VB TI1ME
IF(VEGETATION)1HEN

call col<X'(9)
call1ines(tta,ra,2,I.I.32,.I) ! ATvs TI1ME

ENDIF
call col<r(13)
call1ines(tta,ia,2,l,1.32,.1) ! Rainfall minus Runoff VB TTIME
call col<r(10) .

call1ines(tta,pa.2.1.1.32••1) !PE VB TTIME
call col<r(l1)
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call1ines(tta,ea,2,l,l,32,.1) ! AE vs TI1ME
c

retmn
end

SUBROUTINE ELEMIQl(Element)
c
c This subroutine computes the element stiffness and storage
C matrices.
C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INO-UDE 'FUNC'I10N.Fl'
INCl.UDE'DECLARE.FI'

! Ensure that all variablea have been ccrrectIy defined
! All function defined here
! All include fl1ea in here

C

REAL bt (MAX_GAUSS ,MAX_GAUSS) ! The transpose of bteIJ1l
REAL btbwk (MAX_PNODES,MAJCPNODES) ! Element mass storage matrix @ t + dt
REAL bleq> (MAX_GAUSS ,MAX_GAUSS) ! The gradient matrix
REAL dsll <MAX_GAUSS) ! Used to fmn gradient matrix
REAL ds12 <MAX_GAUSS) I Used to fmn gradient matrix
REAL dsl3 <MAX_GAUSS) ! Used to fmn gradient matrix
REAL dsf (MAX_GAUSS ,MAX_GAUSS) ! Used to fmn gradient matrix
INTEGER Element ! Current Element Nurmer
INlEGER ij,k,I,m ! Loop Counters
REAL sf <MAX_GAUSS ,MAX_GAUSS) IShape Function Matrix
REAL sl1 (MAX_GAUSS) ! Sbape atFirst Node of Bement
REAL 812 (MAX_GAUSS) ! Shape at Second Node of Bement
REAL sl3 (MAX_GAUSS) ! Sbape at Third Node ofElement
REAL sft (MAX_GAUSS ,MAJCGAUSS) IThe~of1heSbapeFunctionMatrix
REAL t I TeIqJOr8l)' Variable
REAL ul I CoordiDate ofFilSt node of Bement
REAL u2 ! Comlinate c:4 Second node c:4 Bement
REAL u3 ! CoordiDate of Third node ofElement

c Note: Max_Guass IDJSt be greater than (X' equal to Max_Pn0de8
C

IF(pNODES.EQ.2)TIIEN
00 i=l,AGAUSS

sl1 (i) = O.5*(l.O-AX(i»
sl2 (i) = 0.5*(1.o+AX(i»
dsll (i) = -0.5
dsl2(i) = 0.5

ENDOO
ELSE IPNODES.EQ.3
00 i=l,AGAUSS

811 (i) = 0.5*(AX(i)*(AX(i)-1.0»
s12 (i) = -1.0*(AX(i)+1.0)*(AX(I)-I.0)
s13 (i) = O.5*(AX(i)*(AX(i)+1.0»
dsll(i) = 0.5*(2.O*AX(i)-1.0)
dsl2(i) = -2.O*AX(i)
dsI3(i) = 0.5*(2.0*AX(i)+1.0)

ENDOO
ENDIF

C
C INITIALIZING TIlE ELEMENT MATRICES
C

00j=l,PNODES
00 i=l,PNODES

STSW (iJ) =0.0 I Mass moisture storage matrix
STSH (ij) =0.0 I Mass beat stcnge matrix
BTBW (ij) =0.0 ! Suction stiffness matrix
btbwk (ij) = 0.0 ! Load related to gravity @ t +dt
BTBH (ij) =0.0 ! Temperature stiffness matrix
BTBWH (ij) = 0.0 ! Suction stiffness matrix associated with Tempemture coupling
BTBHW (ij) = 0.0 ! Teupnture stiffness matrix associated with SuCtion coupling

ENDDO
ENDOO

c
C STARTING CALCUAnONS IN TIlE GAUSS LOOP
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C
k=1
00 m = l,AGAUSS

IF(pNODES.EQ.2) 1lIEN
u1 = YCORD{ NELCON(1.Element) )1100.0 I Getting coordinate of First node of Element
u2 = YCORD{ NELCON(2.Element) )/100.0 I Getting coordinate of Second node of Element
DETJ(m) = ABS( dsll(m)*ul + dsI2(m)*u2)

ELSEIF(pNODES.EQ.3) 1HEN
u1 = YCORD( NELCON(1.Element) )/100.0 IGetting coordinate of FII'St node of Element
u2 = YCORD{ NELCON(2.Element) )/100.0 I Getting coordinate of Second node of Element
u3 = YCORD{ NELCON(3,FJ.ement) )/100.0 I Getting coordinate of Third node of Element
DETJ(m) = ABS( dsll(m)*u1 + dsl2(M)*u2 + dsl3(M)*u3 )

ENDIF
DINVJ(m) = 1.0IDETJ(m)

C
C FORMING 1HE sfAND dsfMATRICES
C

IF(pNODES.EQ.2) 1lIEN
sf (m,1) = 511 (m)
sf (m,2) = 512 (m)
dsf(m,1) = dsll(m)
dsf(m,2) = ds12(m)

ELSEIF(pNODES.EQ.3) 1HEN
sf (m,1) = 511 (m)
sf (m,2) = sl2 (m)
sf (m,3) = 513 (m)
dsf(m,1) = dsll(m)
dsf(m,2) = ds12(m)
dsf(m,3) = dsl3(m)

ENDIF
C
C FORMING 1HE GRADIENT MATRIX
C

00 i = 1,PNODES
btemp{m,i) = dsf(m,i)*DINVJ(m)

ENDOO
C
C FORMING TIlE TRANSPOSE OF sf,dsf, AND B MATRICES
C

DO i=1,PNODES
sft (l,m) = sf (m,i)*DETJ (m)
bt (i,m) = btemp{m,i)

ENDDO
C
C FORMING 1HE PRODUCT MATRICES MULTIPLYING BY GAUSS wrs AND
C SUMMING TO OBTAIN 1HE INI'EGRATED BTB AND 51'5 MATRICES
C

DO i=1,PNODES
DO j=I,PNODES

t = sft(i,k)*sf(kj)*AW(m)
STSW (ij) = t*CWMASS (m) + S1'5W (ij)
S1'5H (ij) = t*CHMASS (m) + S1'5H (iJ)
t = bt(i,k)*btemp{kj)*AW(m)*DETJ(m)
BTBW (ij) = t*CWSTIFF (m) + BTBW (iJ)
btbwk (ij) = t*CWK (m) + btbwk (ij)
BTBWH (ij) = t*CWHSTIFF(m) + BTBWH (iJ)
BTBH (ij) = t*CH5TIFF (m) + BTBH (ij)
BTBHW (ij) = t*CHWSTIFF(m) + BTBHW (ij)

ENDDO
ENDDO
k=k+1

C
300 ENDDO ! End of do m = 1,AGUASS

C
C F<ll'IIling the element load vect<r related to gravity
C

00 I = 1,PNODES
DSTK(I) = 0.0
DO m = 1,PNODES

DSTK (I) = DSTK(I)+btbwk (I,m)*YCORD(NELCON(m.Element»)/100..
ENDDO
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This subroutine c:alculaleS the surface flux, the potential
evaporation, the root evapotranspiration, and the soil surface
temperature. Also, the surface tempnture boundary condition
is updated.

ENDOO
C

RE1URN
END

SUBROUTINE FLUX
C
C
C
C
C
C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INQ.UDE 'FUNcnON.fT
INQ.UDE'DEa.ARE.Fl'

! Ensure that all variables have been ca:rectly defIned
IContains all function declarations
t Contains all common block declarations

C

INTEGER i t Loop counter
REAL IimitFaetor ! (dec.) Plant Limiting Facta
REAL pvl ! (kPa) Vapoor Pressure of the Soil Surface
REAL rbl , (oIa) Relative Humidity at Top Node
REAL satvpO I (kPa) Saturated Vapoor Pressure of the Evap<nting Pan Surface
REAL satvpl ! (kPa) Saturated Vapour Pressure of the Soil Surface
REAL watectemp ! (C) Te~ofthe Water fa Pan Evapcntion
Equivalence (wata"_teIq),DURA110N(2» ! Shared Storage

c
C CALCULAlE nIB ACIUAL EVAPORA110N (AE) and update teIq)erature
c

rhl = Calc_RH(SUCNOD(1),TEM(1)+273.0) I Calculate Relative Humidity at the Top Node
IF(DFLUX)TIIEN

satvpO = Calc_SatVp(watectemp+273.O)*O.10 ! SatVapPress at Pan Water temperature
satvpl = Calc_SatVp(TEM(1)+273.O)*O.10 ! Saturated Vapour Pressure of the soil at the Top Node
pvl = satvpl*rhl ! Vapoor Pressure of the soil at the Top Node
VFLUXPE = Calc_DtluxPE(satvpO,satvpl) IPE c:alwlation
PENMAN = Calc_Dtlux (PVl) I Vertic:al Vapour Dux at top node

ELSEIF(TRANSIEN1)nIEN
VFLUXPE = Calc_VfluxPE() IPE calaJlation
PENMAN = Ca1c_VfIux(rbl) ! Vertical Vapour Dux at top node

ELSE
VFLUXPE =O.ODO
PENMAN =O.ODO

ENDIF
IF(CALCULAlE_TEMPS)nIEN

TEM(l) = calc_SoilTemp(WIND(2»
EBH (1,2) = TEM(l)

else
If{DdayJt.dayS)thm
tem(l)=ebh(l,3) + (DaUopteJDp-ebh(1,3)""'d86400 ! linearly I'IUIIps user spedIIed surface temps from ODe day to Ded
ebh(l,2) = tem(1)
endIt

ENDIF

c--------------
C CALCULAlE nIB Plant Root UPrAICE PROFn..E
c

IF(VEGETA110N.AND.(LAI.GE.0.1»THEN
VFLUXPT = Calc_VFLUXPTO , (mmlsec) CALCULAlES POT. TRANSP
DO i=RootT0p(2),RootDepth(2)
PRU(i) = Calc_PRU(i) ! PRU calculation for node i
CAll AetRtUpt(i) ! ARU calcuJalion fa node i

ENDOO
ENDIF

c If{Dday.eq.l)tbm
c 1f{tdmeJe.72(0) thm
c tem(l) =O-<-G.+7)f7200*Uime
c ebh(1,2) = tem(l)
c elHtt(tdme.gt.71OO.and. tdmeJe.l44(0)thm
c tem(1) =.7-(-7+10)/(14400-7200.)*(tUme-71OO) I hourly .UJface temp. algorithm for Jame (1980) modelling.
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e ebh(1,2) =tem(l)
e mdlf

e If{UimeJe.l800) thm
e tem(l) =o-(.Q.+3.8)11800*ttbne
e ebh(1,2) = tem(1)
e elseil(ttlme.gt.1800 .aDd. tUme.le.l44(0)thm
e tem(1) = -3.8-(-3.8+5.2)1(14400-1800.)*(tUme-1800)
e ebh(1,2) =tem(l)
e mdlt
e mdlt
e

RE1URN
END

C
C This subrwtine reads gauss point weights and locatioos.
C

SUBROUTINE GAUSS_DATA
C

e

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INQ.UDE 'FUNCI10N.Fl'
INCLUDE'DBCLARE..Fl'

IN'IEGER i
IN'IEGER j

! EDsure that all Vlriables have been cxuectly defIned
! All function defmed here
rAll include files in here

! r.oq, CouDter
! r.oq, CouDter

C

OPEN (UNlT=23.Ffi£=GaussLcFlle,STAnJS='OLD') rGauss Pt. Locations
OPEN (UNlT=24,FU...E=GaussWtFile,STAnJS='OLD')! Gauss Pt. Weigbrs
DO i=l,AGAUSS ! Read Locatioos & Weights
DOj=l,i

read(23,") AXO)
read(24,*) AWO)

ENDDO
DO J=i+l,MAJCGAUSS r Initialize Rest of Array to 7aO

AX(J) = 0.0
AWQ)=O.O

ENDDO
ENDDO
Q.OSE (UNlT=23)
a.osE (UNlT=24)

RE1URN
END

This subroutine gets the solve perameters from the user.
ie: input date file, output data f"1le,spline graph apbons, GRAPHICS
option, and the number ofdays to run.

subrootines called:
main_in: reads all the input data from the supplied data file

SUBROUTINE Get_RuD_Time
C
C
C
e
e
e
e

IMPLICIT NONE
INQ.UOE 'FUNCI10N.Fl'
INQ.UOE'DECL\RE.Fl'

C
LOGICAL Debug,..Splines
CHARACIER Ow
LOGICAL FILE_FOUND
IN1EGER*4 lARGe
CHARACTER.*30 InFl1e
CHARACIER*4 Numb_Days

rContains all function declarations
! Contains all COIIDIlOJl block declarations

! Flag to indicate splines are to be gnqDed to screen
! Gets debug info

IFlag to indicate if file has been found
IReturns number ofargs on command line
! Name of the main inplt file

r Number of Days Argument
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c
C Get Name of Main Inptt Ftle
C

IF(lARGCO·GT.I)mEN
CAll GETARG(2,InFtle)

ELSE
I WRI1E (*,2)
2 FORMAT(' ','Inplt the name of the Inplt Data Ftle = ',$)

READ(*,3.ERR=I,END=I) InFtle
3 FORMAT (A30)

ENDIF
INQUIRE(FILE=InFile,EXIST=FILEyOUND)
DOWHILE(.NOT.FILEYOUND)

WR.ITE(*,*) 'Ftle not found. ',InFtle
33 WRITE(*,2)

READ(*,3,ERR=33,END=33)InFtle
INQUIRE(FILE=IoFtle,EXIST=FILE_FOUND)

ENDDO
GRAPHICS = FALSE
IF (lARGCO.GT.2) mEN

CAll GETARG(3,CW')
IF(Cllar.eq.T.<r.CW'.eq.'t')mEN

GRAPHICS = TRUE
ENDIF

ELSE
332 WRI1E(*,333)
333 FORMAT(' "

I 'Show Saeen GraPUcs? rrlFl ',$)
READ<*,334,BRR=332)GRAPHICS

334 FORMAT(LI)
ENDIF
Debug,..Splines = FALSE
IF (lARGCO.GT.3) mEN

CAll GETARG(4,CW')
IF(Cllar.eq.T.<r.CW'.eq.'t')mEN

DebulLSplines =TRUE
ENDIF

ELSE
335 WRI1E(*,336)
336 FORMAT(",

I 'Gnqil splines to saeen?(Suet vs VolWC, etc.) rrlFJ ',$)
READ(*,337.ERR=33S)DebulLSplines

337 FORMAT(LI)
ENDIF
DETAU...ED = FALSE
IF (lARGCO.GT.4) mEN

CAll GETARG(5,CW')
IF(Cllar.eq.T.<r.CW'.eq.'t')mEN

DETAILED = TRUE
ENDIF

ELSE
338 WRITE(*,339)
339 FORMAT(",

I 'Write Detailed OUIplt data (eg: DV,HydCond,ete) rrlFJ ',$)
READ<*,340.ERR=338)DETAILED

340 FORMAT(LI)
ENDIF

C

c
C Call subroutine to read all data from the input ftle
C

CAll MAIN_IN(lnFtle,DebulLSplines)
C

C
C Get number of siJllllation days to ron program
C

NDAY=DAYS
DAYS = DAYS + I

t Save tooaI specified Il\IIIlb« days
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IF( TRANSIENT )TIIEN I This data is only required for transient solutions
IF(lARGCO.GT.S)TIIEN

CALL GETARG(6,Numb_Days)
READ(Numb_Days,'(I4)')DAYS
if(days.eq.l) then

WRlTE(*,*) , 1 day specifIed tonm.'
else

WRlTE(*,*) DAYS,' days specified to run.'
endif

ENDIF
WRITE (*,*) NDAY,' days ofdata in data file.'
IF(DAYSLT.O .OR. DAYS.GT.NDAY)11IEN

44 WRITE (*,45)
45 FORMAT(' ','INPUT ACIUAL DAYS OF SIMULATION = ',$)

READ (*,*,ERR=44,END=44) DAYS
ENDIF

ELSE
NDAY=O
DAYS=1

ENDIF
c

RE11JRN
END

subroutine graph(soil,np,xa,ya,za,yas,zas,X_Label,Y_Label,type)
c
c This subroutine takes spline data and generates points from the
c spline. The splines is then priDIed to the saeeD.
C

include 'sppcommo.f1' ! Declares some SPP parameters
include 'coostanLfi' I declares may consL

c
integer points
parametec (points = 1(00)

c
character XJ.abeI*(*) IX Axis Label
c:baractez Y_Label*(*) I Y Axis Label
c:baractez !name*10
integer iJ ! 1oq) COUDters
integer soil I CurreDt layer
integer Dp(maJUypes) ! Number«points p« layer
integer type IType«Plot Required
real x(points+2) ! X Cocxdinate for output points from spline data
real u(max...JXlints.max_types) IX CO<lIdinates « spline data
real y{points+2) I Y Coordinate for 0UIpUt points from spline data
real ya(max...JXlints,max_types) I Y coordiDates « spline data
real yas(max-POiDtB,max_types) ! Smoothed Y Coordinate for output poiDts from spline data
real ys(points+2) ! Y Coordinate for output points from spline data
real z(points+2) ! Slope«spline at differeDt points
real za(max...JXlints,max_types) ! Curvative « spline data
real zas(max...JXliDts,max_types) ! Smoothed Slope of spline at diff«ent points
real zs{points+2) ! Slope ofspline at differeDt points
teal Fo_Point ! F<man spline function which returns a spline value
real Fn_Slope ! Fortran spline function which returns the slope of a spline

c
mon = 16 ! MCA Graphics Display
ifore = 15 ! White Foregroond Color
iback = 16 I Blue Background Color
nprin= 8
mode = 5
isave= -1
fname='memory'
call vsinit(mon,1O.,8.,isaveJname.iunitv,ivid.ifore,iback,iunitm)
call1inwid(O,.OI)
call setasp(I.0)
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c
c
c

Generate points to plot

n =up(soil)
do j=l.points

c x(:j) = exp( loge xa(I.soil» lThis one is fer the new splines
c++(j-l)*( log(xa(n.soil»)-log(D(1.soil))/points )

x(j) = exp( xa(I.soil) + (j-l)*(xa(n.soil)-xa(I.soil»/points )
y(j) = Fn_Point(soil.op.xa.ya.za.x(j»
ys(j)= FnYoint(soil.op.xa.yas.zas.x(j»
z(j) = Fn_Slope(soil.np.xa.ya.za.x(j»
zs(j)= Fn_Slope(soil.op.xa.yas.zas.x(j»

enddo
C ******'1"1,*1...1 1'*1"'1,,**,1..1:*,11 1'*"'''**'''**'11"1'*'11 1'*1"'11"**'''**'1IJ.I I'*I '* *.*'....1 ....

C ******,1"I,*",,*,,,,,**,1..1:*,11 1'*1"'11..1*'11..1*'1"II'*,I1 1'*"'11..1*'11..1*'1IJ I '*I I 1'* *.*1*'11"1*'1"I1,* .

c
c
c

c

if(type.eq.linear)then

LINEAR VS. LINEAR Graph

call coler(IS)
call scale(x.6••points.l)
call scale(ys.8..points.l)
call axis (1 .•I.)CLabeI.O.-l.l.6.01.0••x(points+l).

* x(points+2)•.1.2)
call axis (1••I ••Y_LabeI.O.l.-l.8.01.90••ys(points+l).

* ys(points+2)••I.I)
y(points+l) =ys(points+l)
y(points+2) = ys(points+2)
callorigin(1..1••0)
call colcr(ll)
call1ines(x.y.points.l.l.32..1)
call colcr(lS)
call1ines(x.ys.points.l.l.32..1)
call origin(-l..-l..O)

call colcr(14)
call scale(zs.8••points.l) .
call axis (7.•1.:Slope'.O.-I.I.8.01.90••zs(points+l).

* zs(points+2)•.I.I)
z(points+1) = zs(points+1)
z(points+2) = zs(points+2)
callorigin(I••I ••0)
call colcr(ll)
call1ines(x.z.points.l.l.32..1)
call coler(14)
call1ines(x.zs.points.l.l.32..1)
call origin(-I.•-I.•0)

c
c Plot user supplied data points
c

*****1111111111111111111111 I I II I II

1111111 1111 II II

1111111111111111111111111

c
c
c

else if(type.eq.semLlog)tben

LOG VS. LINEAR GRAPH

call colcr(lS)
calIlgscal(x.6.•points.l)
call scale (Ys.8..points.l)
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call1gaxis(1.,1.JCLabel,0,-I,1,6.01,O.,x(points+1),
* x(points+2),.I)

call axis (1.,1.,YJ.abe1,0,1 ,-1,8.01 ,90.,ys(points+1),
* ys(points+2),.1,3)

y(points+1) = ys(points+1)
y(points+2) = ys(points+2)
call mgin(I.,1.,O)
call colcx(ll)
call1gline(x,y,points,l,pointsll0,32,-I,.I)
call colcx(lS)
calligline(x,ys,points,l,points/l0,32,-1,.1)
call mgin(-1.,-l.,O)

c
call colcx(14)
call scale (zs,8.,points,1)
call axis (7.,1.,'SlqJe',0,-I,I,8.01,90.,zs(points+l),

* 7S(points+2),.1,3)
z(points+1) =zs(points+1)
z(points+2) =7S(points+2)
call mgin(l.,1.,O)
call colcx(ll)
calligline(x,z,points,l,pointsll0,32,-1,.1)
call colCX'(14)
call1gline(x,zs,points,l,pointsllO,32,-I,.I)
call mgin(-1.,-l.,O)

c
c Plot user supplied data points
c

11111 •••• 111111111111

*****111 III II I I I I III I I II II

I III I I II II

I I II I I I I II

c
c
c

c

else if(type.eq.logaritbmic)tben

Loo VS. Loo GRAPH

call colcx(lS)
call1gscal(x,6.,points,1)
call1gscal(ys,8.,points,1)
call1gaxis(1.,1.,xJ.abel,0,-1,1,6.01,0.,x(points+l),

* x(points+2),.1)
call1gaxis(1.,1.,YJ,..abe1,0,1,-1,8.01,90.,ys(points+1),

* ys(points+2),.1)
call mgin(l.,I.,O)
y(points+1) =ys(points+1)
y(points+2) =ys(points+2)
call colcx(ll)
calligline(x,y,points, l,pointsIIO,32,0,.I)
call colCX'(lS)
call1gline(x,ys,points,1,points/10,32,0,.1)
call mgin(-l.,-1.,O)

call colcx(14)
call scale (zs,8.,points,l)
call axis (7.,1.,'SlqJe',0,-1,1,8.01,90.,zs(points+1),

* 7S(points+2),.1,3)
z(points+1) = zs(points+I)
z(points+2) =7S(points+2)
call mgin(I.,I.,O)
call colcx(l1)
call1gline(x,z,points,l,pointslI0,32,-I,.I)
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call 00101'(14)
call1gline(x,zs,points,I,poinWI0,32,-I,.I)
call origin(-1.,-1.,0)

c
c Plot user supplied data points
c

call color(l1)
doi=l,n

x(i) = exp(xa(i,soil)
Y(i) = exp(ya(i,soil)

enddo
x(n+1)=x(points+1)
x(n+2)=x(points+2)
y(n+l)=y(points+1)
y(n+2)=y(points+2)
callorigin(I.,I.,O)
calligline(x,y,o,l,-I,ichar(O'),O,.l)
call origin(-l.,-l.,O)

c *****111111 1 11I1I1111

C *****111111111111 11111111 11111

endif

close(iunitv) I Case the screen tile

1••*******•• 111111.. 111111 ....

11111111 ......... 1 II'"

c
c Get User to Press a Key when finished
c

call msg(O.,.l,.2,'Press a Key to Continue.',O.,O,l)
IDS =getc()

c
c Reset video to original state
c

call gmode(ivid)
c

return
end

C

SUBROUTINE DICE(oldtemp,newtemp,oldsuc,newsuc)
C
C
C
C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INCLUDE 'FUNCTION.FI'
INCLUDE'DECLARE.n'

! Easure tIIat all ftl'iables laave heeD corredIy detlnecl
! ec.taIDs aD r-ctIcJn dedaraUons
! CoDtalnl aD common block cledaratlons

IDteger I,type ! Ioap comater, 101I type
real volwc
real crltteDlp ! fnezIDg point depression
real cIeltemp ! dum. in temp. over last time step
real JD2I,m2w ! slape 01101I fretzlnCI soD water cbaracterlstk carves
real aveteDp,avesuc ! average temp.I suction over last time step
real aewtsDp(IDUJI()CIes),DeWlUC(mu...aodes) ! aew temp.I sudioD aodaI arrays
real oIdtemp(maxJl()Cles),oIcIsuc(lDU,JIodes) ! old temp. I suction nodal arrays
real cleJwat ! liquid nu at a glveD oode (cIec.)
real asuc1,asuc2 ! average mId·DOdaI suctions
real wfluxl,wllu2 ! average mlcl-DOdaI Uquld nu
real ,headl,bead2,bead3,avk1,avla ! last BOde, CUlnllt nocle, DOt node total bead; aveage mid aodaI byd. CGIICI.
real vftul,vftu2 ! average mld-DOdaI wpour nu
real pvl,pv2,pv3,dvl,ch2 ! last nocle, currmt BOde, DOt node vapour pressure; average mid nodal

! dvtenDl
real vwatl,vwat2 ! average mid DOcIaI volumetrtc water conteats
real osucl,osuc2,osuc3, oteml,otem2,otem3 ! last, curreat, next node old temps aad suctions
real ateml,atem2,lcel,ke2 1average nodal new temps aad lee contents
real,okel,oice2,oice3,rhl,rb2,rb3 1last nocle, current node, nm BOde oJcllce contents aad relative bumldlty

do 1=1,unocles
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C
C Calculate the critical temperature for freezing
C

type=soDtype(l)

volwc::=c:ak_volwc(type,oIdsuc(I»! based OIl start of time step sudion
erlttemp=-fn..,polnt(type,polnts7,noluwc:,xtem,spllns17,volwc)
It(DodvoUce(l).gt.o.) crtttemp=oldtemp(l)

C
C Calc:uIate avenge temp. and If freezing or thawing occured
C

It(newtelDp(l)Je.edUemp.aJld.olcltemp(I)Jt.-o.05) then I freaing
avetml,-(newtemp(l)+erlttemp)12.
cleItemp=newtemp(l)-erlttemp

eJseH(newtemp(l).gt.aiUemp.and.newtemp(I)Jt.-o.05 ! thawing. Note: -O.05·C ebosen to
I prevent elTOl'S using SFC near O·e.

1 .and.DodvoUce(I).gt.O.)then
avetelnp=(DewtelDp(l)+erlttemp)12.
deltemp=newtemp(I)-aittemp

eJseIf(newtelDp(I).ge.-o.05....cI.Dodvollce(l).gt.o.)then I thawing
avetemp=(-o.OS+crltUmp)f2.
It(avetemp.gt.O) avetemp=-avetemp
cleItemp=abs(-Oo05-ertttemp)

else
avetemp=99. I no freezing or thawing happening at this node

encUr

C
C Calculate Uqulcl nux over previous time step
C

It(avetemp.ne.99) then

It(Leq.l) thm
05ucl=o1dsue(1)
oteInl=o1dtemp(I)+273.16
oIc:el=uodvollee(l)

else
osud=oldsuc(l-l)
oteml=o1dte111p(l-l)+273.16
oIcel=noclvollee(l-l)

encUr

05uc2=o1dsue(1)
otena2=oIdtemp(I)+273.16
oke2=DocIvollee(l)

It(Leq.-ocles)then
osuc3=oldsue(1)
otem3=oldtemp(I)+273.16
oke3=DocIvoUee(1)

else
OIue3=Gldsuc(l+l)
oteIn3=oldtemp(l+1)+273.16
oIce3=nodvolke(l+1)

encUr

asucl={OIucl+osue2)12.
asuc2=(OIuc:2+0sue3)12.
ateml={oteInl+0tem2)12.
atem2=(oteIn2+Gtem3)f2.
kel=(oIeel+oIce2)12.
ke2=(oIee2+oIce3)f2.

avk1=a11e..k(type,asuc1,leel)
avk2=cale..k(type,asuc2,Iee2)
dv1=eak_vapour_dIfI(atelDl,vwat1,lee1,pon(type»
dv2=cale_vapour_dIfI(ateID2,vwat2,lce2,pon(type»
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headl=ycol'd(J.1)I100.-osucVgrav
heacU=yconl(l)l100.-osuc21grav
rhl=rak_rh(oIdsuc(J.l),oIdtemp(l-l)+273.16)
rh2=caIc_m(oIdsuc(l),oIdtmlp(I)+273.16)
pd=rak_satvp(oIdtemp(J.1)+173.16)......1*0.1
pv2=allc__np<oIdtemp(I)+173.16)*rh2*O.1

wflux2=avk2*(head.2..head1)1(yconl(l)-yconl(l-l»*I00.
vlllU2=d.v2*(pv2-pd)l(Yconl(l)-yconl(J.l»*I00
clelwat=(wfllD2+vllu2)1(yconl(nnocles)-yconl(nnocles-l»*I00.

elsfjf{Leq.l) tIMu

headl=yconl(l)l100.-GIIIC1Igrav
head2=ycord(l+l)1100.-osucYgrav
rhl=cak_m(oIdsuc(l),oIdtmlp(I)+%73.16)
rh%=aIIcJil(oIdsuc(1+l),o1dtemp(1+1)+173.16)
pd=aalc_..tvp(oIdtemp(I)+173.16)......1*0.1
pv2=calc_satvp(oIcItemp(1+1)+173.16)*rh2*O.1

wflul:=-avld*<head%-heacll)1(yconl(l)-yconl(l+l»*I00.
vIIuxJ.=-dd*(pv2-pd)l(yconl(l)-ycord(1+1»*100
clelwat=(wflu1+vllul)1(yconl(%)-yconl(I»*I00.

else

headl=ycord(J.l)1100.-osucVgrav
head3=ycord(1+1)1100.-osucYgrav
heacU=yconl(l)l100.-osuc2lgrav
rhl=aa1c_rh(oIdsuc(J.l),o1dtemp(l-l)+173.16)
rh2=caIc_m(oIdsuc(l),oIdtmlp(I)+%73.16)
rh3=caIc...rh(oIdsuc(1+l),o1dtemp(1+1)+173.16)
pvl=cak_satvp(oIdtemp(J.l)+173.16)......I*O.1
pv2=allc__np<oIdtemp(I)+173.16)*rh%*O.1
pv3=cak_satvp(oIcItemp(l+l)+17.3.16)*rh3*O.1
wflul=avk1*(heac12.ohead1)1(yconl(l)-yconl(l-l»*I00.
wflux2=avk2*(heac13-Iaead%)l(yconl(l+l)-ycord(I»*l00.
vIIuxJ.=dd*(Pv2-pvl)1(yconl(l)-yconl(J.1)*l00
vlllU2=d.v2*(pv3-pv2)1(yconl(1+l)-yconl(l»*l00
delwat=«wflu2-wftud)+(vtlu2-vIIul» Imllec

1 /(yconl(l+l)-yconl(l-l»*%OO. bn/III/sec.

c
C CaJeqlate change In Ice COIIteDt: d(1ce)=cl(tGtIII_water)-d(unfrcJrI8I)
C

else
deJlce(l)=O.

elldif lavetemp.ne.99

It(nodvollce(l)+delke(I)Je.O.) then 1make sure nocle Ice CCllltent aat neptive
delke(1)=-nodvollce(l)

ellclif
It(newtelllp(I).ge.-o.OS) tben I ....ke 10ft DO Ice above freaIng

dellce(1)=-nodvolice(l)
elldif
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subroutine init~aph(ivid,tta,da,pa,ea,ra,ia,ta, wa,sa)
c
c This routine initializes the display for the display subroutine
c

c

include'SPPCOMMO.fi'
INQ.UDE 'FUNcnON.FI'
INa.UOE'DECLARE.FI'

IDeclares some SPP parameters

I Contains all declarations

c

character mame-l0
character gname-l0
character messase*20
integec ivid
real tta(4),da(4),pa(4),ea(4),ra(4),ia(4),ta(4),wa(4),sa(4)

mon = 16 I MCA <JraP:Ucs Display
ifore = 15 I White Foreground Color
iback= 16 ! Blue Bactsround Color
uprin= 8
mode = 5
isave = -1
fname='memcry'
call vsinit(mon,10.,8.,isave,fname,iunitv,ivid,ifore,iback,iunitm)
call1inwid(O,.OI)
call setasp(1.0)

c
c Initialize Deltat Scales
c

call color(15)
da(1) = MIN_DELTAT
da(2) =MAX_DELTAT
tta(1) =0.0
tta(2) =24.0
call scale(ua,5.,2,1)
call1gscal(da,2.,2,1)
call axis (1.2,1.,'Tune (brs)',10,-l,I,5.21,O.O,
1 tta(3),tta(4),.l,l)
call1gaxis(I.2,7.,'Tune Step (seconds)',
1 19,1,-1,2.01,9O.,da(3),da(4),.I)

c
c Initialize Suction Scale
c

call color(l2)
sa(1) =0.1
sa(2) =1000ooo.0
tta(1) =0.0
tta(2) =24.0
call1gscal(sa,5.6,2,1)
call1gaxis(l.2,1.,'Surface Suction (kPa)',
1 21,1,-1 ,5.61,9O.,sa(3),sa(4),.1)

c
c Initialize PE & AE Scales
c

pa(l) = -14.0
pa(2) =+22.0
call color(ll)
call scale(pa.8.,2,I)
doi =1,4

ea(i) =pa(i)
ra(i) =pa(i)
ia(i) =pa(i)

enddo
call axis (.5,1.,'Surface flux (mmlday)',
1 21 ,1 ,-1,8.01,9O.,pa(3),pa(4),.1,1)

c
c InitializeTe~Scale
c

ta(1) ~10.0
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ta(2) =40.0
call coloc(14)
call scale(ta,8.,2,I)
call axis (6.5,1.:Surface Ten.,eralW'e (Celcius)',
1 29,-I,l,8.01,90.,ta(3),ta(4),.1,1)

c
c Initialize Water Balance Scale
c

wa(l) =-1.5
wa(2) =+1.5
call col<r(4)
call scale(wa,8.,2,1)
call axis (/.2,l.,'Water Balance (mm)',
1 18,-1,1,8.01,90.,wa(3),wa(4),.1,1)

c
call coloc(lS)
write(message,'(AI6,I4)') 'RuDDing Day ',NDAY
call msg(O.,.I,.2,message,O.,O,I)
call <Xigin(1.2,1.,O)

c
return
end

C

SUBROUTINE ITERATE
C
C This subroutine perfocms an iterative loop until the solution
C bas converged oc the ma:riJDIID number c:4 iterations bas been peIfooned.
C The element, global, system stiffness and stocage staage matrices
C are developed as well as the system load vectms. The ccupled system
C c:4 simJltaneous equations is solved to detennine the new nodal suctions
C and teIq)Cratures.
C Subroutines called:
C - CNICOL :solver foc a transient analysis
C - SOLVB :solver foc a steady state analysis
C - FLEMIQl :sets up the elemental stiffness and mass mattices.
C -FLUX :cala1latestheevapmdiveflux
C - JSHAPE :the shape function, used to inttrpolate properties to gauss pts.
C - RE'LAXA110N:iq>lements a relaxation scheme foc the iterative loop.
C • DICE :c:akulates the DOCIaI c:haDge In lee conteDt over previous time step
C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INa..UDE'DECLARE.FI'
INa..UDE 'FUNC110N.FI'
REAL Calc...,gFIux

! All include flies in here
! All functions defined here

! Function to calwlate fluxes at element boundaries

REAL avesuc ! Suction at Gauss Point at the half time step
REAL aau ! Temporary Storage foc Water ContentsJSuclions
LOGICAL converged ! Logical flag to indicate when system bas converged
REAL dv ! Diffusion Coeffecient of Wau:e Through Soil
REAL gbtbh (MAX_NODES ,MAX_NODES) t Global Heat Stiffness Mattix
REAL gbtbhw (MAX_NODES .MAX_NODES) ! Global Heat Coopled to Moisture Stiffness Matrix
REAL gbtbw (MAJCNODES .MAX_NODES) ! Global Moisture Stiffness Mattix
REAL gbtbwh (MAX_NODES ,MAX_NODES) ! Global Moisture Coopled to Heat Stiffness Mattix
REAL goord <MAX_GAUSS) ! Gaussian Co<rdinates
REAL gIh (MAX_NODES) ! Global Heat Load Vector
REAL glw (MAX_NODES) ! Global MoistUIe Load Vect<x @ t + dt
REAL gstsh (MAX_NODES .MAX_NODES) ! Global Heat Mass Storage Matrix
REAL gstsw (MAX_NODES .MAX_NODES) ! Global Moisture Mass Stocage Mattix
REAL gtemp (MAX_GAUSS) ! (K) Ten.,erature at Gauss PIs
INTEGER ij,k,l,m ! Loop countezs
REAL lastsue t Suction at last Gauss Point at the half time step
REAL Iastpv ! Vapour Pressure at Gauss Pts.
INTEGER type ! Current Layer
LOGICAL maxtCout ! Logical switch set when ITER =MXITER
INTEGER iteration ! Current iteration number
REAL pv ! Vapour Pressure at Gauss PIs.
REAL rdl,rd2 t Multiplier for Isothennal & Thermal Vapour
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REAL rh I Relative Hwnidity al Gauss Pts.
REAL maw ! d(Suction)ld(VolWc) at Gauss Pts.
REAL sucO (MAX_GAUSS) I Suction al Gauss Points @ t
REAL sucl (MAX_GAUSS) I Suction at Gauss Points @ t+dt
REAL slpot I Slq>e of Sal VP vs Temp Curve al Gauss Pts.
REAL volwc I Volumetric Water Content at Gauss Points @ t + dt
REAL xkk IPermeability al Gauss Pts. @ t + dtI2
REAL xkkl I Penneability at Gauss Pts. @ t +dt
REAL xlamda I Thermal Conductivity at Gauss Points
REAL xsbeal I Specific Heal at Gauss Points
REAL avesuck
REAL suea (MAX_GAUSS) ISuction at Gauss Points @ t
REAL sucb (MAX_GAUSS) ISuction at Gauss Points @ t+dt

REAL golcltemp(mu...puss), tgracI
REAL DeWteIIIp(muJl(Nles), telnptelnp(muJlOdes)
REAL pewteIIIp(mu...puss)
REAL tempvolwe 1TlIDporary nodal voL w/e
REAL aicump,avetemp
REAL m2l,GG
REAL ,,~max..puss),oIdsac(IDU.-DOCles),t8Dpsue(muJlocles)

REAL oIdtem(lIIUJIOCIes),anoclevolke(mu-puss)
REAL latent, mass..treae

C
open(unit=27.ftle='tesLdat',status='new')
iteration = -1
converged =FALSE
maxcCout =FALSE

C
C 1 I I IIIIII III IIIIII I II III

C Entering the iteration loq>
C 11111111 ••• 111 III 1111 111111*1111 II .. I III

C
DO WHILE( .NOT.(convcqed.OR.mucCout) )
if(soiltype(l).ne.l)soiltype(l)=l
iteration =iteration + I
IF(iteration.EQ.MXITER)11JEN
maxd_out =TRUE
MAXD_OUT_TODAY = MAXD_OUT_TODAY + DELTAT

ENDIF
IF( STEADYSTA'IE.AND.(ite!ation.gtl»11JEN

WRITE(*,2)iteration
2 FORMAT(' Itention ',IS,$)

ENDIF
C
C Initializing the global matrices
C

DO j =I,NNODES
DO i =I,NNODES

gbtbw (iJ) = 0.0 I stiffness matrix associated with suctions
gbtbwb(iJ) =0.0 I stiffne.u matrix associated with tempenIUre coupliDg
gbtbh (iJ) =0.0 I stiffness mattix associated wilbte~
gbtbbw(ij) =0.0 ! stiffness matrix associated with suction coupling
gstsw (iJ) =0.0 I mass storage mattix ISSOCiated wilb suctions
gstsb (iJ) =0.0 Ibeat st<nge matrix associated withte~

ENDDO
glw 0) = 0.0 I moisture 10id vector @ t + dt
glb 0) =0.0 ! beat load vector

ENDDO

C
C AVERAGING NODAL TEMPERATURES TO GET AVERAGE PROPERTIES
C

do i=l,nnodes
j=i+nnodes
OLDTEM(i)=PBIA(J) 1aIcIteaIp=IIewtsnp on tint IteraUoR
OLDSUC(I)=PHIA(I)
BeWtmlp(I)=teJn(1) 1Dew temp Is Deeded for freeze aulysts
tem(i)=(tem(i)+pbiaO»12. ! tem(i) is now average over dt
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enddo
caD dice(oIcItem,newtcmp,oIdsuc,sucnod) 1calculated change in ice content

C
C COMPUl1NG nm INITIAL PROPERTIES K,LAMBDA,SP HEAT,DV,RM2W
C AT GAUSS PTS
C

DO 172 i = 1,NELEM
C

type = SOn.TYPE(NELCON(PNODES,i» I Locate the Current Layer
CAlL ISHAPE(i,P1DA ,sucO) ! Interpolate gaussian suctions @ t
CAlL ISHAPE(i,SUCNOD,sucl) ! Interpolate gaussian suctious @ t+dt

c CAlL ISHAPE2(i,PHIA ,suca) I Interpolate gaussian suctions @ t
c CAlL ISHAPE2(i,SUCNOD,sucb) ! Interpolate gaussian suctious @ t+dt

CAlL ISHAPE(i,1EM,gtemp) IlnteIpolale gaussiante~ @ t+dt
CAlL ISHAPE(i,YCORD,gcxrd) IInterpolale gaussian coordinates (constant)
CALL JSHAPE(i,oIcItem,goldtemp)
CALL JSHAPE(i,newtcmp,pewtemp)
caD jshape(i,deIice,gcWice)
CALL JSHAPE(i,Dodvolice,gnodevolice)

C
DOm= l,AGAUSS

podevolice(m)=poclevollce(m)+adeJlce(m)
ttmpvolwc=calc_volwc(type,(oIdsuc(i)+oldsuc(i+l)'2.» 1based GIl start ofUme step suction
ertCttmp=-fn..,polnt(type,points7,no1uwc,xUln,lplinll7,tempvolwc) .
tt(gnodevoliee(m).p.O) crlCtemp=aoldtemp(m)

C
C Cak:uJate .venge temp. GIl freaIDg aane .... ilfreeziDg or thawing oceu.red
C

If(gDewtemp(m)Je.crlCtemp.ancLgoldtemp(m)Jt..().os) da_ 1freaIDg
.vettmp=(gnewtelDp(m)+alCtemp)'2.

elself(gnewtemp(m).gt.crlCtemp.and.gnewtemp(m)Jt.-G.OS 1thawing
1 .-cLpodevolke(m).gt.O)then

.vetemp=(gnewteJnp(m)+crlCtemp)'2.
elself(pewtelDp(m).ge.'().OS.ancLpoclevolke(m).p.O)th_

.vetemp=('().OOI+cr1t_temp)'2.
else
.vetemp=99. I DO freezing orthawinglaappeaing" this DOcIe

endIf

avesuc = ( sucO(m) + sucl(m) )12.0 I in unfrozen soil ( kPa) Suction alibis Guass Pt. @ t+dt12
gtemp(m) = gtemp(m) + 273.16 I ( K ) ConvertTe~ to Kelvin
U(atemp(m).eq.%73.16) gtemp(m)=273.15
gCOld(m) =gCOld(m)lI00.0 ! ( m) Convert Cocrdinates to meters.

c avesuck=(suca(m) + sucb(m) )12.0
volwc =Calc_VolWc(type,avesuc) ! ( dec) Volumetric Water. Content
aau =volwcl(GS(type)*(l-PORS(type») ! ( dec) Gravimetric Water Content

c IF(QW(l,2).GT.O)1HEN
c xkk =Calc_K(type,aVe8Uck,podevolice(m» t ( mls) Hydraulic Conductivity @ t + dtI2
c xkkl = Calc_K(type,sucb(m),podevolice(m» ! ( mls) Hydraulic Conductivity @ t + dt
c ELSE

Uk = Calc_K(type.avesuc,podevollce(m» ! ( mls) Hydraulic Conductivity @ t + dtJ2
xkkl = Calc_K(type,sucl(m).podevollce(m» 1( mls) Hydnulic Conductivity @ t + dt

c ENDIF
rh =Calc_RH(avesuc.gtemp(m» ! ( dec) Relative Humidity
pv =Calc_SalVp(gtemp(m»*rb*O.l ! ( kPa) Vapoor pressure
dv = Calc_Vapour_Diff(gteq(m),volwc,

1 gnodevolice(m),PORS(type» ! ( s) Coefficient of Vapour Diffusion
xlamda = Calc_Therma1_Cond(type,aau,gteq(m),

gnodevolice(m» ! (WImC) Thermal Conductivity
xsheal =Calc_Specific_Heat(type,aau,podevolice(m» ! QImA3-C)Coefficient ofSpecific Heat

C
IF( TRANSIENT)1HEN

rm2w =Calc_RM2W(type,avesuc) ! ( 1/kPa) d(volwc)/d(suction)
slpot = 0.1*(0.0081S*(gteql(m)-273.0) + 0.8912)**7 I ( kPaIC) Emperical method to calculate the slope of the satvp - temp

curve (Kpalcel)
1F(gtemp(m).LT.273.16) sIpot=O.0S47S*exp(o.0802*(gtemp(m)-273.16» I Slope Ifnegative temps.
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l save the last suction
llast vapour pressure

IF( iteration.GT.l )TIIEN l CalaJ1ate only if there is a cbance the system will converge
IF(m.EQ.2 .OR. m.EQ.AGAUSS )TIIEN

VFLUX(i+1) =Calc-V'lux(type,i,m,lastsuc,avesuc,
lastpv,pv,gtemp.gcord,poclevolice) l (mm/s) Total flux across element boundary

ENDIF
lastsuc =avesuc
lastpv =pv

ENDIF
ELSE

nn2w = 0.0 l No storage in steady state solutions
slpot = 0.0 ! No st<nge in steady state solutions
VfLUX(i+1) =O.ODO l No flux sections required in steady state

ENDIF
C
C EN1ERING TIlE ELEMENT MATRIX LOOP
C
C COMPUTING TIlE ELEMENT PROPERTY COEFFS AT TIlE GAUSS PNTS
C
C

rdl =(dv*Pv*2.1674E-03)/(RHOWAT*greu.,(m» l (01) See pg. 105 of JOSHI's thesis
rd2 =dI*slpot
rd2 = rd2 + (pv*avesuc*2.1674E-03)/(gte~m)**2) l (02) See pg. 105 of JOSHI's thesis
rd2 = Id2 * (dvIRHOWA1)
CWSTIfF (m) =(xkkI(GRAV*RHOWA1))+rdl t [Kw] See pg. 105 of JOSHI's thesis
CWHSTIfF(m) = rd2 l [K.wh] See pg. 105 of JOSHI's thesis
CWK (m) = -Ukl l for Jame Test only =0 l Vector related to gravity See pg. 105 of JOsm's thesis @ t + dt
CHSTIfF (m) =x1amda+(RLATENT*rd2*RHOWA1) I [Kh] See pg. 105 of JOSHI's thesis
CHWSTIFF(m) = +RLATENT*rdl*RHOWAT l [Khw] See pg. 105 of JOSHI's thesis
CWMASS (m) = nn2w l [Cl] See pg. 105 of JOSHI's thesis
CHMASS (m) =xsbeal l [C2] See pg. 105 of JOSHI's thesis

C
C ThIs section Is added for freae thaw to modify the
C element stiffness aDd ....matrices to IOIve for T
C

If(avetemp.ne.99) tIleD t at a p.... daange gauss pobat

a=fn-POiDt(type,pobats9,ro1uwe,qg,spUnsl9,tempvolwc) t He EqaaUon 2.13 ofGreg's thesis.

C COMPUTE THE LATENT HEAT TERMS
C

It(avetemp.eq.O) .vetem.....OS t .venge .....p. caD not be 0 In IIope fuDctIon.
~..rn_sIope(type,pobats8tYtem,yvolawe,spllnsl8,abl(av....,» t IIape of 101I freaIng carve

Iatmt=rbowat*m2l*FlateatlrllGiCie
1D8IS....treae=xkk*FlateDt*ul....v/rholee t ....CCllllpontDt lnModifted hat tnmsfer eq..UCIIl

1 -(RIateat-FlatmthtlGlce>*ll*rd1
1 -(RIateDt-Flatmtldlolee)*n12

C THE HEAT MASS matrices Is modUIed
c

CBMASS(m)= CHMASS(m)+WeDt

C THE H aud W StHrness ...trices are modUIed
C

tgnd=abl( .....(1+l)-tem(l))l(yconl(l+1)-,conl(l»)
It(tgracLIt.O.3)thm
massJnae=massJreae*lO**(-lO*(o.3-tgnd»

eDdIf
CHSTIFF(m)= Damda +....Jreae t add 11I8I5 tnmsfer freaIng
CBWSTIFF(m)= 0. t de-eoupIe heat aadlll8l5 tnmsfer equations
CWSTIFF(m)= 0.
CWHSTIFF(m)= 0.

ENODO l DO m =l,AGAUSS
C
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C
C Focming the element sti1Iness (BlB) and mass storage (STS) malices
C

CALL ELEMIQl(i)

Fmning the global stiffness and mass storage malices

I I { } I I { • } I I
I Kw Kwh I {Sue} I Cl C31{Suc} IFwl
I I{ } + I I{ • }=I I
I Khw Kh I{Tem} I 0 C2 I{ Tem} IFbI
I- _I { } '- J{ } '- J

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

SYSTIFF SYSMAS SYSF

c

00 j = l,PNODES
I = NELOON(j,i)
glw (I) = glw (I) + DSTK (j)
00 k = l,PNODES

m = NELCON(k,i)
Adding the element matrices to the global matrices

gbtbw (l,m) = gbtbw (I,m) + BTBW O,k)
gbtbwh(l,m) = gbtbwh(l,m) + BTBWHO,k)
gbtbh (I,m) = gbtbh (I,m) + BTBH O,k)
gbtbhw(l,m) = gbtbhw(l,m) + BTBHWO,k)
gstsw (I,m) = gstsw (I,m) + STSW (j,k)
gstsb. (I,m) = gstsb. (l,m) + STSH (j,t)
gstswh(l,m) = gstswh(l,m) + STSWHO,k)

ENDOO
ENDOO

C
172 CONTINUE t END OF 'DO 172 i = 1,NELEM' l.oql

C
C
C CONSTRUCTING the system stiffne8s and storage matrices.
C

00 j = l,NNODES
l=j+NNODES
00 i = l,NNODES

k=i+NNODES
SYSTIF(iJ) = gbtbw (iJ)
SYSTIF(i,l) = gbtbwh(iJ)
SYS11F(kJ) = gbtbhw(iJ)
SYS11F(k,l) = gbtbh (iJ)
SYSMAS(iJ) = gstsw (iJ)
SYSMAS(kJ) = 0.0
SYSMAS(k,I) = gstsh (iJ)

ENDOO

SYSF (j) = glw (j)
SYSF (I) = glb (j)

ENDDO

C

C
CALL CNICOL(iteration) ISolve fm Nodal Suctions and Tempentures

C Modify suctions based on Dewly SGlved temperatun Wow treaIng __ Ice bas lonned.

CALL REVERSE_SPLINES I Reverse the splines order so the It Is In IISCtIIding suction order
00 1=1,MAX_TYPES

CALL WtSplln2(l,POINI'Sl,xvOLWc,xsuc,spLINSLl)
ENDDO

00 1= 1,NNODES
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type =SOILTYPE(I)
tempvolwc=calc_volwc(type,phla(l) t
criCtemp=>fn-POlnt(type,polDts7,xvoluwc,xtem,spUnsI7,teJnpvolwc)
If(tem(I)Je.criCtemp .or. noclvollce(I).gt.O) then

tempvolwc=fn-POiDt(type,p.ts8,ytem,yvoluwc,splinsl8,abs(tem(I))
SUCNOD(I) =FN'yoINT(type,POINTSl,xvOLWc,xsuC,SPLINSLl,tempvolwc)

endlf
ENDDO t i = l,nnocles

CALL REVERSE_SPLINF.S J Re-Establish the orIgInaJ spline order
DO i=l,MAX_TYPES

CALL WtSplin2(i,POINTSl,xsUc,xvOLWc,SPLINSLl)
ENDDO

C Calculate a the appropriate time step on the farst two iterations
C

IF( iteralion.LT.2 )TIIEN
IF( TI1ME.GT.O.ODO )lHEN t Use specified time step as first time step

CALL CALCULATE_TIME_SlEP IAdjust time step
ENDIF

ELSE
converged =Convergence() t Cleek to see ifSystem bas converged

ENDIF
C
C IF NOT CONVERGED, USE RELAXAnON TO HELP OONVERGE MORE RAPIDLY
C

IF(.NOT.(converged.OR.maxcCoot) )TIIEN
CALL RELAXAnON t Iqllements reluation sd1eme
DO i =I,NNODES

PRESNOD(i) =SUCNOD(i) t Save aJrrent suctions fer next iteration
PRETNOD(i) =TEM (i) ISave aJrrent temp.s for next iteration

ENDDO
ENDIF

ENDOO t End of DO WHILE( .NOT.(converged.OR.maxd_out) )
C
C II 111111111 III I II I I I I III II

C End of the iteration loop
C 111111 111111 I 1111111111 1111 1II1

C
C Modify Node Vol Ice Stonge After Converged at this 1bne Step
C

do 1=1,nnocles
oIdtem(l)==phia(i+tmocles)
oIdsuc(i)=phia(l)

encId.o

If(ice)thm
call dlce(oIdtem,tem,oIdsac,.amod) t alcalated c:hange In nodal Ice content over last time step
do i=l,nnocles
noclvolice(i)=noclvolke(i)+dellce(l) t add cbangeln ice CGDtent to nodal ice content amay

encId.o

RE1URN
END

C

SUBROUTINE JSHAPE(Element,NP,GP)
C
C This subroutine determines the shape func:tions for two or three
C noded elements (see page 103 JOSHI thesis)
C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INQUOE 'FUNCI10N.F1'
INQUOE'DECLARE.F1'

t Ensure that all variables have been ccrrectly derIDed
t Contains all function dec1araIions
t Contains all common block declaralions
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C

INTEGER. Element
REAL GP <MAX_GAUSS)
IN1EGERi
REAL NP <MAX_NODES)
INTEGERNI
INTEGERN2
INTEGERN3
REAL sl1
REAL s12
REAL s13

1Ourent element
1Gauss Point Property

1Current Gauss Point
1Nodal Property

1First node of aurent element
! Second node of current element
! Third node of ament element

!Te~ Variable
!Te~ Variable
!Te~ Variable

C

C

IF(pNODES.EQ.2)TIIEN 12 nodes per element
Nl =NELCON(l,Element)
N2 = NELCON(2,Element)
DOi= l,AGAUSS

sl1 =O.S*(l.O-AX(i»
s12 = O.S*(l.O+AX(i»
GP(i) = NP(Nl)*sl1+NP(N2)*s12

ENDDO
ELSE ! 3 nodes per element

Nl =NELCON(l,Element)
N2 =NELCON(2,Element)
N3 =NELCON(3,Element)
DOi= l,AGAUSS

sl1 =O.5*(AX(i)* (AX(i)-I.0»
s12 = -1.O*(AX(i)+1.0)*(AX(i)-1.0)
s13 = O.5*(AX(i)* (AX(i)+1.0»
GP(i) =NP(Nl)*sl1+NP(N2)*s12+NP(N3)*sl3

ENDDO
ENDIF

RE1URN
END

SUBROU~JSHAPE~mem~~NP,G~
C
C This subroutine detamines the shape functions for two or three
C noded elements (see pege 103 JOSm thesis)
C

C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INO-UOE 'FUNCTION.Fl'
INO-UOE'DEa.ARE.FI'

INTEGER. Element
REAL GP <MAX_GAUSS)
IN1EGERi
REAL NP (MAJCNODES)
INTEGERNI
INTEGERN2
INTEGERN3
REAL sl1
REAL s12
REAL s13

! EDsure that all variables have been cmedly defined
! CoDtaiDs all function declarations
! CoDtaiDs all common block decluations

! Current element
! Gauss Point Property

1Current Gauss Paint
1Nodal Property

! Fust node ofament element
1Second node of current element
! Third node of ament element

1Te~ Variable
! TeJq)Orlly Variable
1TeJq)Orlly Variable

IF(PNODES.EQ.2)TIIEN 12 nodes per element
Nl =NELCON(I,Element)
N2 =NELCON(2,Element)
DO i =l,AGAUSS

sl1 =O.S*(1.O-AX(i»
s12 = O.S*(1.O+AX(i»
GP(i) =NP(N1)*sl1+(NP(Nl)*SL2*.8+NP(N2)*s12*.2)

ENDDO
ELSE 13 nodes per element

Nl =NELCON(I,Element)
N2 =NELCON(2,Element)
N3 =NELCON(3,Element)
DO i = l,AGAUSS
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sI1 = 0.5*(AX(i)* (AX(i)-1.0»
s12 =-1.O*(AX(i)+1.0)*(AX(i)-1.0)
sl3 = 0.5*(AX(i)* (AX(i)+1.0»
GP(i) = NP(N1)*s11+NP(N2)*s12+NP(N3)*s13

ENDDO
ENDIF

C
RETURN
END

C This subroutine calcu1ales the Leaf Area Index
C

SUBROUTINE LeafAreaIndex
C

IMPLICIT NONE
INQ.UOE 'FUNCI10N.FI'
INa..UOE'DECLARE.FI'

! Ensure that all variables have been correctly defined

C

C
REAL rday ! defmes nday in real value tenm

t OIange nday to a real number
if(VEGETA110N)tben
rday = NDAY*l.O

C ***** Green LAl *****
IF(rdayL T.(EXP(XLAIDAY(1,1»-O.S»1HEN
LAl = 0.0 ! if spec. but bef<re grow. seas.

ELSEIF(rday.GT.(EXP(XLAIDAY(POINTSS(1),1»)+O.S»1HEN
LAI =0.0 ! if spec. but after grow. season

ELSE
LAI = FN_POINT(1,POINTS5,xLAIDAY,xLAI,SPLINSL5,

rday) ! if spec. and in grow. season1
ENDIF

C ***** Mulch LAI **-*
IF(POINTS6(1).NE.0)1lIEN I ifllDlch is specified
IF(rdayLT.(EXP(XMULCHDAY(1,1)}O.S»1HEN
MULCH =0.0 ! ifspec. but bef<re fa spec
ELSEIF(rday.GT.(EXP(XMULCHDAY(POINTS6(1),1»+0.S»1lIEN
MULCH =0.0 ! ifspec. but afterfa spec

ELSE
MULCH =FN_POINT(1JlOINTS6,xMULCHDAY,xMULCH,SPLINSL6,

rday) ! if spec. and in grow. season
ENDIF

ELSE
MULCH =0.0

ENDIF
else
LAI=O.O
MULCH =0.0

endif

! if veseL spec. but IIDIch not spec.

! IfvegeL not specified

C==========================
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE mprove(au,n,ml,m2,np,mp,aI,mpl,indx,x,a,b)
C

IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER m1,m2,rq>,Iq)l,n,np,indx(n)
DOUBLE PRECISION a(np,mp),au(np,mp),al(np,,,),b(n),x(n)

C
C Uses banbks
C Improves a solutin vector x(1:n) of the linear set of equations
C A*X=B. The matrix a(1:0,1:n), and the vectors b(1:n) and x(1:n)
C are input, as is the dimension n. Also input are a and alud, the LU
C cIecoqxJsition ofa as returned by bandec, and the vector indx
C also returned by that routine•. On outpJt, only x(1:n) is modified,
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This subroutine obtains the ron time information, the data inpIt
file to define the p-oblem, and writes the initial conditions
and properties to the output file.

Subroutines called:
gecrun_time: obtains the run time information from the user
seCinitial_suction: determines the initial suctions and

watec contents based on initial conditions.
write_out: writes detailed infcmnation to the output file.
write_node: writes non-detailed info. to the output file.

e to an iJI¥oved set of values.
e

INTEGER ij,k,nun,NMAX
PARAMElER (NMAX=210)
DOUBLE PRECISION r(NMAX)
DOUBLE PRECISION sdp

e
mm=ml +102+ 1
do 12i=l,n

sdp=-b(i)
k =i-ml-1
do 11 j=max(I,I-k),min(nun,n-k)

sdp = sdp + a(ij)*xO+k)
11 enddo

r(i) =sdp
12 enddo

CALL banbks(au,n,ml,m2,np,Iq),al,n.,l,indx,r)
do 13 i=I,n

x(i) =x(i) - r(i)
13 enddo
e

RE11JRN
END

SUBROUTINE PREPROCESSOR
e
c
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e

e

e

IMPLICIT NONE
INCLUDE 'FUNCIlON.Fl'
INCLUDE'DE<1ARE.Fl'

INTEGER ij,l

t Contains all function deciarations
t Contains all common block declarations

e
e Start Timer f« tOOl1run time
e

TIMEO=SECNDS(O.O)

e
e Call GetRun to get the run time parameters
e
~ GecRun_Tune
call seciniCsuc:tion

e
e Calculate which nodes correspond to which elements
e

1=1
DO i =I,NELEM
j=O
DO WlDLE (j.LT.PNODES)

j =j + 1
NELCONO,i) =I
IFOLT.PNODES) I =I + 1

ENDDO
ENDDO

! Fmding the ccxresponding node f« eadl gauss point

e
OPEN (UNIT=48,FU..E=OurPur,STAlUS='UNKNOWN') ! Open the Output File
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C
C Write out program information header to output file
C

write(48,*) ,
write(48,*) ,
WRlTE(48,*) ,
WRlTE(48,*) ,
write(48,*) ,
write(48,*) ,
write(48,*) ,
write(48,*) ,
write(48,*) ,
write(48,*) ,

SoiICover Version 1.2
June 1994

Department of Ovil Engineering ,
University of Saskatchewan '
Saskatoon. Saskatchewan '

Canada S7N OWO

C=========================

C
C Print starting values to output file
C

NDAY=O
CAll. DAILY_INPUT
IF( TRANSIENT)mEN
IF(PrintTime.EQ.l)mEN
write(48,*)' *** Noon output *** '

ELSE
write(48,*)' *** Midnight output *** '

ENDIF
write(48,*)' ,
IF(DETAn.ED)mEN
CAll. WRITE_OUT(O.O)

ELSE
<:AU WRITE_NOD(O.O)

ENDIF
ENDIF

C
c End ofPREPROCESSOR
C

RE11JRN
END

C 11111111111 1111 I111 1111 I III

C * *
C * MAIN INPUT ROUTINE *
C * *
C I III 111111 I 11111 11111 I I I I I 1111 I II I III

This subroutine reads all the input data supplied in the iDput
data file.

Subroutines called:
ErCMsg: d1ecks that the data falls within may bounds
splines: splines the soil property data

IEnsure that all variables have been correctly defmed
t Conlaios all function declaratioos
ICon1aius all common block declaratioos

IMPLICIT NONE
INCLUDE 'FUNCTION.Fr
INCLUDE'DEC1ARE.Fl'

SUBROUTINE MAIN_IN(InFile,DebuLSpUnes)
C 1111111111111111111111111111111111111 I I II

C
C
C
C
C
C

C
CHARACTER*SO aline
integer analysis_code
CHARACIER*(*) 1nF1le
CHARACTER*14 DayFlle
LOGICAL DeOOc-Spiines
CHARACfER*14 PrpFlle
CHARACIER*14 CDstFile
CHARACfER*14 MesbFlle
CHARACIER*14 IceFlle
INTEGER lceF1ag

I Used to skip over file COIIIIDents
t Used to read type of analysis

I The name of the main input file
IThe name of the Daily Input Flle

IFlag to indicate splines are to be graphed to screen
! The name of the P!q)ertjr Input Flle
! The name ofthe Coostants Input File
! The name of the Mesh Input Flle

! The name of the freezeJtbaw Input Flle
I ftag used to detennlne Iffreeulthaw Is to be modeDed
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C

IN1EGER VegFIag
CHARACIER*14 VgtFl1e
integer namelength

I flag used to detennine if veget is to be modelled
I The name of the Vegetation Input File

I Tempcnry Variable

C

C

OPEN(UNIT=lO,Fll..E=InFl1e.STAroS='OLD')

READ(lO.FMT='(A8O)'.ERR=999)aIine ! "Main Input Fl1e f« SoiICover"
READ(lO.FMT='(A8O)'.ERR=999)a1ine ! "****-****-****-****-***-"
READ(lO.FMT='(A8O)'.ERR=999)aline I A Blank Line

C

READ(lO.FMT='(A80)'.ERR=999)a1ine ! "Analysis Type "
C Analysis Types:
C 0 =SteadyState
C 1 =DarcyFlux
C 2 = SoiICover

READ(lO.*.ERR=999)ana1ysis_c:ode
IF(analysis_code.EQ.O)TIIEN

STEADYSTATE = TRUE
ICE =TRUE
TRANSIENT =FALSE
DH.UX = FALSE
VEGETATION = FALSE! Not amently supported in steady state

ELSEIF(analysis_code.EQ.l)TIIEN
STEADYSTATE = FALSE
ICE =TRUE
TRANSIENT = TRUE
DFLUX =TRUE

ELSEIF(analysis_code.EQ.2)TIIEN
STEADYSTA1E = FALSE
TRANSIENT = TRUE
ICE =TRUE
DH.UX = FALSE

ELSE
WRITE(*.*)' Analysis Type '.analysis_code: is not suppmed.'
stop

ENDIF
READ(lO.FMT='(A8O)'.ERR=999)aIine IA Blank Line

READ(tO.FMT='(A8O)'.ERR=999)aIine I "OutpltFile Name"
READ(tO.FMT='(A80)'.ERR=999)aline ! Name of OUtplt Fl1e
namelengtb = 1 ! determine location of"."
DO WHlLE(aIine(namelength:oamelengtb).NE.".j
namelength = namelength + t

ENDDO
namelength = namelength + 3 ! add speces f« "ClOt"
OUTPUT = aline(l :oamelength)
READ(tO.FMT='(A8O)'.ERR=999)a1ine ! A Blank Line

C

C

C

READ(tO.FMT='(A8O)'.ERR=999)aline !"OuIplt DataCoIresponding to(l-noon,2-mid"
READ(tO.*.ERR=999)PrintTune
CALL ERR_MSG('Print Tune'.PrintTu0e,2)
READ(lO.FMT='(A80)'.ERR=999)aline ! A BlankLine"

READ(lO.FMT='(A8O)'.ERR=999)a1ine ! "Coostants Input FileName"
READ(tO.FMT='(A8O)'.ERR=999)aline I Name d Constants InpIt File
namelengtb = t Idetermine locatioo of"."
DO WHlLE(aIine(namelength:namelengtb).NE.".j
namelength = namelengtb + 1

ENDOO
namelength = namelengtb + 3 ! add spaces f« file name extension
CnstFile = aline(1 :namelength)
READ(lO.FMT='(A8O)'.ERR=999)aline IA Blank Line

READ(10,FMT='(A8O)'.ERR=999)aline I "Soil Property Input FileName"
READ(tO.FMT='(A8O)'.ERR=999)aline IName d Soil Property Fl1e
namelength = 1 ! detennine location of"."
DO WHlLE(aIine(namelength:namelength).NE.".j
namelength = namelengtb + 1

ENDOO
namelengtb =namelengtb + 3 ! add spaces f« file name exteosioo
PrpFl1e = aline(t:namelengtb)
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c

c

c

c

c

c

READ(lO,FMT='(A8O)'.ERR=999)aline ! A Blank Line

READ(lO,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)a1ine ! "Mesh Data Input FileName"
READ(lO.FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline ! Name of Mesh Input Ftle
namelengtb = 1 I determine location of"."
DO WHlLE(aline(namelengtb:namelengtb).NE.".")
namelength = namelengtb + 1

ENODO
namelength = namelengtb + 3 I add spaces for file name extension
MesbFtle = aline(l:namelengtb)
READ(lO,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline I A Blank Line

READ(lO,FMT=·(A80)'.ERR=999)aline I "Daily Input FtleName"
READ(lO,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline I Name of Daily InputFtle
namelength = 1 I determine location of"."
DO WHlLE(aline(namelengtb:namelengtb).NE.".j

namelengtb = namelengtb + 1
ENODO
namelengtb = namelengtb + 3 I add spaces for file name extension
Dayfile = aline(l:namelengtb)
READ(lO,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline I A Blank Line

IF( TRANSIENT)1HEN IThe rest of this only makes sense for a transient analysis
READ(lO,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline !"Will Vegetation be Modelled? (l=Yes.2=No)"
READ(10.·.ERR=999)VegFlag ! Read flag
IF(VegFlag.EQ.l)1HEN

VEGETATION =TRUE
ELSE

VEGETATION =FALSE
ENDIF
READ(lO,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline I A Blank Line

IF( VEGETATION) 1HEN
READ(lO,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)a1ine I "Vegetation Input FtleName"
READ(lO,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)a1ine ! Name dVegetation InputFile
namelengtb = 1 I determine location of"."
DO WHlLE(aline(namelength:namelengtb).NE.".")

namelengtb = namelenstb + 1
ENODO
namelengtb = namelengtb + 3 ! add spaces forfile'uame extension
VgtFtle = aline(1 :uamelength)

ELSE
VgtF1le="

READ(10.FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline t "Vegetation Input FileName"
READ(lO,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline I Name of Vegetation IDputFtle
READ(lO.FMT='(A80),,ERR=999)aline I A Blank Line

ENDIF

ENDIF

READ(10,FMT='(AIO)',ERR=999)a11ne t "WDI Freeze'thaw be MocleDed? (l=Yes,2=No)"
READ(10,*,ERR=999)IceFI8& t Read flag
IF(lceFIag.EQ.l)TBEN

ICE =TRUE
ELSE

ICE = FALSE
ENDIF
READ(lo,FMT='(AIO)',ERR--999)a11ne t A BIImk Une

IF( ICE) THEN
READ(lo,FMT='(AIO)',ERR=999)111ine t "FnezelThaw IDput FUeN....e"
READ(10,FMT='(AIO)',ERR--999)a11ne t Name otFreeuI1baw IDputFDe
JUtJDelmgtla = 1 t detennIDe IocaUaD ot"."
DO WlULE(aIIne( :.....eIeDgth).NE.".")

IIIIDleIeIgth = gtIa + 1
ENDDO
JUUDeIeDgth = IUlllleltDgtIa +3 t add spaces for me name ateDsIan
IeeFDe =.....e(bnam.Dgth)

ELSE
IceFDe=' I

ENDIF
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C

C

C

C

C

C

a..OSE(UNIT=10) ! Closing the main input file

OPEN(UNIT=12,FILE--CnstFUe.STATUS='OLD')
CALL CONSTANT_INPUT
a..OSE(UNIT=12)

0PEN(UNIT=12,Fll..E=PrpFtle.STATUS='OLD')
CALL PROPERTY_INPUT
a..OSE(UNIT=12)

IF( VEGETATION) mEN
OPEN(UNIT=10,FILE=VgtFile,STATUS='OLD')
CALL VEGETATION_INPUT

ENDIF

0PEN(UNIT=12,FILE=MesbFile,STATU5='OI..D')
CALL MESH_INPUT
a..OSE(UNIT=12)

IF( ICE) THEN
OPEN(UNIT=l4,FILE=IceFDe,STATUS='OLD')
CALL ICEJNPUT
CLOSE(UNIT=14)

ENDIF

C

C

CALL SPLINES(Debu8-Splines) ! Spline the Soil Property Data

C

OPEN(UNIT=I2,FILE=DayFile.STA11JS='OLD')
CALL INITIAL__DAILY_INPUT

RETURN
998 WRlTE(*.*) aline

STOP 'Emr in Daily Joput data file'
999 WRlTE(*.*) aline

STOP 'Emr in Main IDplt data ~e'
END

C Ilill III I I III

C **1 I .... II I II

C * *
C * SOlL PROPERTY INPUT ROUI1NE *
C * *
C II I I II

C

SUBROUTINE PROPERTY_INPUT
C
C This subroutine reads aU the soil property iDput data supplied
C in the soil property input data file.
C Subroutines called:
C Err_Msg: d1ecks that the data falls within may boonds
C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INa..UDE 'FUNCTION.Fl'
INa..UDE'DECLARE.FI'

IEnsure that aU variables have been cxxrec::tly defined
t CooIains aU function declarations
ICooIains aU common block declarations

C

CHARACTER*SO aline
INTEGER j
integer type
integ« we:type
real xwc

! Used to skip ov« file comments
I Loop Counter

I the soil type number
I specifies wbeth« US« iDputs soil properties in Grav. a Vol. w/c

I tempnry walei' content variable

READ(12,FMT='(A80)'.ERR=999)aline t"SoilProperty InpItFile fa SoilCover"
READ(12,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)a1ine I"*************************************"
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C

C

C

C

C

READ(12,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline t A Blank Line

DO type = I,MAX_TYPES
READ(12,FMT='(A80),,ERR=999)aline I "Soil Type I"
READ(12,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline I" "
READ(l2,FMT='(A80),,ERR=999)a1ine I "Porosity Specific"
READ(12,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline I" Gravity"
READ(12,*,ERR=999) PORS(type),GS(type)
READ(12,FMT='(A80),,ERR=999)aline I A Blank Line

READ(12,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline t "Moisture Characterist"
READ(12,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline I" "
READ(I2,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline I "NwnberOf Mv WaterC"
READ(12,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline t "DataPoints (l/kPa)"
READ(12,*,ERR=999)POINTSI(type),RM2WA(type),wetype
READ(12,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline t "Suction WaterCont"
READ(I2,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline t "(k:Pa) (dec)"
DO j=I,POINTSI(type)
IF(wetype.EQ.I)1lIEN

READ(12,*,ERR=999)XSUCO,type),xwC
XVOLWCO,type)=XWC*GS(type)*(l.QEO.PORS(type»

ELSE
READ(12,*,ERR=999)XSUC(j,type),xvOLWCO,type)

ENDIF
ENDDO
XSUCI (type) = XSUC (l,type)
SUCCINT(type) = XVOLWC(I,type) + XSUC(I,type)*RM2WA(type)
READ(12,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)a1ine I A Blank Line

READ(12,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)allne t "Hydraulic Conductivity"
READ(12,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)a1ine I" "
READ(12,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline t "NumberOf SatHydCond"
READ(12,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)a1ine t "DataPoints (cmIs)"
READ(12,*,ERR=999)POINTS2(type),SATK(type),impfact(type)
READ(12,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline t "Suction HydCond"
READ(12,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline t "(kPa) (cmIs)"
DO j=l,POINTS2(type)

READ(12,*,ERR=999)XKSUC(j,type),xKO,type)
ENDDO
READ(12,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)a1ine I A Blank Line

READ(12,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)a1ine t "Tbermal Conductivity"
READ(12,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline t" "
READ(12,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)a1ine t "NumberOf WaterCont"
READ(12,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline t "DataPoints Type"
READ(12,*,ERR--999)POINTS3(type),wetype
READ(12,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline t "Water 1bennal"
READ(12,FMT='(A80),,ERR=999)aline t "CoDtent Condua"
READ(12,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline t "(dec) (W1m"2)"
DO j=I,POINTS3(type)

IF(wctype.EQ.I)1lIEN
READ(12,*,ERR=999)XLAMDWCO,type),xLAMD(j,type)

ELSE
READ(12,*,ERR=999)XWc,xLAMD(j,type)
XLAMDWC(j,type)=XWC/(GS(type)*(l.QEO.PORS(type»)

ENDIF
ENDDO
READ(12,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)a1ine I A Blank Line

READ(12,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline I "Specific Heat FuDctioo"
READ(12,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline t" "
READ(12,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline I "NumberOf WaterCont"
READ(12,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)a1ine t "DataPoints Type"""
READ(12,*,ERR=999)POINTS4(type),wetype
READ(12,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline t"Warer Specific"
READ(12,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline I "Content Heat"
READ(12,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline t "(dec) (JIm"3-C)"
DO j=l,POINTS4(type)

IF(wetype.EQ.l)1lIEN
READ(12,*,ERR=999)XSHWCO,type),xSHO,type)

ELSE
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READ(12,*,ERR=999)XWC,xSH(j,type)
XSHWC(j,type)=XWC/(GS(type)*(1.0E0-PORS(type)))

ENDIF
ENODO
READ(l2,FMT='(ASO)',ERR=999)aline IA Blank Line

ENDDO
C

RETURN
999 WRITE(*,*) aline

STOP 'Error in soil property data flle'
END

C I II .. 11111 III If I ***11 I 1111 .. 11111.

C 11111 .. I I 111111111 II .... 111111 I I I' I I II I

C * *
C * MESH INPUT ROUTINE *
C * *
C ... 1 I I II I I 1111 1111 •• 111111******111 III I III 111****

C

SUBROUTINE MESH_INPUT
C
C This subroutine reads all the iDput data supplied in the mesh
C inptt data flle.
C Subroutines called:
C &r_Msg: dlecb that the data falls within may bounds
C

C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INCLUDE 'FUNCIlON.FI'
INCLUDE'DEa.ARE.Fl'

aIARACIER*SO aline
IN1EGER element_type
IN1EGER i
IN1EGER junk
integer type

! Ensure that all variables have been cc:uec:t1y defined
I Contains all function declaratious
! Contaius all COIIlIOOIl block declaratious

IUsed to skip oyez file comments

I Loop Counter
IUsed to skip oyez integer in input file

I the layer value of each node

C

C

READ(12,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)a1ine !"Soil Mesh Data File F<r SoilCovez"
READ(12,FMT='(A80)'.ERR=999)aline I "=============
READ(12,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline ! A Blank Line

READ(12,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline ! "ConVClJcoce Criteria"
READ(12,FMT='(ASO)',ERR=999)aline ! " "
READ(I2,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline !"Max. Max.Owtge Max.OJange"
READ(12,FMT='(ASO)',ERR=999)aline ! "ltentious Suction TeIq)el'BtUre"
READ(12,FMT='(ASO),,ERR=999)aline I" (%) (%)"
READ(12,*,ERR=999)MXITER,PUSNORM,PUTNORM,SUC_DAMP,1EM_DAMP
PUSNORM = PUSNORMJ100.0 ! Convert from % to decimal
PUTNORM = PUTNORM/loo.O I Convert from % to decimal
SUC_DAMP = SUC_DAMPlloo.O I Convert from % to decimal
TEM_DAMP = 1EM_DAMP/loo.0 t Convert from % to decimal
READ(12,FMT='(ASO)',ERR=999)aline I A Blank Line

READ(12,FMT='(ASO)',ERR=999)a1ine I "Tune Step Control"
READ(12,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline !" "
READ(12,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline ! "Max.01aDge Max.01aDge Min."
READ(12,FMT='(ASO)',ERR=999)aline t "Suction Telq) Tune"
READ(12,FMT='(ASO)',ERR=999)aline ! "(%) (%) (secnds) (sealds)"
IF( TRANSIENT )TIIEN

READ(12,*,ERR=999)TOLS,TOLT,MIN_DELTAT,FIRST_DELTAT,MAX_DELTAT
DELTAT = FIRST_DELTAT
TOLS = TOLSlloo.O ! Convert from % to decimal
TOLT = TOLT/loo.0 ! Convert from % to decimal

ELSE ! This is a steady stale analysis
READ(12.FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)a1ine ! Not interested in these values
TOLS =0.0
TOLT =0.0
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C

DELTAT = 86400.0
MIN_DELTAT =0.0
FIRST_DELTAT = 86400.0
MAX_DELTAT =0.0

ENDIF
READ(12,FMT='(A8O)'$RR=999)aline IA Blank Line

READ(12,FMT='(A80)'$RR=999)aline I "Soil Prof11e Data"
READ(12,FMT='(A8O)'$RR=999)aline !"-----"
READ(12,FMT='(A8O)'$RR=999)aline ! "NumberOf Element NumbeIOf'
READ(12,FMT='(A80)'.ERR=999)aline I" Nodes Type GaussPts"
READ(12.*.ERR=999)NNODES.clcmenCtype.AGAUSS

C 1111 I I 1111111111111111111*

IF( elemenuype.EQ.l )11IEN
PNODES=2
NELEM = NNODES - 1

ELSEIF( elemenCtype.EQ.2 )11IEN
PNODES=3
NELEM = NNODES - 1
NNODES = 2*(NNODES-l) + 1

ELSE
WRfI'E(*.*) 'Unsuppcxted Element Type'
stq>

ENDIF
CAlL GAUSS_DATA ! Read in the Gauss Wgts &: Locations

C 111111111111111111 1111 I III 1111 II

CAlL ERR_MSG('NNODES'.NNODES.MAX_NODES)
CAlL ERR_MSG('NELEM'.NELEM.MAX_ELEM)
CAlL ERR_MSG('AGAUSS'.AGAUSS.MAX_GAUSS)
CAlL ERR_MSG('PNODES''pNODES.MAX_PNODES)
READ(12,FMT='(A8O)'$RR=999)aline IA Blank Line

C

C

READ(12.FMT='(A8O)'.ERR=999)aline ! "Initial Moisture Conditions"
READ(12,FMT='(A8O)'$RR=999)aline I" "
READ(12,FMT='(A80)'$RR=999)aline I "Specified by -> l=GWC2=Suct,3=VWC"
IF( TRANSIENT)11IEN

READ(12.*.ERR=999)MOISCODE
ELSE

READ(12,FMT='(A8O)'$RR=999)aline I Not required for steady state

MOISCODE=2
ENDIF
READ(12,FMT='(A8O)'.ERR=999)aline I A Blank Line

READ(12,FMT='(A8O)'.ERR=999)aline I "Mesh Data"
READ(12,FMT='(A80)'$RR=999)a1ine t"--"
READ(12.FMT='(A80)'$RR=999)a1ine I "Node Soil Elevation Moist"
READ(12.FMT='(A80)'.ERR=999)aline I"Node Type (an) (dec."
IF( (MOISCODE.EQ.l) .OR. (MOISCODE.EQ.3) )11IEN
DO i = 1.NNODES.(PNODES-l)
READ(12.*.ERR=999)junk.SOILTYPE(i).YCORD(i).WTWC(i).1'EM(i)

ENDDO
ELSEIF( MOISCODE.EQ.2 )TIIEN
IF( TRANSIENT)11IEN

DO i = 1.NNODES.(PNODES-l)
READ(12.*.err=999)junk.SOILTYPE(i).YCORD(i),SUCNOD(i).1'EM(i)

ENDDO
FLSE I Initial conditions not required f(X' steady state
DO i = l.NNODES.(PNODES-l)

READ(12.*.err=999)junk,SOILTYPE(i).YCORD(i)
SUCNOD(i) = 0.0
TEM (i) =20.0

ENDDO
ENDIF

ELSE
WRITE(*.*) 'Invalid Initial Moisture Condition Specifier'.
, in the Mesh Data File'

ENDIF
IF( PNODES.EQ.3 )TIIEN I Quadratic Element

00 i = 2.NNODES.2 11Dsert Middle Nodes
SOILTYPE(i) = SOILTYPE(i+l)
YCORD (i) = (YCORD(i-l) + YCORD (i+l) )!l.0
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SUCNOD (i) = (SUCNOD(i-l) + SUCNOD(i+l) )12.0
WIWC (i) = (WIWC (i-I) + WIWC (i+1) )12.0
TEM (i) = ( TEM (i-I) + TEM (i+1) )12.0

ENDDO
ENDIF
DOi= I,NNODES
IF(SOn..TYPE(i).GT.MAJCTYPES)1HEN

WRITE(*,*) 'Invalid Soil Type at Node ',i,', in Mesh InpH'
stop

ENDIF
ENDDO

C
RETURN

999 WRITE(*,*) aline
STOP 'Emr in Mesh data flle'
END

C 111111 I 11111... III 1111 III

C * *
C * VEGETAnON INPUT ROUTINE *
C * *
C .... 1111111111 I 1111I II 11111 III

C

SUBROUTINE VEGETATION_INPUT
C
C This subroutine reads all the supplied vegetation iDput data
C Subroutines called:
C En-_Msg: cbecIcs that the data falls within array bounds
C

C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INa.UOE'DEa.ARE.Fr

CHARACI'ER.*BO aline
IN'IEGER

! Easure that all variables have been cmed1y deflDed
rContaiDs all common block. declarations

! Used to skip ovec file comments
rLoop Counter

C

C

C

aline="
READ(10,FMT='(A80)',ERR--999)aline r "Vegatation InpH File for SoilCovec"
READ(1~=(A8O)',ERR=999)aliDe r"-***-**-**---**-**-**-***..'
READ(10,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline rA Blank Line

READ(10,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline r"moisture Moisture"
READ(10,FMT='(ABO)',ERR=999)aline ! "LimitingPt WiltingPt"
READ(10,FMT='(ABO)',ERR=999)aline !" (kPa) (kPa)"
READ(10,*,ERR=999}LimitingPt,Wl1tingPt
READ(10,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline rA Blank Line

READ(10,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline r"Green Leaf Area Index"
READ(10,FMT='(A8O)',ERR--999)aline !" "
READ(10,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline r "NumberOf'"
READ(10,FMT='(ABO)',ERR--999)aline r"DalaPnts"
READ(10,*,ERR=999)POINTS~(I)
READ(10,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline r"DAY LA!.."
DO i=I, POINTS5(1)

READ(10.*,ERR=999)XLAIDAY(i,I),xLAI(i,l)
ENDDO
READ(10,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline rA Blank Line

READ(10.FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline r"Mulch Leaf Area Index"
READ(10,FMT='(A8O)',ERR--999)aline r" -"
READ(10,FMT='(ASO)',ERR=999)aline ! "NumberOf"
READ(10,FMT='(ABO)',ERR=999)aline ! "DataPnts"
READ(10.*,ERR=999)POINTS6(l)
READ(10,PMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline ! "DAY LA!.."
DO i=l, POINTS6(1)

READ(10.*,ERR=999)XMULCHDAY(i,I),xMULCH(i,I)
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ENODO
READ(lO,FMT='(ASO)',ERR=999)aline I A Blank Line
READ(lO,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline I "Daily Root Depth Data"
READ(lO,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline I "---------"
READ(lO,FMT='(ASO)',ERR=999)aline I "Day TopNode BottomNode"

c
RE1URN

999 WRITE(*.*) aline
STOP 'Emr in Vegetation data file'
ENO

C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••C··
C • FREEZFJTIIAW INPUT ROUTINE •C··C .

C

C
C 1bIs subroutine reads all the suppUed. Ice Input data
C Subroutines caIIecI:
C EIT-.Msg: checks that the data faDs wlthIn amay bounds
C

C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INCLUDE'DECLARE.F1'

CHARACTER·SO aline
REAL xuwe
INTEGER t,J
INTEGER juDk,type

I EAsu.re that all variables have been corredly defined
I CcJDtaIns 81. common block declarations

I Used to skip over me CGIIUDeDts

I Loop CouDter

C
C

C

READ(lqMT='(A80)',ERR=999)1111ne I "Freeze/l'baw Input F1Ie for SoDCover"

READ(l4,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aliDe I"..••••••••••..• ..··················"READ(lqMT='(ASO)',ERR=999)1111ne I A Blank IJne

READ(l4,FMT='(ASO)',ERR=999)11UDe 1''DeDsIty 01 Ice-"
READ(14,·,ERR--99')RBOICE

READ(14,FMT='(ASO)',ERR=999)1111ne I" Latent heat ofF....._"
READ(14,·,ERR=999)FLATENT

C
CC _u _

READ(l4,FMT='(AIO)',ERR--999)1111ne I "Node Initial voIlce.Cantent (dec)"
DO 1=1,NNODES

READ(14,·,ERR--999)Junk,NODVOLICE(1)
c type=SOILTYPE(1)
c NODVOLICE(I)=NODVOLICE(I)*GS(type)*(l.GeO-PORS(type»

oIdnodvoUce(I)=nodvolke(l)
ENDDO

C
DO type = l,MAX_TYPES

READ(14,FMT='(ASO)',ERR=999)allne I A Blank IJne
READ(14,FMT='(ASO)',ERR=999)a11ne I "SoD Type r'
READ(l4,FMT='(ASO)',ERR--99')llllne I "NUMBER OF DATA POINTS IN -"
READ(14,·,ERR--99')POINTS7(type)
poInts8(type)=polnts7(type)
READ(l4,FMT='(AIO)',ERR--999)11UDe I "GRAV W/C-NEGATIVE TEMP "
DO j=1,POINTS7(type)

READ(l4,·,ERR=999)mwc,XTEM(J,type)
U(XTEM(j,type).LT.0.) XTEM(j,type)=O.-XTEM(J,type)
XVOLUWC(j,type)=mwc*GS(type)*(l.oEO-PORS(type»
ytem(poInts7(type)+1-J,type)=Dem(j,type) .
yvoJawe(palnts7(type)+I-J,type)=Ivolawc(J,type)
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ENDOO
READ(l4,FMT='(A80)',ERR--999)aUne ! A Blank LIne

READ(l4,FMT='(A80)',ERR--999)allne ! "NUMBER OF DATA POINTS IN -"
READ(l4,*,ERR--999)POINTS9(type)

READ(l4,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)1111ne J "vol W/C-dsucl dtem "
DOJ=l,POINTS9(type)

READ(14,*,ERR=999)GVOLUWC(J,type),xGG(j,type)
ENDDO

ENDOO
RETURN

999 WRITE(*,*)aUne
STOP 'Error in fnezeltbaw data me'
END

c _.---------------

*

1111

*

*

*111111

INITIAL DAILY DATA INPUr ROUTINE

I I I I I •• I I IIc
c *
C *
C *
C **1 1 1..1 1 .* 1 '.,... 1 1' 1 1..1 '****1I

C

C
C This subroutine reads the climate and boondary condition data
C on a daily basis.
C Subrootines called:
C Err_Msg: cbecks that the data falls within may boonds
C

IMPLICIT NONE
INa.UOE 'FUNCTION.Fl'
INa.UOE'DEa..ARE.Fl'

t Ensure that all variables have been conect1y defIned
I ContaiDs all function declarations
tContaiDs all common block declarations

READ(12.FMT='(A8O)'.BRR=998)a1ine t "Daily Data Input File F«"
READ(12.FMT='(A8O)',ERR=998)aline t "*-**** • I I • I I I I I I I

READ(12,FMT='(A8O)'.BRR=998)aline t A Blank Line

READ(12,FMT='(A80)',ERR=998)a1ine I "Shwld SoiICover Use Spec"
READ(12,*.BRR=998)teIq)el'ltUre_code
CAlL ERR_MSGCSurface Tenprature Code',tempeI'lItUle_code,l)
IF( temperaWre_code.EQ.l )1HEN

IF( TRANSIENT)1HEN
CALCULAlE_1'EMPS = TR.UE

C

C

C

OIARACIER*80 aline
integer ten.,eratunuxxle

rUsed to skip ovec file COIDIDents
t Used to read if surface ten.,erab1reS are specified

ELSE
STOP 'Surfacete~ DaJSt be specified for Steady State Analysis'

C

ENDIF
ENDIF
READ(l2,FMT='(A80)'.BRR=998)aline t A Blank Line

READ(12.FMT='(A8O)'.BRR=998)a1ine t"Total TeIq) RelHum Lat"
READ(12,FMT='(A80)',ERR=998)a1ine t "DaysData Lag Lag"
IF( TRANSIENT )1HEN
READ(12,*,ERR=998)DAYS,Te~_Lag,RhJ.ag,LAT,NSTART

ELSE
READ(12,FMT='(A8O)'.BRR=998)a1ine ! Values are not used
DAYS =1
Temperature_Lag = 0.0
Rh_Lag =0.0
LAT =0.0
NSTART =0

ENDIF
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~ ERR_MSG('DAYS'.DAYS.256(00)
~ ERR_MSG('Days Past Jan.'.NSTART.365)
READ(12,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=998)aline ! A Blank Line
READ(12,FMT='(A80)',ERR=998)aline ! "Daily Data"
READ(12.FMT='(A8O)',ERR=998)aline ! "------"
READ(12.FMT='(A80)',ERR=998)aline ! Headings Row ##1 Line
READ(12.FMT='(A80)',ERR=998)aline ! Headings Row ##2 Line
READ(12.FMT='(ASO),,ERR=998)aline I Headings Unit Line

c
RE1URN

998 STOP'Fmr in initial part of daily input data file'
END

C 1111111111 ************111111111 II 1.. III I III I

C * *
C * DAB..Y DATA INPUT ROUTINE *
C * *
C 111111111111111111 "*11111111*" 111111.. 111111111 ...

c
SUBROUTINE DAILY_INPUT

c
C This subrwtine reads the climate and boundary condition data
C on a daily basis.
C Subroutines called:
C &CMsg: dleds that the data falls within may bounds
C

C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INa.UOO 'FUNCIlON.FI'
INa.UDB'DBCl.ARB.FI'

integer boCtype
real boCvalue
INTEGER i
INTEGER
INTEGER jUDk
integer tq>_type
real top_value

I Ensure that all variables have been cmectly defIned
1Contains all function declarations
IContains all common block declarations

1specifies whether lq) node bas vol. we bead input

11.cq> Counter
11.cq> Counter

1Used to skip over integer in input fIle
1specifies whether bottom head boundary input as vol. we
1the adua1 boundary condition

C

DOi=I.2
NODEB (t,i) = 1
NODEB (2,i) = NNODBS
NODBN (I.i) = 1
NODBN (2,i) = NNODBS
TBMPAMAX (i) = TBMPAMAX (i+I)
TBMPAMIN (i) = lEMPAMIN (i+l)
SOLAR (i) = SOLAR (i+I)
RH_MAX (i) = RH_MAX (i+I)
RH_MIN (i) = RH_MIN (i+l)
WIND (i) =WIND (i+I)
DURATION (i) = DURATION (i+l)
RootTop (i) = RootTop (i+l)
RootDepth(i) =RootDepth(i+1)
EBW (l.i) =BBW (l.i+l)
EBW (2.i)=BBW (2.i+l)
EBH (I,i) =BBH (l.i+l)
EBH (2.i) =BBH (2.i+l)
QW (I.i) =QW (l.i+l)
QW (2.i)=QW (2,i+I)
VFLUXPAN (i) =VFLUXPAN (i+I)

ENDOO

IF( NDAY.LT.DAYS )1lIBN Ilf there is m<re data to read
RBAD(12,*,ERR=999)junk,TBMPAMAX(3).TBMPAMIN(3).SOLAR(3).

1 RH_MAX(3).RH_MIN(3),WIND(3).tOJUype.top_value.DURATION(3).
1 boCtype.boCvalue,BBH(I.3),BBH(2.3),nesttoptemp t nattoptemp Is Bat clays user defined surface temp.

IF( CALCULATB_TBMPS )1lIBN
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C

C

C

EBH(l,3) = TEMPAMIN(3)
ENDIF
IF(VEGETATION)1lIEN ! If modelling vegetation, readin next days values"

READ(10,*,ERR=998)junk,RootTop(3),RootDepth(3)
ELSE

RootTop (3) = 1
RootDepth(3) = 0

ENDIF

TOP_MOIS_BNDRY(3) = FALSE
EBW (1,3) =UX)E+10
QW (1,3) = U)()E+20
BCOEF (3) =0.0
VFLUXPAN (3) =2.0
IF(top_type.EQ.0)1lIEN ! Pressure Head Boundary Condition
EBW(1,3) = lop_value

ELSEIF(top_type.EQ.l)1lIEN I Gravimetric Wer Content BC
TOP_MOIS_BNDRY(3) = TRUE
EBW(I,3) = top_value * GS(I) * (1.0B0 - PORS(I»
CALL VWC_TO_HEAD

ELSEIF(lop_type.EQ.2)THEN ! Volumetric Water Content BC
TOP_MOIS_BNDRY(3) = TRUE
EBW(I,3) =top_value
CALL VWC_TOJIEAD

ELSEIF(top_type.EQ.3)TIIEN I flux Boundary Condition
IF(top_value.NE.l.OOE+20)TIIEN

QW (1,3) =top_valuel86400000.0 I change units from mmlday to mlsec"
ENDIF

ELSEIF(top_type.EQ.4.AND.DfLUX)1lIEN I Potential Evapcntion foc DFLUX
VFLUXPAN (3) = -top_valuel86400.0 I change units from mmlday to mmlsec

ELSEIF(top_type.EQ.S.ANDDfLUX)1lIEN I Potential Evapcntion foc DfLUX
BCOEF (3) = top_value

ELSE
WRITE(*,*)' Bad Top Boundary Condition on Day',NDAY+1

ENDIF

IF(boCtype.EQ.O)THEN tPressure Head Boundary Condition
BOT_MOIS_BNDRY(3) =FALSE
EBW(2,3) =boCvalue
QW(2,3) = UXE+20

ELSEIF(boCtype.EQ.l)THEN I Gravimetric Wer Content BC
BOT_MOIS_BNDRY(3) =TRUE
EBW(2,3) =boCvalue * GS(SOn.TYPE(NNODES»

* (1.0E0-PORS(SOn.TYPE(NNODES))
CALL VWC_TOJIEAD
QW(2,3) =UXE+20

ELSEIF(boCtype.EQ.2)THEN t Volumetric Water Content BC
BOT_MOIS_BNDRY(3) =TRUE
EBW(2,3) =bot_value
CALL VWC_TOJIEAD
QW(2,3) =UXE+20

ELSEIF(boCtype.EQ.3)TIIEN I flux Boundary Condition
BOT_MOIS_BNDRY(3) =FALSE
EBW(2,3) =U)0E+I0
IF(QW(2,3).NE.l.00E+2O)TIIEN

QW(2,3) = boCvaluel864OOOOO.0 I change units from mmlday to mlsec"
ENDIF

ELSE
WRI1E(*,*)' Bad Bottom Boundary Condition on Day',NDAY+1

ENDIF
ENDIF

IF( NDAY.EQ.O )THEN
j=1

ELSEIF(NDAY.EQ.DAYS)THEN
j=2

ELSE
j=3

ENDIF
DOi =2j,-1

NODEB (l,i) = 1
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NODEB (2.i) =NNODES
NODEN (l,i) = 1
NODEN (2.i) = NNODES
TEMPAMAX (i) = TEMPAMAX (3)
TEMPAMIN (i) = TEMPAMIN (3)
SOLAR (I) = SOLAR (3)
RH_MAX (i) = RH_MAX (3)
RH_MIN (i) =RH_MIN (3)
WIND (i) =WIND (3)
DURAnON (i) = DURAnON (3)
RootTop (i) = RootTop (3)
RootDepth(i) = RootDepth(3)
EBW (l,i) = EBW (1,3)
EBW (2,i) = EBW (2,3)
EBH (1 ,i) =EBH (1,3)
EBH (2,i) =EBU (2.3)
QW (l,i) = QW (1,3)
QW (2,i) = QW (2,3)
VFLUXPAN (i) = VFLUXPAN (3)

ENOOO
c

RE1URN
998 STOP 'Fnor in daily Root Depth Data Hie'
999 STOP 'Fnor in daily iDput data file'

ENO

•

I I I I II II II I I I II I I I I I

•
•

I II

CONSTANTS INPtrr ROUTINE

C

C •
C •
C •C **.1.......1*'111...1*'111'...."**"'*'1__...'-.__1...1.*'1...1 ...._*'11...1...11....1 .... ...1'*'1...111

c
SUBROUTINE CONSTANT_INPUT

c
C This subroutine reads all the inpll data supplied in the iDplt
C data file.
C Subroutines called:
C Err_Msg: dlecks that the data falls within may bounds
C Gauss_Data: reads the gauss weight and location data riles.
C

IMPLICIT NONE
INQ.UOE'DEa.ARE.F1'

! Eusure that all variables bave been cm:edly defined
! Contains all CIOIDIDOD block declaratioos

C

C
CHARACIER·SO aline ! Used to skip over file commeots

C

C

READ(12,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline !"Coostants Inpll File fa:' SoilCover"
READ(12,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline !"_.__••••__._•••_ •••_"

READ(12,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)a1ioe ! A Blank Line

READ(12,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline ! "Acceleration Deosity Latent"
READ(12,FMT='(ASO)',ERR=999)aline !" DueTo d. Healaf'
READ(12,FMT='(ASO)',ERR=999)a1ine !" Gmvity Water Vaporization"
READ(12,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline !" (mls) (Kg/Dr'3) (1/Kg)"
READ(12,·,ERR=999)GRAV,RHOWAT,RLATENT
READ(12,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)a1ioe ! A Blank Lioe

READ(12,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)a1ine ! "Gauss Pt..."
READ(12,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline ! Reading in entire line
GaussLcFile = aline(1:10) I assign file IUlJDe

READ(12,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline I Reading in entire line
GaussWtFIle = aline(1:10) ! assign file name

C
RE1URN

999 WRI1E(.,*) aline
STOP 'Error in Constants data file'
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END

C++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
C This routine outputs an error message if the value read is larger than
C the limit set by array bounds
C+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

SUBROUTINE ERR_MSG(Message,Value_found,Max_value)
C++++++I I I I II I III 11+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

CHARACTER*(*) Message
INTEGER Value300nd,Max_value

C+++++++++IIII I I II I 1111++++++++1 I II II 1++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
IF( Value_fwnd.GT.Max_value )TIIEN

WRITE(*,2O)Message,Value_found,Max_value
20 FORMAT(' ',A11>,' was read as ',13: LIMIT is ',13)

STOP
ENDIF

C+il I I II I I 11+++++++++++++++++++++++++++1111 II II II I I I 1111 I 1++++++++++++++++
REnJRN
END

SUBROUTINE RELAXATION
C
C This subroutine iqlIements a relaxation scheme which is meant to
C help the 'I1ERA1E' subroutine to achieve convergence ODe rapidly.
C

C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INCLUDE 'FUNCIlON.FI'
INCLUDE'DEa..ARE.FI'

INTEGERij

rContains all function declarations
rContains all common block declarations

rLoop~

C

DO i = l,NNODES
SUCNOD(i) =SUCNOD(i) + SUC_DAMP*( PRESNOD(i)-SUCNOD(i) )
1EM(i) =TEM (i) + TEM_DAMP*( PRETNOD(i)-TEM (i»

ENDDO

RETURN
END

rContains all function declarations
rContains all common block declarations

SUBROUTINE REVERSE_SPLINES ! suction vs water content
C
C This subroutine swaps the dependant and independant variables
C of a calmlaled spline and modifies the spline weigbts to
C accomodate this change.
C

IMPLICIT NONE
INCLUDE 'FUNCIlON.FI'
INCLUDE'DEa..ARE.FI'

C

C

REAL datal
REAL data2
INTEGER iJ
INTEGER soil

rTeqxnry Var to get initial nodal suctions
rTeqxnry Var to get initial nodal suctions
rLoop cwnters
rThe ament soil type

do soiI=l,MAX_TYPES
do i = l,POINTSl(soil)1l r Reverse the splines <rder so the it is in ascending volwc order

j =POINTS1(soil) - i + 1
datal = exp(XVOLWC(i,soil»
data2 =exp(XSUC (i,soil»
XVOLWC (i,soil) =exp(XVOLWC(j,soil»
XSUC (i,soil) = exp(XSUC (j,soil»
XVOLWC (j,soil) =datal
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I Contains aD fuDdioD declarations
I Coatains aD CiOIIIDIGII block dedaratioDs

XSUC (j,soil) = data2
enddo
if( (poINTS1(soil)fl) .EQ. (POINI'S1 (soil)-l)fl )then

j = POINTS1(soil)fl + 1
XVOLWC (j,soil) =exp(XVOLWC(j,soil»
XSUC (j,soil) = exp(XSUC (j,soil»

endif
enddo

C
return
end

SUBROUTINE REVERSE_SPLINES2 ! temperature vs water content
C
C 1bIs subroaUne swaps the clepeDclant aad indepmdant .nabIes
C 01. a akuWed spline aad mocIIftes tile spline weJghts to
C aCCCllllodate this dI....e.
C

IMPUCIT NONE
INCLUDE 'FUNCI10N.FI'
INCLUDE'DECLARE.FI'

C

C

REAL cIa.l
REAL cla182
INTEGER IJ
INTEGER soD

I Temporary Var to ..initial DOdaIIIIdIoDs
I Temporary Var to ..initial DOdaIIIIdIoDs
I Loop CJOIIIIten
111Ie CIIlTeDt soD type

C

do 1CII1=1,MAX_TYPFS
do 1=1,P01NTS7(SCJiI}12 I Revene tile splines order 50 the It Is in aseending volwc order
J=POINTS7(soII) ·1 + 1
datal = exp(XVOLUWC(I,soII»
da182 = ap(XTEM (1,soII»
XVOLUWC (1,soII) =esp(XVOLUWC(j,soD»
XTEM (1,soII) =ap(XTEM (J,soD»
XVOLUWC (J,soD) =datal
XTEM (J,soIl) =data2

enddo
If( (POINTS7(ICIII}I2).EQ. (POINTS7(SCJiI)-l}12)t11_

J =POINTS7(SCJiI}12 + 1
XVOLUWC (J,d)=ap(XVOLUWC(J,soO»
XTEM (J,soII) =ap(XTEM (J,soD»

eDdIf
endcIo

retam-
This subroutine calculates the air teqJerllblre, the air relative

humidity. the slope of the saturated vapour pressure function,
and the net solar radiation, and saves the starting suctions aDd
temperatures f<r the current time step.

Subroutines called: LeafAreaIndex ! Calal1ates daily green LAI

SUBROUTINE SET_INITIAL_SETTINGS
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

curTune =TTIME
CAlL LeafArealndex ! Caladates the daily green LAI
dayleng =Calc_dayleng(NSTART+NDAY-1) ! Caladate the length of the current day

C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INa.UDE 'FUNCTION.Fr
INa.UDE'DEa..ARE.FI'

REAL curTime
INfEGER ij,k,soil
REAL limitFact<r
REAL dayleng

! Ensure that all variables have been carrectly defmed
! CootaiDs all function declanDOOS
! CootaiDs all common block declarations

! Current Tame
! Loop Counten
! Plant Limiting Faeur

! Daylight hours in the current day(hrs}
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This subroutine determines the initial suctions, water coDlents,
and air entry value based on the initial input conditions.

Subroutines called:
revcne_splines: swaps the dependant and independant variables

and modifies the spIiDe weights to accomodatc this cbange.

TEMPAIR = Calc_AlRTemp(dayleng,curTime) I (K) AIR 1EMP
RHAIR1 = Calc_AirRH(dayleng,curTIme) I Relative Humidity of the air
SLPOT1 =0.1*(0.00815*(IEMPAIR-273.0) + 0.8912)**7 I this is a emperical method to calculate the slope of the satvp - temp

aJrVe (Kpalcel)
PVAlRl =Calc_SatVp(lEMPAIR)*RHAIRl/10.0 I Vapour Pressure of the air
QSTAR =Calc_NETRAD<dayleng) I Net solar radiation in mm/day

C
C FORMING TIlE NODAL VECTOR OF KNOWNS PHIA or (xl at t
C

DO i = 1,NNODES
j=i+NNODES
PHIA(i) =SUCNOD(i) f { Suction } @ t
PHIA(j) = TEM (i) f {Temperature} @ t

ENDDO

c
RETIJRN
END

SUBROUTINE SET_INIT_SUCTION
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

IMPLICIT NONE
INCLUDE 'FUNCTION.FI'
INCLUDE'DEa.ARE.FI'

I Contains all function declarations
rContains all CODUIlOIl block declarations

C
IN1EGER i
integer Soil
REAL tx
REAL t2

rLoql COOIIt«s
rThe current soil type
rTempnry X variable
rTe~ variable

C
C Calculate initial nodal suctions
C

IF(MOISCODE.EQ.O) 1HEN rIf Initial Nodal Water Contents were not specified
DO i = 1,NNODES

soil =SOn.TYPE(i)
SUCNOD(i)= YCORD(i)*RHOWAT*GRAV/100.0E0

WIWC(i) =Calc_VoIWc( soiI,SUCNOD(i»
1 IGS(soil) /(UEO·PORS(soiI»

ENDDO
C

ELSEIF(MOISCODE.EQ.l) nIEN r Initial water contents were specified

CAlL REVERSE_SPLINES t Reverse 1he splines mIer so 1he it is in ascending suction order
DO i=l,MAJCTYPES
CALL WtSpIin2(i,POINTSl,xvOLWc,xSUC,SPLINSLl)

ENDDO
DO i = 1,NNODES

soil =SOn.TYPE(i)
12 =exp( XVOLWC(POINTSl(soiI),soil) )
tx =WTWC(i)*GS(soil)*(l.QeO.PORS(soiI)
IF( tx.IL12 ) nIEN
SUCNOD(i) =FN_POINT(soiI,POINTSl,xvOLWc,xSUC,SPLINSLl,tx)

ELSE
SUCNOD(i) =(SUC'CINT(soiI)-tx)lRM2WA(soil)

ENDIF
ENDDO ri =l,nnodes
CALL REVERSE_SPLINES r Re-Establish the original spline mler
DO i=l,MAJCTYPES
CALL WtSpIin2(i,POINTSl,XSUc,xvOLWC,SPLINSLl)

ENDDO
C
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ELSEIF( MOISCODE.EQ.2 ) THEN I Initial Pressures were specified

C

00 i = l.NNODES
soil = SOn..TYPE(i)
W1WC(i) = Calc_VoIWc(soil,SUCNOD(i»

1 IGS(soil)/(1.0E0-PORS(soil»
ENDDO

ELSEIF( MOISCODE.EQ.3) THEN ! Initial Volumetric Water Contents were specified

C

CAll. REVERSE_SPLINES I Reverse the splines <rder so the it is in ascending suction order
00 i=l,MAX_TYPES
CAll WtSplin2(i,POINTS1,XVOLWC,xSUC,SPLINSL1)

ENDDO
DO i = I,NNODES

soil = son..TYPE(i)
12 =exp(XVOLWC(POINTSl(soil),soil»
tx = WIWC(i) I These values are VoIWc's already
IF( tx.LT.t2 ) THEN
SUCNOD(i)=FN_POINT(soil,POINTSl,xvOLWC,xSUC,SPLINSLl,tx)

ELSE
SUCNOD(i)=(SUCCINT(soil)-tx)lRM2WA(soil)

ENDIF
W1WC(i) = W1WC(i)/(GS(soil)*(l.OEO-PORS(soil))) t Convert VolWc to GravWC

enddo I i = l,nnodes
CAll. REVERSE_SPLINF.S I Re-Establish the mginal spline <rder
00 i=l,MAX_TYPES
CAll WtSplin2(i,POINTSl,xsUC,xvOLWC,SPLINSLl)

ENDDO
ENDlF I IF(MOISCODE...

RE1URN
END

C This function cbaDges the bead boundary condition ofthe bmtom node
C d the top node from a water content to matric suction.
C

SUBROUTINE VWC_TO_HEAD
C

IMPLICIT NONE t ENSURE AlL VARIABLES HAVB BEEN CORRECILY DEFINED
INCLUDE'DECLARE.FI'
INQ.UDE 'FUNCfiON.FI'

C

C

INIEGER i
REAL tx
REAL 12

rLoop ecunter
tTempnry X variable
rTerqxxary variable

IF(TOP_MOIS_BNDRY(3).OR.BOT_MOIS_BNDRY(3»'mEN
CAll. REVERSE_SPLINES t Reverse the splines <Xdec so the it is in ascendiDg suction order
DO i=l,MAX_TYPES
CALL WtSplin2(i,POINTSl,xvOLWC,xSUC,SPLINSLl)

ENDOO
IF(TOP_MOIS.-BNDRY(3).AND.(EBW(1,3).NE.IEIO»'mEN

12 = exp( xvolwc(POINTSl(SOn..TYPE(l»,SOn..TYPE(l))
tx = EBW(I,3)
if( tx.ILt2 ) then
EBW(I,3) = -1 * fn-J)Oim(SOn..TYPE(1),POINTS1,xvolwc,xsuc,

SPLINSL1,tx)
else
EBW(l,3) = -1*(sucCint(SOn..TYPE(1»-tx)1RM2WA(SOn..TYPE(1»

endif
ENDIF
IF(BOT_MOIS_BNDRY(3).AND.(EBW(2,3).NE.IEI0»THEN
12 = exp(xvolwc(POINTS1(SOn..TYPE(NNODES»,SOn..TYPE(NNODES»)
tx = EBW(2,3)
if( tx.lLt2 ) then
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EBW(2,3) = -I * fn-J)Oint(SOn..TYPE(NNODES),POINTS l,xvolwc,1SUC,
SPLINSLI,tx)

else
EBW(2,3) = -I * (sucUnt(SOILTYPE(NNODES»-tx)

1RM2WA(SOILTYPE(NNODES»
endif

ENOIF
CALL REVERSE_SPLINFS ! Re--Establish the mginal spline mder
DO i=I,MAX_TYPES
CALL WtSplin2(i,POINTSl,xSUC,xvOLWC,SPLINSLl)

ENODO
ENOIF

C
RETURN
END

C This subroutine smoothes US« supplied points.
C

C
SUBROUTINE Smooth(soil,pnts,X,Y,order,times,type)

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INCLUDE 'CONSTANT.FI'

! Ensure that all variables have been cxmectIy defmed

C

C

c

c

c

integer iJ,t I Loop counters
integer soil I The current layer
integer mier ! The order of smoothing required
IN1EGER pnts (MA'CTYPES) I Numbea' of Data PIs. in VolWc vs Suction
integer times ! Number of times to smooth the data
integer type ! Type ofSmoothing
REAL X (MA'CPOINTS,MA'CTYPES) ! Suction Data fm Suction VI. Perm.
REAL Y (MAXJ'OINTS,MAX_TYPES)! Volumetric Water Content fm Suet. VI We.
real ty(max...,points)

if(type.eq.semClog)then
do i=l,pnts(soil)
X(i,soU) = log(X(i,soil» I Smooth with Logarithmic X scale

enddo
else if(type.eq.logarithmic)then

do i=l,pnts(soil)
X(i,soU) = log(X(J,Soil» !S~with Logarithmic X scale
Y(i,soil) = log(Y(i,soU» ! Smooth with Logarithmic Y scale

enddo
endif

doi=2,mler
ty(i) = Y(i,soU)
doj=l,i-l

ty(i) = ty(i) + Y(i-j,soU) + (X(J,Soil)-X(i-j,soU»
1 *(Y(i+j,soil)-Y(i-j,soil»/(X(t+j,soil)-X(i-j,soU»

enddo
ty(i) = ty(i)/i

enddo

do i=(mler+l),pnts(soil)-mler
ty(i) = Y(i,soil)
do j=l,mler

ty(i) = ty(i) + Y(i-j,soil) + (X(i,soU)-X(i-j,soU»
1 *(Y(i+j,soil)-Y(i-j,soU»)/(X(i+j,soU)-X(i-j,soil»

enddo
ty(i) = ty(i)/(crder+I)

enddo

do i=pnts(soil)-mler+l,pnts(soil)-l
ty(i) = Y(i,soil)
doj=l,pnts(soil)-i

ty(i) = ty(i) + Y(i-j,soU) + (X(i,soU)-X(i-j,soU»
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1 *(Y(i+j,soil)-Y(i-j,soil»/(X(i+j,soil)-X(i-j,soil»
enddo
ty(i) = ty(i)/(pnts(soil)-i+1)

enddo
c

do i=2,pnts(soil)-l
Y(i,soil) = ty(i)

enddo
enddo

C
if(type.eq.semClog)then
do i=l,pnts(soil)
X(i,soil) = exp(X(i,soil»

enddo
else if(type.eq.logaritbmic)then

do i=l,pnts(soil)
X(i,soil) = exp(X(i,soil»
Y(i,soil) = exp(Y(i,soil»

enddo
endif

C
RETURN
END

C

SUBROUTINE SPLINES(DebuLSpUnes)
C
C 1his subrou1iDe spliDes,~, gnqm, and stores the soil
C property data.
C Subroutines called:
C wtspIin2: calculates the spline weights
C smooth: smooths the spline data
C grBI'il: gnqm the splines to the display
C writesplines: writes the spIiDed data to a data file.
C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INCLUDE 'FUNCDON.Fl'
INCLUDE'DEa..ARE.FI'

! Ensure that all variables have been carrec:tly defined
! Contains all function declarations
! Contains all common block declalations

! Number of times to smooth curesponding cmve
! Number of times to smooth cmesponding cmve
! Number of times to smooth curesponding cmve
! Number of times to smooth curesponding cmve
! Number of times to smooth curesponding cmve
! Number of times to smooth curesponding cmve
! Number of times to smooth curesponding cmve

C
C

CHARACIER*80 aline ! Used to skip over file comments
LOGICAL I>ebuLSpiines ! flag to indicate splines are to be grap.ed to screen
INTEGER ij,show ! 1Aq)Camt.ers
integer nskip ! Number of layers which are not being used
integer crderl (MAJCTYPES) ! Older for SlIl<Qhing Corresponding Curve
integer ordel2 (MAX_TYPES) ! Order for Smoothing Corresponding Curve
integer order3 (MAX_TYPES) ! Order for Smoothing Corresponding Curve
integer order4 (MAX_TYPES) ! Order for Smoothing Corresponding Curve
integer orde6 (MAX_TYPES) ! Order for Smoothing Corresponding Curve
integer «der6 (MAJCTYPES) ! Order for smoothing curesponding cmve
integer mJer7 (MAX_TYPES) ! Order for slDOC8iDg cmesponding cmve
integer orderS (max_types)
integer order9 (max_types)
IN1EGER timesl (MAX_TYPES)
IN1EGER times2 (MAX_TYPES)
IN1EGER times3 (MAX_TYPES)
IN1EGER times4 (MAX_TYPES)
IN1EGER timesS (MAX_TYPES)
INTEGER times6 (MAX_TYPES)
INTEGER times7 (MAX_TYPES)
integer tiIm18 (max_types)
integer times9 (max_types)
REAL xO <MAX_POINTS,MAX_TYPES) !TeJqXnl')' Data Points
REAL yO <MAX_POINTS,MAX_TYPES) ! TeJqXnl')' DataPoints
REAL zO <MAX_POINTS,MAX_TYPES) ! TempnIY Spline Wgts.

OPEN SPLINE DATA FU..E
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C
OPEN(UNIT=14,F1LE='SPLINE.DAT,STATUS='old')

C
C Read in the data spline smoothing settings
C

DO i=l,MAX_TYPES
READ(14,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline !" ."
READ(14,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline ! "Spline Smoothing Settings"
READ(14,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline 1"------."
READ(14,FMT='(A80),,ERR=999)aline t "Suction vs Volumetric WC"
READ(14,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)a1ine 1"Order #times"
READ(14,*,ERR=999)orderl(i),timesl(i)
READ(14,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline I "Suction vs Hydraulic Cond"
READ(14,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)a1ine 1"Order #Tunes"
READ(14,*,ERR=999)order2(i),times2(i)
READ(14,FMT='(ASO)',ERR=999)aJine 1"WIWC vs Thermal Cond"
READ(14,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aIine I "Order #Tunes"
READ(14,*,ERR=999)order3(i),times3(i)
READ(14,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline '"WlWC vs Specific Heat"
READ(14,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline 1"Order #Tunes"
READ(14,*,ERR=999)ordeP1(i),times4(i)
READ(14,FMT='(A80)'~)aIIne t "UDfrarIeD w/e VI Temperature"
READ(14,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)a11ne t "Order mmes"
READ(14,*,ERR--999)order7(1),Umes7(J)
orcler8(I)=order7(1)
tlmes8(I)=tImes7(J)
orcler9(I)=order7(J)
tlmes9(I)=tImes7(J)

ENODO
READ(14,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline 1"----
READ(14,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline ! "Spline Smoothing Settings(GREEN)"
READ(14,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline '" "
READ(14,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline 1"GREEN LAI vs day"
READ(14,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline t "Order #times"
READ(14,*,ERR=999)orderS(l),timesS(l)
READ(14,FMT='(A80)',ERR.=999)aline 1"·,-----
READ(14,FMT='(A80),,ERR=999)aline 1"Spline Smoothing Settings(MULCH)"
READ(14,FMT='(A80)',ERR.=999)aline I" "
READ(14,FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline 1"MULCH LAI VI day"
READ(14,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)a1ine t "Order #times"
READ(14,*,ERR--999)order6(l),times6(l)

C

C
C SPLINING OF TIlE SUcnON VS WC DATA
C

DO i=l,MAX_TYPES
CALL WtSplin2(i,POINTSl,xsUC,xvOLWC,SPLINSLl)

ENDDO
c
c
c

c
c
c

SmooIh the wrve

DO j=l,MAX_TYPES
DO i=l,POINTSl(j)
xO(ij) = exp(XSUC(ij»
yO(ij) = exp(XVOLWC(ij»

ENODO
CALL SMOOnI(j,POINTSl,xO,yO,trd«l(j),timesl(j),semi_log)

ENODO
DO i=l,MAJCTYPES
CALL WtSplin2(i,P01NTS l,xO,yO,zO)

ENODO
IF(Debu&-SpIines)nIEN

GraPtthewrves

write(*,*)'Enter the Soil Type to JIBPl'
read(*,*) show
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c DOi=l,MAX_TYPES
i=show
call graph(i,POINTSl,xSUC,xvOLWC,SPLINSLl,yO,zO,

1 'Suction (kPa)','Volumetric Water Content (dec.)',semUog)
c ENODO

ENOIF
c
c Store Smoothed Curves
c

DO j=l,MAX_TYPES
DO i=l,POINTSl(j)
XVOLWC(iJ) = yO(iJ)
SPLINSLl(iJ) = zO(iJ)

ENODO
ENODO

C
C SPLINING OFnmSUcnON VS K DATA
C

DO i=l,MAX_TYPES
CAll. WtSplin2(i,POINTS2,xKSUc,xx:,SPLINSU)

ENODO
c
c
c

Smooth the cmvc

DO j=l,MAX_TYPES
DOi=1,POUNTS2(j)
xO(iJ) = exp(XKSUC(iJ»
yO(iJ) =exp(XK(iJ»

ENODO
CAlL SMOO1HG,POINTS2,xO,yO,ord«2G),times2(j),logaritbmic)

ENODO
DO i=l,MAJCTYPES
CAll. WtSpIin2(i,POINTS2,xO,yO,zO)

ENODO
IF(DebulLSpIines)1HEN

c
c Graph the cmves
c
c DO i=l,MAX_TYPES

i=show
call grap.(i,POINTS2,xKSUC,xK,SPLINSL2,yO,zO,

'Suction (kPa)','Hydraulic Conductivity (an/s)',1ogarithmic)
c ENODO

ENOIF
c
c Store Smoothed Curves
c

DO j=l,MAX_TYPES
DO i=1,POINTS2(j)
XK(iJ) = yO(iJ)
SPLINSL2(iJ) = zO(iJ)

ENODO
ENODO

C
C SPLINING OF WC VS TIIERMAL CONDUCTIVITY DATA
C

DO i=l,MAX_TYPES
CALL WtSpIin2(i,POINTS3,xLAMDWc,xLAMD,SPLINSL3)

ENODO
c
c
c

Smooth the aJrVC

DO j=l,MAX_TYPES
DO i=1,POINTS3G)
xO(id) = exp(XLAMDWC(iJ»
yO(iJ) =exp(XLAMD(iJ»

ENODO
CALL SMOOTIi(j,P01NTS3,xO,yO,oo:t«3(j),times3G),linear)

ENODO
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DO i=l,MAX_TYPES
CALL WtSplin2(i,P01NfS3,xO,yO,zO)

ENDOO
IF(Debu&-Splines)TIIEN

c
c Graph the all'Ve$

c
c 00 i=l,MA'CTYPES

i=show
call graph(i,POINTS3,xLAMDWc,xLAMD.SPLINSL3.yO.zO,

1 'Grav. Water Content (dec.)',"Ibermal Conductivity (W1m"'2)'.
1 linear)

c ENOOO
ENOIF

c
c Store Smoothed Curve$

c
DO j=l,MA'CTYPES

DOi=1,POUNTS30)
XLAMD(ij) = yO(ij)
SPLINSL3(ij) = 2D(ij)

ENOOO
ENDDO

C
C SPUNING OFWC VS VOL SPECIFIC HEAT DATA
C

DO i=l.MAX_TYPES
CAlL WtSplin2(i,POINTS4,xSHWc,xsH,SPLINSlA)

ENDOO
c
c
c

Smooth the curve

DO j=l,MAX_TYPES
DO i=1,POINTS40)
xO(ij) = exp(XSHWC(ij»
yO(ij) = exp(XSH(ij»

ENDDO
CALL SMOOTIIO,POINTS4,xO,yO,m1«40),times4(j),)inear)

ENDDO
DO i=l,MA'CTYPES
CAlL WtSplin2(i,POINTS4,xO,yO,zO)

ENDDO
IF(Debu&-SpIines)TIIEN

c
c <irapl the all'Ve$

c
c OOi=l,MAX_TYPES

i=show
call grapt(i,POINTS4,xSHWc,xsH,SPLINSlA,yO,zO,

'Grav. Water Content (dec.)','SpeciflC Heat (JIm"'3-C)',
linear)

c ENDDO
ENOIF

c
c Store Smoothed Curve$

c
00j=l,MAX_TYPES

DO i=1,POINTS40>
XSH(ij) = yO(ij)
SPLINSlA(ij) = 2D(ij)

ENOOO
ENDOO

C
C SPLINING OF TEMPERATURE VI UWC
C

IF( ICE) THEN
DO 1=1, MAX_TYPES
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c
c
c

c
c
c

CALL WtSpUn2(l,POINTS7,xvOLUWc,xTEM,SPLINSL7)
ENDOO

Smooth the curve

DO J=1,MAX_TYPES
DO 1=1,POINTS70)
d(lJ) = exp(XVOLUWC(lJ»
yO(lJ) = ap(XTEM(IJ»

ENDDO
CALL SMOOTH(J,POINTS7,xO,yO,order70),times70),IogarIthmlc)

ENDDO
DO 1=1, MAX_TYPES

CALL WtSpIiD2(l,POINTS7,ri,yO,zO)
ENDDO
IF(DebULSpIlnes)THEN

Graph the curves

I=show
c DO 1=l,MAX_TYPES

caD gnph(I,POINTS7,xvOLUWc,xTEM,SPLINSL7,yO,zO,
1 'UntrozeD Water Cantent (dec.)', 'N.tive Tempenture (C)',
1 JoprIthmIc)

c ENDDO
ENDIF

c
c
c

Store Smoothed Curves

DO J=t.MAX-TYPES
DO 1=1,POINTS70)

XTEM(IJ) =yO(lJ)
SPLINSL7(1J) = zO(lJ)
ENDDO

ENDDO
ENDIF

C
C SPLINING OF UWC va TEMPERATURE
C

IF( ICE ) THEN
DO 1=1, MAX.-TYPES

CALL WtSplln2(l,POINTS8,YTEM,YVOLUWc,SPLlNSLI)
ENDDO

c
c
c

Smooth the curve

DOJ=l,MAX_TYPES
DO 1=1,POINTS8(J)
d(IJ) =op(ytem(lJ»
yO(lJ) =ap(yvoIuwc(lJ»

ENDOO
CALL SMOOTB(J,POINTS8,xO,yO,order8(J),tImes8(J),Hmi.Jac)

ENDDO
DO 1=1, MAX_TYPES

CALL WtSpIIn2(I,POINTS8,xO,yO,zO)
ENDDO
IF(DebULSpIIDes)TBEN

c
c Graph the aanes
c ,-------
c DO I=l,MAX_TYPES

I=show
caD graph(l,POINTS8,ytmI,yvoluwc,SPLINSL8,yO,zO,

1 'Negative Temperature (C)','UDfrozeD Water Content (dec.)',
1 .IDCIog)

c ENDDO
ENDIF

c
c
c

Store Smoothed Curves
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DO J=1,MAX_TYPES
DO 1=1,POINTS8(J)
yvaluwc(lJ) =yO(lJ)
SPLINSL8(IJ) = zO(lJ)
ENDDO

ENDDO
ENDIF

C
C SPLINING OF dSUCIdTEM no UDfrozeD valumetric water content
C

IF( ICE) THEN
DO 1=1, MAX_TYPES

CALL WtSplln2(I,POINTS9,GVOLUWc,xg,SPLINSL9)
ENDDO

c
c
c

Smooth the curve

DO J=1,MAX_TYPES
DO 1=1'poINTS9(J)

xO(lJ) =ap(gvoIuwc(lJ»
yO(lJ) =ap(sg(IJ»

ENDDO
CALL SMOOTB(J,POINTS9,sO,yO,order9(J),Umes9(J),IoprIthmk)

ENDDO
DO 1=1, MALTYPES

CALL WtSpUn2(I,POINTS9,xO,yO,zO)
ENDDO
IF(Deb~SpUDes)THEN

c
c Graph the curves
c
c DO 1=1,MAX_TYPES

I=show
all gnph(l,POINTS9,gvoluwc,qg,SPLINSL9,yO,zO,

1 'UDfnrItD Water CoDteDt (dec.)','dSUCIdTEM',
1 1cJprIthmk)

c ENDDO
ENDIF

c
c Store Smoothed Curves
c

DO J=l,MAX..1YPES
DO 1=1,POINTS9(J)
qg(lJ) = yO(lJ)
SPLINSL9(IJ) = zO(lJ)
ENDDO

ENDDO
ENDIF

c
C SPLINING OF THE GREEN LAI VS DAY DATA
C

IF(VEGETATION)THEN
CAll. WtSplin2(1,POINTS5,xLAIDAY,xLAI,SPLINSLS)

c
c
c

c
c
c

Smooth the wrve

DO i=1,POINTS5(1)
xO(i,l) =exp(XLAIDAY(i,l»
yO(i,l) = exp(XLAl(i,l»

ENDDO
CAll. SMOOm(l,POINTS5,xO,yO,<lI'derS(l),timesS(1),linear)
CAll. WtSplin2(1,POINTS5,xO,yO,zO)

Graph the curves

IF(DebU&-Splines)THEN
call graph(1,POINTS5,xLAIDAY,xLAI,SPLINSL5,yO,zO,

'Day','Green Leaf Area Index',linear)
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c
c
c

ENDIF

Store Smoothed Curves

DO i=l,POIN'I'SS(l)
XLAI(i,l) = yO(i,l)
SPLINSLS(i,l) = zO(i,l)

ENDDO

C
C SPLINING OF nIB MULCH LAI VS DAY DATA
C

IF(POINfS6(l).NE.O)1HEN
CALL WtSpliD2(1,POIN'I'S6,xMULClIDAY,xMULCH,SPLINSL6)

c
c
c

c
c
c

c
c
c

Smooth the wrve

DO i=l,POlNTS6(l)
xO(i,l) = exp(XMULCHDAY(i,l»
yO(i,l) = exp(XMULCH(i,l»

ENDDO
CALL SMOOTIl(1,POIN'I'S6,xO,yO,mter6(1),times6(1),linear)
CALL WtSpliD2(1,POINTS6,xO,yO,zO)
IF(DebU&-Splines)1HEN

Graph the curves

call grapb(1,POIN'I'S6,xMULClIDAY,xMULCH,SPLINSL6,yO,zO,
'Day','Dead Mulch Leaf A!ea !ndex',linear)

ENDIF

Store Smoothed Curves

DO i=l,POINTS6(l)
XMULCH(i,l) =yO(i,l)
SPLINSL6(i,l) = zO(i,l)

ENDDO
BNDIF

BNDIF

! Eosure that all variables have been e<nedly defIned
! Contains all function declarations
! CoIIlains all common block declarations

C
C Call Subroutine to Write Splines to a Data File
C

CALL WRITESPLINES
C

CLOSE(UNIT=14)
C

RETURN
999 WRITE(*,*) aline

STOP '&ror in splines data file'
END

SUBROUTINE WRITE_NOD(Water)
C
C This subroutine writes out the abreviated venion of the
C daily output to the output file.
C

IMPLICIT NONE
INCLUDE 'FUNcnON.Fl'
INCLUDE'DECLARE.FI'

C
REAL gravwc
INTEGERi
INTEGERIOFLUSH
INTEGER IORESULT
INTEGER soil
REAL satnode
REAL specif

I (dec) Gravimetric water coDtent at the node points
I Loop Coonter

I Intrinsic Function to flush file buffer
! Holds return value for ioflusb

! The c:wrent soil type
! (emls) Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity

! (mmlday) the specified rainfall
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C

REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL

voIWatCon
press_head
totaChead
avail-POIOS
Warer
k,lamda

! (dec) Volumetric Water Content
! (kPa) Pressure Head
! (kPa) Total Head
! (%) Available Porosity

I (mmlday) The Olange in Water in the System
! (anIs), (W1nC)

WRlTE(48,7)NDAY
write(48,*) ttime

7 FORMAT( Elpsd time = ',13,' days')
IF( MAXD_OUT_TODAY.GT.O.O)TIIEN
WRI1E(48,*)'WARNING: The system failed to converge within the '
WRI1E(48,*)' specified maximum number of iterations'
WR.1TE(48,*)' one or more times during the aDTent day!'
WRITE(48,*)' Total Non-Covergence Time = ',MAXD_OUT_TODAY

ENDIF

IF(QW(I,2).EQ.l.OOE+20)TIIEN
specif =O.OOEO

ELSEIF(NDAY.EQ.O)TIIEN
specif = O.OOEO

ELSE
specif = QW(I,2) * 24 * 3600 * 1000

ENDIF
write(48.8) PEsum
write(48,9) AEsum
write(48,10) PTsum
write(48.11) ATsum
write(48.12) (AEsum + ATsum)
write(48,13) Water
write(48.14) specif
write(48,1S) Runoff
IF(VEGETA110N)TIIEN
write(48,16) SFLUX(RootDepth(2»

ELSE
write(48,17) SFLUX(I)

ENDIF
write(48,18) LAI,MULCH
IF(STEADYSTA1E)TIIEN
WRI1E(*,*)' Converged'

ELSEIF(.NOT.GRAPffiCS)TIIEN
WRITE(*,8) PEsum
WRI1E(*.9) AEsum
WRITE(*,10) PTsum
WR.1TE(*,ll) ATsum
WRITE(*,12) (AEsum + ATsum)
WRITE(*.13) Water
WRITE(*.14) specif
WRITE(*.1S) Runoff
IF(VEGETAll0N)TIIEN
WRITE(*.16) SFLUX(RootDepth(2»

ELSE
WRI1E(*,l7) SFLUX(l)

ENDIF
WRI1E(*,18) LAI.MULCH

ENDIF
8 FORMAT( Pot. Evap. = '.09.3,' mmlday ')
9 FORMAT(' AetualEvap. =',09.3,' mmlday ')
10 FORMAT(' Pot. Transp. =',09.3,' mmlday ')
11 FORMAT(' Actual Transp. = ',09.3,' mmlday ')
12 FORMAT(' Actual Evapottans. =',09.3,' mmlday ')
13 FORMAT(' Water Balance = ',09.3,' mmlday ')
14 FORMAT(' Specified Rainfall = ',09.3,' mmlday ')
15 FORMAT(' Total Runoff = '.09.3,' mmlday ')
16 FORMAT( Net Inf1ltr. = '.09.3,' mmlday (at root base) ')
17 FORMAT( Net lnfI1tr. = '.09.3,' mm/day (at soil surface) ')
18 FORMAT(' Leaf AI ='.09.3,' (Green) ',09.3,' (Mulch) ')

IF(NDAY.EQ.O)TIIEN
write(48,*) , Root. system extends from Dla to Dla em depth'

ELSEIF(VEGETA110N)TIIEN
WRITE(48.19) (yCORD(I)-YCORD(RootT0p(2»).
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1 (YCORD(I)-YCORD(RootDepth(2»)
IF(.NOT.GRAPffiCS)THEN
write(*.19) (YCORD(I)-YCORD(RootT0p(2))).

1 (YCORD(I)-YCORD(RootDepth(2)))
ENDIF

ELSE
WRITE(48.*) , Root system extends from oJa to oJa em depth'

ENDIF
19 FORMAT(' Root system extends from ',F6.2: to ',F6.2,' em depth')
C

WRl1l3(48.*)' Y Water Te~ Grav.Ice (Ua-Uw) Ie'
WRITE(48.*)' Ccxrd. Content - Contmt
WRl1l3(48,*)' (m) (%) (C) (%) (kPa) (mls)'

C
DO i=I.NNODES.(PNODES-l)

soil = SOn.TYPE(i)
volWatCon = Calc_VoIWc(soil.SUCNOD(i»
gravwc = volWatConlGS(soil)/(l.OEO-PORS(soil»
satnode = voIWatConlPORS(soil)
IF( satnode.Gr.l.OEO)THEN

satnode = l.OEO
ENDIF
total_bead = -SUCNOD(i)IGRAV + YCORD(i)/lOO.OEO
avail~ = lOO.OEO*(l-samode)
k = Calc_K(soil.SUCNOD(i).nodvolice(i»
.....cIa =Cak_ThermaLCcJDd(soU,gravwc,teIn(l),

1 Bocivolk:e(l))! ( WImC) Thennal Conductivity

WRlTE(48,20)(YCORD(I)lloo.O),(loo.O*gravwc),TEM(I),
1 loo.O*NODVOLICE(I)*rbobIp(soIl)I(l.G-pors(soIl)
1 ,8UCNOD(J),k,IamcIa

20 FORMAT(' ',F6.3.F8.3,F6.1 ,F8.3.GlO.3.Ell.3.fS.3)
ENDOO

C
IORESULT =IOR.USH(48)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE WRITE_OUT(Water)
C
C This subroutine writes out the detailed daily WlpUt
C

IMPLICIT NONE ! Eosure that all variables have been cmectly defmed
INnUDE 'FUNCTION.FI' ! CoalaiDs all function declarations
INnUDE'DEaJ\RE.FI' ! Contains all common block declarations

C
REAL dv ! Diffusion Coeffecient of Water 1'brwgh Soil
REAL beat ! Specific Heat at Node
IN1EGER i ! Loop Counter
INTEGER IOfLUSH ! Intrinsic Function to flush file buffer
INI'EGER IORESULT ! Holds return value for 1he ioflusb function
REAL k ! Hydraulic Conductivity at Node
REAL lamda ! 'IbtmIaI Conductivity at Node
REAL Lapsed ! Total ron time in minutes
INI'EGER Soil ! The current soil type
REAL satvapoor! SaIurated vapour Pressure at Node
REAL satCond! Hydraulic Conductivity for the Saturated Condition
REAL specif ! (mmlday) 1he specified rainfall
CHARACTER*l t ! A tab cbarader
REAL vapour ! vapour Pressure at Node
REAL volWatCon ! Volumetric Water Content at Gauss Points
REAL Water ! (mmlday) The ClwIge in Water in the System

C
t=CHAR(9)
IF( (QW(l.2).EQ.l.00E+20) .OR. (NDAY.EQ.O»THEN
specif = O.OOEO
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ELSE
specif = QW(I.2) * 24 * 3600 * 1000 Iconvert units from mls to mm1day

ENDIF
WRITE(48,*)'E1apsed',1,'Pot',1,'Act',1,'Pot',1,'Act',1,'Tot',1,
1 'Wat«',1,'Spec',1,'Runotf,1,'LAf,1,'LAf,1,'Not'
WRITE(48,*)Tune',1,'Evap',1,'Evap',1,'Tran',1,'Tran',1,'ET,1,
1 'Bal',1,'flux',1,1,'Green',1,'Muldl',1,'Converged'
WRITE(48,*)'days',1,'(mm)',1,'(mm)',1,'(mm)',t,'(mm)',1,'(mm)',1,
1 '(mm)',1,'(mm)',1,'(mm)',1,'(mm)',1,1,'(secnds)'
WRlTE(48,1)NDAY,t,PEsum,t,AEsum,1,Pfsum,t,ATsum,t,AEsum+ATsum,t,
1 Waw,t,specif,t,Runoff,t,LAI,1,MULCH,1,
1 MAXD_OUCTODAY

1 FORMAT(' ',I3,Al,F9.3,Al,P9.3,Al,P9.3,Al,P9.3,Al,F9.3,Al,P9.3,Al,
1 F9.3,Al,P9.3,Al,G9.3,Al,G9.3,Al,G9.3)
IF(STEADYSTATE)1lIEN

WRITE(*,*)' Converged'
ELSEIF(.NOT.GRAPmCS)1lIEN

IF( «NDAYrl2)*22).EQ.NDAY )1HEN IWrite Headings every 40 days
WRITE(*,*)'DAY PE AE AT SF "

, Runoff WB Tune'
WR1TE(*,*)' (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) "

1 '(mm) (mm) (min)'
ENDIF
Lapsed =SECNDS(IlMEO)16O.0 I Determining the total elapsed time for ron so far.
WRITE(*,S) NDAY,PEsum,AEsum,ATsum,SfLUX(I),Runoff,Waw,Lapsed

S FORMAT(' ',I3,F8.2,' ',F8.2,' ',F8.2,' ',F8.2,' ',F8.2,
1 ' ',F8.2,' ',F8.1)
ENDIF

C
WRI1E(48,*)'Y',1,'GWC,1,T,1,'Sue',t,'TtlHd',1,'LqF,1,'VpF',1,
1 '1lJF,1,'PRU',1,'ARU',1,'VWC,1,'Sat',1,'HydCnd'.1,
1 'Dv',1,'Vpp'
WRlTE(48,*)'(m)',1,'(%)',1,'(C)',1,'(m)',1,'(kPa)',1,'(mm)',1,
1 '(mm)',1,'(mm)',1,'(mIm)',1,'(mIm)',1,'(%)',1,'(%)',1,
1 '(mls)',1,1,'(kPa)'

C
DO i=I,NNODES,(pNODES-l)

soil =SOILTYPE(i)
wrwC(i) =Calc_VolWc(soil,SUCNOD(i»

1 lGS(soil)/(UEO-PORS(soil)
volWatCon = WIWC(i)*GS(IOiI)*(I.O-PORS(soil»
IF( PORS(soil).LT.volWatCoD )TIIEN
satCond = 1.0

ELSE
satCond = voIWatConIPORS(soil)

ENDIF
k =Calc_K(soU,SUCNOD(i»
dv =Calc_vapoul"_Diff('IEM(i)+273.0,voIWatCon,NODVOUCE(i),PORS(soil»
satVapeur = Calc_SatVp(TBM(i)+273.0)
IF(SUCNOD(i).ILO.<EO) 1lIEN

vapwr =satVapour*O.1
ELSE

vapeur = exp{(-2.1674E-03*SUCNOD(i»)/('IEM(i)+273.0»
1 *satVapour*O.1

ENDIF
WRI1E(48,20)YCORD(i)/I00.0,t,I00.0*W1WC(i),1,TEM(i),1,

1 SUCNOD(i),1,YCORD(i)/I00.O-SUCNOD(i)/GRAV,1,SfLUXL(i),1,
1 SFLUXV(i),1,SFLUX(i),1,SFLUXPRU(i)llO.,1,SfLUXARU(i)/10.,
1 1,1OO.O*volWatCon,1,l00.O*satCond,1,k,1,dv,1,vapwr

20 FORMAT(' ',F6.3,Al,F8.3,Al,F6.1,Al,Gl1.3,Al,Gl1.3,Al,GI0.3,Al,
1 GI0.3,Al,GI0.3,AI,GI0.3,AI,GI0.3,A1,F6.2,A1,F8.2,AI,
1 G9.2,Al,Gll.2,Al,F7.2)
ENDDO

C
IORESULT = IOFLUSH(48)

C
RETURN
END
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C

SUBROUTINE WRITESPLINES
C
C nm~w~me~~roamemeu~m~

C in the spline.dat file.
C

C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INa..UDE 'FUNCTION.F1'
INa..UDE'DEC1ARE.Fl'

CHARACIER*80 aline
INTEGER datapoinIs
INTEGER I
IN1EGER soil
REAL max_x
REAL min_x
REAL s
real spline_min
REAL x
REAL y

IEnsure that all variables have been conectly defm~
IContains all function declarations
! Contains all common block declarations

IU~ ro skip over tile comments
I NUII1beI' c1 data points to generate

I Loop Counter
I Layer to generate splined me points from
I Maximum X to lookup
I Minimun X ro lookup

I Calculated slope of the curve at X.
! The smallest suction in the spline

IX coordinate of data point
I Y axrdinate c1 data point

C
C Skip over initial comment lines in me tile
C

READ(14.FMT='(A80)'.ERR=999)a1ine !"----
READ(14.FMT='(A80)'.ERR=999)aline I "Raw Spline Data Output Sell"
READ(14.FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline I" "

C
e WRITING OF TIlE SUCTION VS we DATA
C

READ(14.FMT='(A80)'.ERR=999)aline I "Suction VB VoIWc"
READ(14,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline I "Layer 'Points,Min,Max"
READ(14,*)soil,datapoints,min_x,max_x
IF(datapoints.GT.l)1lIEN
OPEN(UNIT=lS,FILE='SUC_WIWC.TXT,STATUS='UNKNOWN')
spline_min =exp( xsuc(l,soil) )
00 20 i =O,datapoints-l
x = min_x + ( max_x-min_x )*I1( datapoblts-l )
IF(X.le.spline_min)1lIEN
y=(sucCint(soil)-RM2WA(soil)*X)JGS(soil)/(l.0E0-PORS(soil»
s = RM2WA(soil)

FLSE
Y= FN_POINT(soil,POINTSl,xsue,xvOLwc,SPLINSLl,x)

1 IGS(soil)/(l.OEO-PORS(soil»
s = FN_SLOPE(soil,POINTSl,xSUc,xvOLWe,SPLINSLl,x)

ENDIF
WRI1E(lS,*)x,y,s

20 CONTINUE
a..OSE(UNIT=lS)
ENDIF

C

C
C WRlTING OF TIlE SUCTION VS K DATA
C

READ(14.FMT='(A80)',ERR=999)aline I "Suction VB Hyd Cond"
READ(14,FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline I "Layer 'Points,Min,Max"
READ(14,*)soil,datapoints,min_x,max_x
IF(datapoiots.GT.l)THEN
OPEN(UNIT=lS,FILE='SUC_HYD.TXT,STATUS='UNKNOWN')
00 30 I = O,datapoints-l
x =min_x + ( max_x-mio_x )*I1( datapoints-l )
Y= FN_POINT(soil,POINTS2,xKSUC,xK,SPLINSL2,

+ X)/lOO.OEO
WRI1E(lS,*)x,y

30 CONTINUE
a..OSE(UNIT=lS)
ENDIF
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C

C
C WRITING OF WC VS THERMAL CONDUCl1VITY DATA
C

READ(14.FMT='(A80),,ERR=999)aline I "WtWc VB Therm Cond"
READ(14.FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline I "Layer #Points,Min,Max"
READ(14.*}8oil,datapoints.min_X,DlIX_X
IF(datapoints.GT.1)1HEN
OPEN(UNIT=lS,FILE='WIWC_mC.TXT.STAlUS='UNKNOWN')
00 40 I =O,datapoints-l
x =min_x + ( DlIX_X-min_X )*I1( datapoints-l )
Y=FN_POINT(soil,POINTS3,xLAMDWC,xLAMD.SPLINSL3.x)
WR.ITE(lS.*)x,y

40 CONTINUE
a.OSE(UNIT=lS)
ENDIF

C
C
C WlUTING OF WC VS VOL SPECIFIC HEAT DATA
C

READ(14.FMT='(A80)'.ERR=999)aline I "WtWc VB Spec. Heat"
READ(14.FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline !"Layer #PoiDts,Min,Max"
READ(14.*)soil.datapoints.min_x.DlIX_x
IF(datapoints.GT.l)1HEN
OPEN(UNIT=lS,FILE--'WIWC_SPH.TXT.STAlUS='UNKNOWN')
00 SO I =O.datapoints-l
x =min_x + ( DIIX_X-min_X )*I1( datapoints-l )
Y=FN_POINT(soil,POINTS4,xSHWC,xsH,SPLINSL4,x)
WR.ITE(lS.*)x,y

SO CONTINUE
a.OSE(UNIT=lS)
ENDIF

C
C
C WRITING OF TEMPERATURE ft UWC DATA
C

READ(l4tFMT='(ABO)',ERll=999)a11ae t ''Temperature .. UDfrozeD VoIw/c:"
READ(l4,FMT='(A80)',ERll=999)111ae ! "Layer••u,Min,Mu"
READ(14,*)soII,datapoIntB,mln~
IF(datapoInfs.GT.l)1BEN
OPEN(UNIT=l5,FILE='TEM..UWC.TXT',8TATUS='UNKNOWN')
DO 55 I =o,datapGba....l
x =JDIn-.X +( 1DU~·1IliIu )*V( datapoID....l )
Y= FNJ»OINT(soD,POINTS7,xvOLUWc,xTEM,SPLINSL7,s)
WRITE(15,*)x,y

55 CONTINUE
CLOSE(UNlT=15)
ENDIF

C
C
C WRI11NG OF UWC VS TEMPERATURE DATA
C

READ(l4,FMT='(ABO)',ERR--999)a11ae ! "UDfrozeD VoIw/c: ft Temperature"
READ(l4,FMT='(AIO)',ERll=999)111ae t "Layer••u,Min,Mu"
READ(l4,*)IOII,datapalntB,mln x,mu x
IF(datapoInfs.GT.l)TBEN
OPEN(UNIT=l5,FILE='UWC_1'EM.TXT',8TATUS='UNKNOWN')
DO 56 I =G,cIataJQD....l
x =JDIn-.X +(1DU~·mIn~ )*V( d8tap0JD....l )
Y= FN_POINT(soO,POINTS8,ytem,yvoluwc:,SPLINSL8,J:)
WRITE(15,*)x,y

56 CONTINUE
CLOSE(UNlT=15)
ENDIF

C
C WRITING OF clSUCldTEM VS UWC DATA
C

READ(l~='(A80)',ERR.--999.e ! "clSUCidTEM VSo UWC"
READ(l~='(A80)',ERR=999)111ae ! "Layer••u,MIn,Mu"
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! EDsure that all variables bave been cmectly defined
IContains all function declarations
! Contains all common block dec1aralions

READ(14,*)soD,datapoints,min~.--
IF(datapolnts.GT.l)THEN
OPEN(UNIT=1S,FILE='dSdT_UWC.TXT',8TATUS='UNKNOWN')
DO 58 I = O,datapomts-l
]I: =mIn.-- + ( max.--·mIn.-- )*V( datapolnts-l )
Y= FN_POINT(soD,POINTS9,gvoluwc,xgg,SPLINSL9.x)
WRlTE(lS,*)x,y

58 CONTINUE
CLOSE(UNIT=1S)
ENDIF

c
C WRITING OF LA! VS DAY DATA
C

IF(VEGETA110N)1HEN
READ(14,FMT='(ASO)'.ERR=999)aline !"LA! vs Day"
READ(14.FMT='(A8O)',ERR=999)aline ! "Layer #Points.Min,Max"
READ(14,*)soil,datapoiDts,min_x,JDaX_X
IF(datapoints.GT.l)1HEN
OPEN(UNIT=IS,Fn.E='LACDAY.TXT.STAlUS='UNKNOWN')
DO 60 I = O.datapoints-l
x = min_x + (JDaX_x-min_x )*I1( datapoiDts-l )
Y=FN_POINT(I,POINTSS,xLAIDAY,xLAI,SPLINSLS,x)
WRlTE(lS.*)x,y

60 CONTINUE
a.OSE(UNlT=lS)

ENDIF
ENDIF

C------------
RETURN

999 WRITE(*.*) aline
STOP 'Error in splines data file'
END

SUBROUTINE WtSplin2(soll,N,x,Y,SPLINE)
C
C This subroutine calmlates the spline weights given the number ..
C of points. and the X and Y axrdinates of each point
C This subroutine was criginally supplied by geoslqJe and modified
C slightly to meet WI' needs.
C

IMPLICIT NONE
INa.UDE 'FUNCI10N.FI'
INa.UDE'DEa.ARE.FI'

C
REAL a (MAJCPOINTS) ! Teqxary Matrixes med in Spline Calc's
REAL b (MAJCPOINI'S) ! Teqxxwy Matrixes used in Spline Calc's
REAL beta ! Telq)OlUy Vlriable
REAL deltaX<MAX_POINTS) ! Tempcnry Variable
REAL deltaY<MAXYOINI'S) ! TmqxnryVariabie
REAL c <MAX_POINTS-I) I Tclq)OlUy Matrix med in Spline Calc's
IN1EGER i ! 1.oq) Counter
REAL gam <MAX_POINI'S) ! Telq)OlUy Vector ftr Spline
IN1EGER soil ! Current Layer
IN1EGER N <MAX_TYPES) ! Number ofDataPoints
REAL wi.wil ! Tempcnry CalaJ1ation Variables
REAL r <MAX_POINTS) ! Telq)OlUy Matrixes med in Spline Calc's
REAL SPLINE(MAJCPOINI'S.MAJCTYPES)! SlqJe VectorftrSpIine
REAL X <MAX_POINTS.MAX_TYPES)! X eo«dinales ofdata points
REAL Y <MAX_POINI'S.MAX_TYPES)! Y coordinaIes of data points

C
X (l,soil) =LOG(X(l,soil»
Y (l,soil) =LOG(Y(l,soil»
SPLlNE(l,soil) =0.0
b (I) = 2.0
DO i =2,N(soil)
X (i,soil) =LOG(X(i,soU»
Y (i,soil) =LOG(Y(i,soU»
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IF ( X(i.soil)LTX(i-l,soil) )TIIEN
WRITE(*.*) , X values not in ascending <rder '

~
ENDIF
SPLlNE(i.soil) = 0.0
b (i) =2.0
deltaX(i-l) =X(i.soil) - X(i-l,soil)
deltaY(i-l) = Y(i,soil) - Y(i-l,soil)

ENDDO

c(1) = 1.0
a(N(soil» = 1.0
r(1) = 3.0*( deltaY(l) IdeltaX(l) )
r(N(soil» = 3.0*( deltaY(N(soil)-l)1deltaX(N(soil)-l»
wit = EXP(-3.O*LOG( 1.0+(deltaY(1)*deltaY(1»
1 l(deltaX(l)*deltaX(l»»
00 i=2.N(soil)-1

wi =wil
wil =EXP(-3.O*LOG( 1.0+(deltaY(i)*deltaY(i»

1 l(deltaX(i)*deltaX(i»»
a(i) = wi*deltaX(i)/(wi*deltaX(i)+wil*deltaX(i-l»
c(i) = 1.0 - a(i)
r(i) = 3.O*a(i)*deltaY(i-l)/deltaX(i-l)

1 +3.0*c(i)*deltaY(i) IdeltaX(i)
ENDOO

C III I II 11111 ***
C TRIDIAG_SOLVER
C 11111111111111111 11111111111111111111111111111111111111 ....

IF (ABS(b(1»LT.l.0E-lS) TIIEN
WRITE(*.*) , Zero on diagonal; cannot solve Tridiag equations'
stop

END IF
beta=b(l)
spline(1,soil) = r(1)/beta
00 i = 2,N(soil)

gam(i) =c(i-l)/beta
beta =b(i) - a(i) *gam(i)
IF (ABS(beta)LT.l.0E-8 ) TIIEN
WR.ITE(*.*) , Divide by zero; cannot solve Tridiag equations'
stop

END IF
spline(i.soil) = (r(i)-a(i)*spline(i-l,soil»Jbeta

ENDDO
DO i=n(soil)-l.l.-l
spline(i,soil) = spline(i,soil) - gam(i+1) * spline(i+1,soil)

ENDOO
C "I"I1..............1"**'11"**'II1"**'111...1*111t**l1t**l1t**l.....1 IIt**lI1t**l1t**l.....It**lIt**l...I..1 1_*1********

00 i=l.N(soil)
IF( r(i).EQ.O.O) SPLlNE(i.soil)=O.OEO

ENDOO
C

RETIJRN
END
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C This function calculates a sin distribution for relative humidity
C

REAL FUNCTION Calc_AirRH(DayLeng,TimeScnds)
C

C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INQ.UDE'DECLARE.FI'

REAL DayLeng
REAL sunrise
REAL sunset
REAL MaxRh
REAL MinRh
REAL MaxRhO
REAL MaxRb2
REAL TuneScnds
REAL timeHrs

! Ensure that all variables have been correctly defined

! (HRS) Number ofhours in a day
! (HRS) Hour of the day in which the SUD rises (ie 12:00am = 0)
! (HRS) Hour of the day in which the sun sets

! (K) Max air temp
! (K) Min air temp of the current day
! (K) max air temp of the previous day
I (K) max air temp of the next day
! (Seconds) current time

! (HRS) current time

C

C

C

IF(DFLUX)TIIEN
Calc_AirRH =RICMax(2)

ELSE
sunrise = 12.0 - (DayLengl2.0) + Rh_Lag
sunset =12.0 + (DayLengll.O) + Rh_Lag
timeHrs = TimeScnds /3600.0
MinRh =RH_Min(2)
MaxRh =RH_Max(2)

maxRhO =RH_Max(l)
maxRh2 =RH_Max(3)

IF«timeHrs.GT.sunrise).AND.(timeHrs.LT.sunset»1lIEN
Calc_AirRH =MaxRh + (MinRh - MaxRh) *

1 SIN(pi*(timeHrs - sunrise)/DayLeng)
ELSEIF(timeHrs.LE.sunrise) TIIEN
Calc-AirRH =(MaxRhO + MaxRh + (MaxRh-MaxRhO)

1 *timeHrslsunrise )12.0
ELSE
Calc_AirRH =(MaxRh + (MaxRh2-MaxRh)12.0

1 *(timeHrs-sunset)/(24.-sunset»
ENDIF
ENDIF

RETURN
END

C This function calculates a sin distribution f<r temperature
C

REAL FUNCTION Calc_AIRTemp(DayLeng,TimeScnds)
C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INQ.UDE'DECLARE.FI'

I EDsure that all variables have been correctly dermed

C

REAL DayLeng
REAL max_I
REAL min_I
REAL min_O
REAL min_2
REAL sunrise
REAL sunset
REAL TuneScnds
REAL timebrs

! (HRS) Number of hours in a day
!oo Maxairteq>
! (K) Min air teq> of the current day
! (K) Min air temp of the previous day
! (K) Min air temp of the next day
! (HRS) Hour of the day in which the SUD rises (ie 12:OOam=0)
I (HRS) Hour of the day in which the sun sets

! (sends) current time
I (HRS) current time

IF(DFLUX)TIIEN
Calc_airtemp =lEMPAMAX(2) + 273.0

ELSE
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sunrise = 12.0 - (DayLengl2.0) +Te~e_Lag
suoset = 12.0 + (DayLengl2.0) + Temperature_Lag
timehrs =TimeScnds /3600.0
max_I = TEMPAMAX(2)
min_O = lEMPAMIN(l)
min_I = lEMPAMIN(2)
min_2 =lEMPAMIN(3)

C
IF«timehrs.GT.sunrise).AND.(timebrsLT.suoset)}nIEN
Calc_airtemp = min_I + (max_l - min_I) *

1 SIN(pi*(timebrs - sunrise)
1 /(sunset - sunrise) ) + 273.0 ! (K)
ELSEIF(timehrs.LE.sunrise) TIIEN

Calc_airtemp =(min_O+min_l + (min_l-min_O)
1 *timebrslsumise )12.0 + 273.0 ! (K)
ELSE

Calc_airtemp =(min_l + (min_2-min_l)12.0
1 *(timehrs-sunset)l(24.-sunset» + 273.0 ! (K)
ENDIF
ENDIF

C
RE1URN
END

C This function is used by the subrootine TIERA1E' to detennine
C if convergence bas been adJieved.
C

LOGICAL FUNCTION ConvergenceO
C

converged =TRUE
i=O
DO WHILE( iLT.NNODES .AND. converged )

i=i+l

C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INQ.UOE'DEa..ARE.FI'

IN'IEGER i,soil
LOGICAL converged
REAL diff
REAL volwc,voluwc
REAL fn~int

! CootaiDs all common block declarations

! Loop Counter
! Logical flag to indicate when system bas converged

! Relative dlaDge in Suction or Temperature

C
C Convergence for suction is based upon a relative convergence
C which is cbecked at every node.
C

IF(PRESNOD(i).NE.O.OEO)THEN ! Prevent division by 7a'O

diff =ABS( SUCNOD(i)-PRESNOD(i) )IPRESNOD(i)
ELSEIF(SUCNOD(i).NE.O.OEO)THEN

diff= 1.0E0
ENDIF

IF(cIiff.GT.PUSNORM)TIIEN
converged = FALSE
IF( STEADYSTA1E)TIIEN

WRI1E(*,l)i,diff*100.0,SUCNOD(i)
1 FORMATC Node',13,' OIange ',F6.2,

1 '% Suction',G17.4)
ENDIF

ENDIF

C
C Convergence for temperature is based upon a relative conv.
C which is cbecked at every node.
C

IF(PRETNOD(i).NE.O.OEO)TIIEN ! Prevent division by 7a'O

cliff = ABS( 1EM(i)-PRETNOD(i) )/PRETNOD(i)
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ELSEIF(TEM(i).NE.O.OEO)TIIEN
di1f = 1.0B0

ENDIF

IF( diff.GT.PUTNORM )TIIEN
IF( SlEADYSTATE.AND.converged)TIIEN

WRITE(*,2)i,diff*1OO.O,1EM(i)
2 FORMAT(' Node',I3,' Cwlse ',F6.2,

1 '% Temperature',p}.2)
ENDIF
converged =FALSE

ENDIF

c
C Convergence f(X' ice content~ the unfrozen water content
C given by the soil freezing auve and soil wita' mrve
C
ENDDO

Convergence =converged
C

RE1URN
END

C This function calaJIates the time (HR) of the DAYlENG
C

REAL FUNCTION Calc_DAYLENG(N) !(Hours)
C

INCLUDE'DECLARE.FI'
C

REAL degrees t Degrees
REAL ws tDaylight angle (degrees)
IN1EGER N t No. of days past Jan 1.

C
degrees =23.45*SIN«360.0*(284.O+N)I365)*PIII80)
ws =ACOS(-TAN(LAT*PII180.0)*TAN(degrees*PIII80.0»
Calc_DAYLENG =2*(12.M»I)*ws

C
RE1URN
END

C This function does a spline lookup and IeturDs the Y vl1ue
C cxrrerpondiDg to the supplied X value.
C

REAL FUNCTION Fn_Point(Type,N,x,Y,SpUne,Lookup)

IN1EGER Type ICurrent Layer
INTEGER N (MAJCTYPES) t Number eX Points in Spline
REAL X (MAX_POINTS,MAJCTYPES) I X eo<rdinates eX data points
REAL Lookup IX value eX point to lookup
REAL Y (MAX_POINTS,MAX_TYPES) t Y coordinates eX data points
REAL Spline(MAX_POINTS,MAJCTYPES) t CIlculated data from Spline

C

C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INCLUDE'DEa.ARE.FI'

REAL a,b,hi,Pli,xi
IN1EGER k,kbi,k1o
REAL DewX
REAL DewY

t Eusure that all variables have been cxuectly deflDed
t Contains all common block declarations

t Temp:nry CalaJ1ation V81'S

I Teqxnry CalaJ1ation Val'S
tLog of X value ofpoint to lookup
t Y value at DewX

C
newX =LOG(Lookup)
IF (newKLT.x(I,Type» TIIEN

Po_Point = EXP(Y(I,Type»
RETURN
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END IF
IF ( newX.GT.x(N(fype),Type) ) TIffiN

Fn_Point = EXP(Y(N(fype),Type»
RE1URN

END IF
C
C Fmd the two points the value lies between (binary search )
C

Ido= 1
khi = N(fype)
do while( (kbi-klo).GT.l )

k = (khi+klo)/2
if( X{k,Type).GT.newX)TIffiN

khi=k
else

klo=k
endif

enddo
C
C Calwlate the lookup point
C

a =newX -X(klo,Type)
b = newX - X(kbi,Type)
hi = X{khi,Type) - X(klo.Type)
phi = 2.Of(bi**3)*(a+O.S*bi)*(b**2)
xi = l.Of(hi**2)*(a )*(b**2)

newY = Y(klo.Type)*pbi + Spline(klo,Type)*xi

phi = -2.Of(bi**3)*(b-Q.S*hi)*(a**2)
xi = 1.Of(hi**2)*(b )*(a**2)

C

C

newY = newY + Y{kbi,Type)*pbi + Spline(kbi,Type)*xi

Fn_Point = EXP(newY)

RE1URN
END

C This function does a spline lookup and returns the slope of
C the function at the supplied X value.
C

REAL FUNCTION Fn_Slope(Type,N,X,Y,SpUne,Lookup)
C

IN1EGER Type rCurrent Layer
IN1EGER N <MAX_TYPES) ! NUIIlb« ofPoints in Spline
REAL X <MAX_POINTS,MAX_TYPES) ! X coordinates of datapoints .
REAL Lookup rX value of point to lookup
REAL Y <MAX_POINTS,MAX_TYPES) r y coordinates of data points
REAL Spline(MA}CPOINTS.MAX_TYPBS) rCalculated data from Spline

C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INCLUDE'DEa.ARE.FI'

REAL a,b,bi,pbi,xi
IN1EGER k,khi,klo
REAL newX
REAL newY
REAL slope

rEnsure that all variables have been ccxrectly defined
rCootaiDs all common bloclc declarations

rTemporary Caladation V81'S
! Teqxnry Caladation V81'S

ILog ofX value ofpoint to lookup
! Y value corresponding to the provided X

I Slope value at newX
C
C Function Name Declarations
C

IFunction which calallates the Y value of the Spline at a specified point

C
newX = LOG(Lookup)
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IF (newX.LT.x(l,Type» THEN
newY = EXP(Y(l,Type»
Fn_Slope = (newYILookup)*Spline(l,Type)
RE1URN

END IF
IF (newX.GT.x(N(fype),Type» THEN

DewY = EXP(Y(N(fype),Type»
Fn_Slope = (newYlLookup)*Spline(N(fype),Type)
RE1URN

END IF
C
C Fmd the two points the value lies between (binary search)
C

k:lo = 1
kbi = N(fype)
do while( (khi-klo).GT.l )
k = (khi+klo)12
if( X(k,Type).GT.newX)THEN

khi=k
else

k:lo=k
endif

enddo
C
C Calwlate the lookup point
C

a =newX -X(klo,Type)
b = newX - X(khi,Type)
hi = X(khi,Type) - X(klo,Type)
pu = 2.Of(hi**3)*( b**2+(a+hiI2.O)*2.O*b )
xi =1.Of(hi**2)*( b**2+ a *2.O*b)

slope = Y(klo,Type)*phi + Spline(klo,Type)*xi

pu = -2.Of(hi**3)*( a**2+(b-biI2.O)*2.O*a )
xi =1.Of(hi**2)*( a**2+ b *2.O*a)

C

C

slope = slope + Y(khi,Type)*pbi + Spline(khi,Type)*xi

DewY = Fn_Point(Type,N,x,Y,Spline,Lookup)
Fn_Slope = (newYILookup)*slope
RETURN
END

REAL FUNCTION
Calc-IFlux(Type,E,C,sc_O,Sc_l,Pv_O,Pv_l,Gtemp,Gcord,gvolice)
C
C This subroutine computes the liquid and vapour fluxes at the
C element boundaries.
C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
IN<1UDE'DECLARE.FI'
INCLUDE 'FUNcnON.Fl'

I All include files in here
I All function defmed here

! Cunent Gauss Point
! (m) tota1 bead at last gauss point
I Oment Element

I (kPa) Average suction for two gauss points
I (K) Average gauss point temperature

INTEGERC
REAL c_head
INTEGERE
REAL gsue
REAL gtem
REAL glee
REAL gvwc I (dec) Average volumettic water content
REAL gdv I(1) Average coefficient of vapour diffusion
REAL glck I (mls) Average hydraulic conductivity
REAL Gcord <MAX_GAUSS) I (m) Gaussian Comlinates
REAL Gteq> <MAX_GAUSS) I (K) Teq>erature at Gauss Pta
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REAL Gvollce (MAX_GAUSS)

C

INTEGER I
REAL I-Jradient
REAL I_head
INlEGER Type
REAL PV_O
REAL Pv_1
REAL Sc_O
REAL Sc_1
REAL v..,gradient

Last Gauss Point
! (mIm) Head Gradient

! (m) total head at last gauss point
! Current Soil Type

I (kPa) Vapour pressure at last gauss point
I (kPa) Vapour lXessure at aJrrent gauss point
I (kPa) Suction at last gauss point at the half time step
I (kPa) Suction at cmrent gauss point at the half time step

I (kPaIm) Vapour Pressure Gradient

C

IF( C.EQ.AGAUSS .OR. (E.EQ.1 .AND. C.EQ.2) )1lIEN
I=C-1
gsuc = (Sc_O+Sc_1 )12.0 I (m) Suction
gtem =(gtemp(l)+gte~C) )12.0 I (K) Avenge gaussian teJq)«ature
glee =(gvollce(l)+gvolla(c)}I2.0
Ulead = gCCJl'd(l) - Sc_OIGRAV t (m) total head @ I
c_head = gCCJl'd(C) - Sc_1/GRAV I (m) total head @ m
l..,gradient = (Chead-c_head )/( gCCJl'd(l)-goord(C) )1 (mIm) total head gradient
gkk = Calc_K(Type,gsuc) t (mls) Hydraulic Conductivity@ t + dtI2
v-Ifadient = (Pv_G-Pv_1)/( goord(I)-ge<rd(C) ) t (kPaIm) vapour p-essure gradient
gvwc = Calc_VolWc(Type.gsuc) t (dec) Volumetric Warec Content
gdv = Calc_Vapour_Diff(gtem,gvwc,pee,FORS(Type» t (mls) Coefficient of Vapour Diffusion
IF(C.EQ.2 .AND. E.EQ.1 )1lJEN t Iffirst element & 2nd gauss pt.

FLIDCL(1) = gkk * 1-8f8dient * 1000.0 I (mmls) liquid flux
FLIDCV(1) = gdv * v..,gradient * 1000.0 t (mmls) vapoor flux
VFLUX (1) = FLIDCL(1) +FLIDCV(1) I (mm/s) total flux @ surface

ENDIF
IF(C.EQ.AGAUSS)1lIEN Ilf last gauss pt.. of element

FLUX_L(E+1)= gkk *I..,gradient * 1000.0 ! (mm/s) liquid flux
FLUX_V(E+1)= gdv * v..gradient * 1000.0 I (mm/s) vapoor flux
Calc..sFIux= (FLUX_V(E+1)+FLUXJ.(E+1» I (mm/s) total flux @ element boundary

ELSE
Calc-Vlux = 0.0

ENDIF
ENDIF

RE1URN
END

C This function calculates the specific heat
C

C
real FUNCTION Calc_Speclfic_Heat(SoU,WatCon,icecon)

C

C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INCLUDE'DECLARE.FI'

real FnYoint
integer Soil
real WatCon,i~

integez i
real tl,t2,t3,t4

t Eosure that III variables have been canectly defmed

tFunction which caladates the Y value of the Spline at a specified point
I The cmrent soil type

I (dec) The water content

tl = exp(XSHWC(1,SoiI»
t2 = exp(XSHWC(POINTS4(Soil),Soil»
if( WatCon.lt.t1 )then
t2 = exp(XSH (I,Soil»
13 = exp(XSH (2,SoiI»
t4 = exp(XSHWC(2,Soil»
Calc_Specific_Heat = t2-«13-t2)/(t4-tl»*(tl-WatCon)

elseif( WatCon.gt.t2 )then
i =POINTS4(SoiI) - 1
tl = exp(XSH(POINTS4(Soil),Soil))
13 = exp(XSH (i,Soil»
t4 = exp(XSHWC(i,Soil»
Calc_Specific_Heat = tl+«tl-13)/(t2-t4»*(WatCon-t2)
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else
Calc_Specific_Heat = Fn_Point(Soil,POINTS4.xSHWC;XSH,SPLINSU,

1 WatCon)
endif

It(lcecon.gt.O)then
keeon::rboke*lceconl(GS(soU)*(I-pors(soU»)

CalcJPedftc.JJeat--eaJc_spedftc.JJeat+1.85*100000O*2.1*Icecon
endlf

C
RETIJRN
END

C This function calculates the hydraulic conductivity
C

real FUNCTION Calc_K(Soil,Suction,nodice)
C

C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INQ.UOE'DECLARE.FI'

real Fn_PoiDl, Fn_slope
integer Soil
real Suc:tion

! Ensure that all variables have been e<nectly defined

! Function which calculates the Y value of the Spline at a specified point
! The aJI'I'eDl soil type
! (kpa) The ccxresponding matrix Suc:tion

C

C

real xkk,temp,nodice,voIwc,eSat

temp = SATK(SoiI)I100.0
if( Suc:tion.gLO.O )then

xkk =Fn_Point(Soil.P01NTS2,xKSUC.xK,SPLINSu.Suc:tion)*ten.,

if( xkk.gt.temp )then
xkk=temp

endif
else
xkk=teq>

endif

It(nOdICe.gt.O.O) calcJ[=xkk*lO**(-bnpfad(soD)*nodlee)

RETIJRN
END

DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION Lump(R,C,ml,m2,isys)
C
C This subroutine lumps all the ttnns in the SleDge matrix
C to the diagonaL
C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INQ.UOE'DEC1ARE.FI'

! Ensure that all variables have been e<nectly defmed .
! Contains all common block declarations

C

IN1EGERR
IN1EGERC
INTEGERj IJ2,1
INTEGERml
IN1EGERm2
INTEGER lsys

IF( R.EQ.C )1HEN
jl =c- ml
IF(jlLT.l )THEN
jl =1

! current row of st<nge matrix
! current column of st<nge matrix
! Loop Countel's
I The width of the band below the diagnol
I The width of the band above the diagnol
I =2*NNODES
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ENDIF
j2=C+ m2
IF(j2.GT.lsys )TIIEN
j2=lsys

ENDIF
Lump=O.ODO
00 I =j1j2

Lump = Lump + SYSMAS(R,I)
ENDDO

ElSE
Lump=O.ODO

ENDIF
C

RETIJRN
END

C This function calculates a sin distribution for net radiation
C

REAL FUNCTION Calc_NETRAD(Dayleng)!(MMlDAY)
C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INa...UOE'DEa..ARE.Fl'

t Ensure that all variables have been C<Xredly defined
! Contains all common block declarations

C

C

REAL Dayleng ! (HRS ) Number of bows in a day
REAL ea ! (mmlday) fu*ea*(B-A)
REAL sunrise I (HRS ) Hour of the day in which the sun rises (ie 12:OOam = 0)
REAL sunset I (HRS ) Hour of the day in which the SUD sets
REAL qmax I (W/m2 ) Max net radiation
REAL timehrs I (HRS ) current time
REAL gamma I (kPaIC) Pbsydlrometer Constant

IF(DFLUX.OR.STEADYSTAlE)THEN tCalculate an equivalent NetRad
Calc_NETRAD =0.0

ElSE
sunrise =12.0 - (Daylengl2.0)
sunset =12.0 + (Daylengl2.0)
timebrs =ttime 13600.0
qmax =PI * SOLAR(2) 1(2 * (Dayleng * 3600) * UE+6

1 * 0.0353 ! WIm2 -> mmlday
IF«timehrs.GT.sunrise).AND.(timehrsLT.suoset)}THEN

Calc_NETRAD =qmax * SIN(pI*(timehrs - sumise)
1 I(suoset - sunrise»

ElSE
Calc_NETRAD = 0.0

ENDIF
ENDIF

RETIJRN
END

C This source file provides the functions for the Cover Factors
C

REAL FUNCTION Calc_PlantLimitFactor(Suction)
C

c

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INa...UDE'DECLARE.FI'

REAL Suction

! Ensure that all variables have been C<lrIeCt1y deimed
I INa...UDES All COMMON BLOCK DEa.ARATIONS

! Nodal Suction at Root Centroid

IF(SuctionLTLimitingPt) THEN
Calc_PlantLimitFaetor = 1.0

ELSE IF(Suction.GT.WiltingPt) THEN
Calc_PlantLimitFaetor = 0.0

ElSE
C linear relationship
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Calc_PlantLimitFactor = 1.0 - (Suction-LimitingPt)
1 l(WiltingPt-LimitingPt)

C logarithmic relationship
C Calc_PlantLimitFaetor =1.0 - (LOG(Sud.ion)-LOO(LimitingPt»
C 1 1(LOG(WiltingPt)-LOG(LimitingPt»

ENDIF
C

RE1URN
END

C This function calculates the potential root uptake for each node
C

REAL FUNCTION Calc_PRU(node)
C

1(mm1sec)

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INQ.UDE'DEa.ARE.Fl'

I Ensure that all variables have been correc:t1y defmed
I Contains all common block declarations

C

INIEGER node I (HRS) Number ofhours in a day
REAL maxRootFlux I maxiJDun specific root flux, occurs at surface
REAL rootZone Idepth of the root zone
REAL nodeCentroid IceDlroid of the depth of influence ofeach node

rootZone =YCORD(RootT0p(2» - YCORD(RootDeph(2»
maxRootflux =2 * VFLUXPT I rootZone
IF(node.EQ.RootT0p(2»1lIEN I if surface node

nodeCentroid =(YCORD(node) + YCORD(node+I»fl
NodeConttib(node} = (YCORD(node)· YCORD(node+I»)fl

ELSEIF(node.EQ.RootDepth(2»1lIEN I ifbase of root zone node
nodeCentroid =(YCORD(node-l) + YCORD(node»)fl
NodeContrib(node) = (YCORD(node-l) - YCORD(node»)/2

ELSE I if inbetween top and bot node
nodeCentroid =(YCORD(node-l) + YCORD(node+I»fl
NodeContrib(node) = (YCORD(node-l) - YCORD(node+l»fl

ENDIF
Calc_PRU =maxRootFlux * (I - (YCORD(RootTap(2» • nodeCentroid)
1 IrootZone) * NodeContrib(node)

C
RE1URN
END

C This function calal1ates Rh given suction (kPa) and tenpnture (K)
C

REAL FUNCTION Calc_RH(Suction,Temperature)

REAL Suction t (kPa) Suction at Node or Guass Point
REAL Temperature t (K) Temperature of Node or Guass Point

c

C

C

IMPLICIT NONE IEnsure that all variables have been correc:tly deflDed

C

IF(Suction.GE.O.OEO) 1lIEN
Calc_RH =EXP( (-2.1674E-03*Suction)lI'emperature)

ELSE
Calc_RH =1.0E0

ENDIF

RE1URN
END

C This function calwlates change in volumetric water content per
C change in matric suction.
C

real FUNCTION Calc_RM2W(Soil,suc)
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C

C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INCLUDE'DECLARE.FI'

integer Soil
real Fn_Slope
real Sue

! Ensure that all variables have been cmectly defmed

! The wrrent soil type
! Function which calwlates the slope of the Spline at a specified point

! (kpa) The matrix Suction @ t

C

if(Suc.GT.xsUC1(Soil»then
Calc_RM2W = -Fn_Slope(Soil.POINTS1,xSUC.xvOLWC,SPLINSL1.Sue)

else
Calc_RM2W = RM2WA(Soil)

endif

RETIJRN
END

REAL FUNCTION Calc_SatVp(Temp)
C
C This function caladates the saturated vapour pressure given
C the te~raIUre in Kelvin.
C

C
REAL Temp ! Ten.,erature in Kelvin

C

IF(Temp.gt.273.16) thtll
Calc_SatVp= « « (6.136820929E-11 !this is in [mBARS]
1 *Teq>-8.023923082E-08)
1 *Temp+4.393587233E-05)
1 *Te~1.288580973E-02)
1 *Temp+2.133357675EO)
1 *Teq>-188.903931EO)
1 *Temp+6984.505294EO
elHlf(Temp.eq.273.16) thtll
CaIc-.SatVp=6.108

else
CaJe_SatV~17*op(o.0894·(T"p"'273.16»

tlldir

RETIJRN
END

C
c Function to determine lapsed time from BASE
c A.E. Krause
c
C

REAL FUNCTION SECNDS(BASE)
C

IMPLICIT NONE
REAL BASE.TIME.LASTI1ME
SAVB LASTTIME ! Must be saved to~ with next call
IN1EGER IHR,IMIN.ISEC.I100m

C
CALL GETI1M(IHR,IMIN.ISEC,I100'I11)
TIME =(100.0*(60.O*(IMIN+60.O*IHR)+ISEC)+I100'I11)1100.0
SECNDS=TIME-BASE
IF(BASE.EQ.O.O)nIEN

LASTnME =0.0 ! Initialize Lasttime
ELSE

IF(SECNDSLTLASTI1ME)THEN t If a new day bas started
BASE = BASE - 86400.0
SECNDS =TIME-BASE
ENDIF
LASTllME =SECNDS

ENDIF
C

RETURN
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END

C This function calwlates the soil tempcnture to be applied to the
C top node.
C

real FUNCTION Calc_SoilTemp(TheWind)! Celcius
C

IMPLICIT NONE ! Ensure that all variables have been conectIy defmed
INQ.UOE 'DEa..ARE.FI' ! CoDtaiDs all common variable declarations

C
C Calculation of surface temperature (Wilson. 1990)
C

C

C

real TheWind

real air
real fu
real gamma
real qstaCmod

! (kmIhr) specified Average Daily Wind Speed

! (C) Current Air TemperalUre
! (mmldaylkPa) function of Wind at 2m

I (kPaIC) Pbsycbrometer Constant
! (dec.) qstar modifier based upon LAI

air = lEMPAIR - 273.0
C CALCULATION OF CONSTANTS:
C Calwlation of1he Psychrometer Constant
c Linear lnlerpo1ation (Monteith, 1973)

gamma = 6.41212e-05*air+O.064S67273 ! kPaIC

C Calwlate the heat supplied by vapour in mmlday
c voIwc = Calc_VolWc(SOILTYPE(l),(SUCNOD(l)+SUCNOD(2»)/2.) ! Volumetric Water Content
c grvwc =volwcl(GS(SOILTYPE(1»*(l-PORS(SOILTYPE(1»» I Gravimetric Water Content
c Iamda =Calc_ThermaCCond(SOILTYPE(1),grvwc) ! Thermal Conductivity
c qG =1amda*(TEM(I)-lEM(2»/(YCORD(I)-YCORD(2»*O.0353*100.

C Calculation of fu coostant
fu =2.62S2*(I+O.15*TheWind)

C Calculation of the LAI - Qstar modifier
IF(VEGETATION)1lIEN

IF(LAILT.o.l)1lIEN
qstaCmod =1.0*EXP(-MULCH)

ELSEIF(LAI.GT.2.7)TIIEN
qstaCmod =0.0

ELSE
qstaCmod =EXP(-O.4*LA1-MULCH)

ENDlF
ELSE

qstar_mod = 1.0
ENDlF

!(mmlday)/kPa

C Calculation ofsurface teq>
Calc_soilteq> =(I.OI(gamma*fu»*
1 (QSTAR*qstacmod+PENMAN*86400.)+air ! (C) Note plus sign is for evap.
IF( Calc_soilteq>LT.TEMPAMIN(2»1lIEN

Calc_soiltemp =TEMPAMIN(2)
ENDlF

c if(ca1c_soiItemp.ILO.) Calc_soilte~+(O.1*snowdepth(nday+1»

C=========================
RE1URN
END

C This function calculates the thermal conductivity
C

real FUNCTION Calc_Thermal_Cond(Soil,WatCon,temp,nodeice)
C

IMPLICIT NONE ! Ensure that all variables have been correctly defmed
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INCLUDE'DECLARE.FI'
C

C

REAL Fn_Point
integer Soil
REAL WatCon

IFunction which calculates the Y value of the Spline at a specified point
I The wrrent soil type

I (dec) The water content

C

C

C

integer i
real tl. t2. 13. t4
real Ks,Ksat,Ke,KcIry,nocWce
real volwc.teJq)
open(unit=88.fjle='lamda.dat'.stalUs='new')

if (nodeice.le.O.) then I use therm. cood. graph above !reeling
tl = exp(XLAMDWC(l.Soil»
t2 =exp(XLAMDWC(P01NTS3(Soil).Soil»
if( WatCon.lt.tl )then
t2 =exp(XLAMD(l.Soil»
13 = exp(XLAMD(2.Soil»
t4 = exp(XLAMDWC(2.Soil»
Calc_Thermal_Cond = t2-«t3-t2)1(t4-tl»*(tl-WatCon)

else if( WatCon.gt.t2 )then
i = POINTS3(Soil) - 1
tl =exp(XLAMD(POINTS3(Soil).Soil»
13 =exp(XLAMD(i.Soil)
t4 = exp(XLAMDWC(i.Soil»
Calc_ThennaCCond =tl+«tl-13)/(t2-t4»*(WatCoo-t2)

else
Calc_ThermaCCond =Fn_Point(Soil'poINTS3.xLAMDWc.xLAMD.

1 SPLINSL3.WatCon)
endif

else t Use JoIumseD's ..dbocI below freezing
If(soILeq.l.or.solLeq.2) K.s=S.OS t for equity mine only.
If(soILeq.3) ks=4.OS
Kdry--.4
volwc=wateoD*GS(soD)*(l-PORS(soD»
Ksat=U**PORS(soIJ)*Ks**(l-PORS(sall»*o.269**volwc
Ke=(volwc+nodeJce)lpon(soII)
Calc_thenoaLCODd = <Ksat-Kclry)*Ke + KcIry

endif

RETIJRN
END

C This function calculates the diffusion coefficient of wit« vapour
C through soil.
C

real FUNCTION Calc_Vapour_Diff(Gtemp,VoIWc,volice,Poros)
C

dvap =0.229E-04*(1.O+Gten.,a73.0)**1.7S
if(dvap.lt.0.229E-04)then

dvap =0.229E-04
endif
satn =VolWcIP<lros

C

C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
include'declare.fi'

real Gtemp
real VolWc.vallee
real Pores

real beta
real dvap
real satn

IEDsure that 111 variables have been ccrrec:tly def'med

I (K) Telq)elatUre
I (dec.) Volumetric Wit« Content

I (dec.) P«osity

I X-sectional uea of soil available for vapoor flow *1
I (Mg*ml(kN*s» Coefficient of Vapour Diffusion *1
I Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity at Node *1
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if(sam.gtl.O)then
satn= 1.0

endif
beta = Poros-Volwe-volke
if(beta.lt.O.) then
beta=O.O
endif
Calc_V8pOUf_Diff = 2.1674E-03*(bela**1.667)*dvaplGtelq)

c
RE11JRN
END

C This function calw1ates the vertical flux to be applied to the
C top node.
C

REAL FUNCTION Calc_Vftux(RhSoil)
C

! (mm1sec)

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INCLUDE'DECLARE.FI'

IEnsure tbat all variables have been cmectly defined

C

real ea I (mmlday) fu*ea*(B-A)
real fu I (mmldaylkPa) fuDaion of wind at 2m
REAL gamma I (kPa,C) Pbsyduometcr Constant
REAL qstacmod! (dec) Modifies Rn by LAI function
REAL RhSoil ! (dec) Relative Hwnidity at Top Node

IF(QSTAR.EQ.O.O)TIIEN
Calc_Vflux =0.0

ELSE
C
C Modified Penman Method
C
C CALCULATION OF CONSTANTS:
C Calw1ation of the Psychrometer Constant
c Method 1: Linear Interpolation (Monteith, 1973)

gamma =6.41212e-05*(lEMPAIR-273)+O.064S67273

c Method 2: Starr and Hartog gamma caladation (1975)
c gamma=(6.5e-4*(pvAlRI*10~.35e-07*(PVAlRI*10)*(fEMPAIR-273)+
c I 3.537e-07*«(lEMPAIR-273)**2.0)*(RHAIRI*loo.O»*O.1

C Calculation of fu constant
C fu =2.63*(1.0 + (0.53713.6)*WIND(2) I origiDal penman f<rmU1ation

fu = 2.63*(1.0 + (0.86413.6)*WIND(2» IDcxRnbc:Js and Pruit (1977)

C Calw1ation ofea (mmlday)
if(d1airl.gt.O)then
ea =PVAIR1*fu*(11RHAIR1 - llRhSoil)
endif

C Calcu1ating the LAI modifier
IF(VEGETATION)TIIEN
IF(LALLT.O.l)TIIEN
qstar_mod=l.O*EXP(-MULCH)

ELSEIF(LAI.GT.2.7)TIIEN
qstar_mod=O.O

ELSE
qstar_mod=EXP(-O.4*LAI-MULCH)

ENDIF
ELSE

qstaC mod=1.0
ENDIF

C Modified Penman Equation
Calc_Vflux=-«SLPOTI * QSTAR * qstar_mod + gamma*ea)/

1 «gamma*l/RhSoil) +SLPOTl»)I864OO.0
ENDIF

C
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RE11JRN
END

C This function calmlate.s the vertical flux to be applied to the
C tq> node using the mass transfer method.
C

REAL FUNCTION Calc_Dflux(E)
C

! (mm1sec)

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INQ.UOE'DECLARE.FI'

! Ensure that all variables have been conec:tly defined

REAL E ! Vapour pressure of soil at the soil surface
C
C Modified Mass Transfer Method
C

Calc_Dtlux =-BCOEF(2)*(&PVAIRl)
C

RE11JRN
END

C This function calrolate.s the potential evapntion at the tql node.
C

REAL FUNCTION Calc_VfluxPEO
C

! (mm/sec)

IMPLICIT NONE
INQ.UOE'DECLARE.FI'

C
c Penman Method
C

! Ensure that all variables have been conec:tly deimed

REAL ea I (mmlday) fu*ea*(B-A)
REAL fu ! (mm/daylkPa) function of wind at 2m
REAL gamma ! (kPa.q Pbsyc:brometer Constant
REAL satVpAir ! (kPa) Saturated vapour p-essure of the air at Ta

C
IF( QSTAR.EQ.O.O)1HEN

Calc_VfluxPE = 0.0
ELSE

C CALCULATION OF CONSTANTS:
C Calmlation of the Psycbromcter Coostant
c Method 1: Linear Interpolation (Monteith, 1973)

gamma = 6.41212e-OS*(TEMPAIR-273)+O.064S61273

c Method 2: Stcu and Hartog gamma calaIlation (1975)
c gamma = (6.5e-4*(pvAIRI*10)+6.3Se-07*(pvAIRI*10)*(TEMPAIR-273)+
c 1 3.537e-07*«(IEMPAIR-273)**2.0)*(RHAIR1*100.0»*0.1

C Conversion of Net Solar Radiation from WJua - day -> mm/day
C QSTAR =solar * (1e6186400) * (0.0353)

C Calculation of fu constant
C fu =2.63*(1.0 + (O.53713.6)*WIND(2» ! original penman fmnulation

fu = 2.63*(1.0 + (0.86413.6)*WIND(2» !Docnnbos and Pruit (1977)

C Calrolation of the saturated VP of the air (kPa)
if(rhairl.gt.O)then
satVpAir =PVAIRIIRHAIRI
endif

C Calrolation of ea
ea =fu*(satVpAir - PVAIRl)

C Penman Equation:
Calc_VfluxPE = -« (SLPOTI * QSTAR + gamma*ea)/

1 (gamma + SLPOTl») 186400.0
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ENDIF
C

RETURN
END

C This function calwlates the potential evaporation using the mass
C ttan.sfer method.
C

REAL FUNCTION Calc_DOuxPE(El,E2) ! (mmlsec)
C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INO-tIDE'DECLARE.FI'

! Ensure that aU variables have been ccxrectly defined

REAL El
REAL E2

! Saturation Vapour pressure at pan's water telllJ«alUre
! Saturation Vapour pressure at soil surface teqxnture

C
C Mass Transf« Method
C
C Dalton's Mass Transfer Equation

IF(VFLUXPAN(2).LE.O.O)TIIEN
BCOEF(2) = -VFLUXPAN(2)/(EI-PVAIR1)

ENDIF
Calc_DfluxPE =-BCOEF(2)*(E2-PVAIRI)

C
RETURN
END

C This function caladates the POtENTIAL TRANSPIRATION
C

REAL FUNCTION Calc_VOuxP'fO
C

!(mmlclay)

IMPLICIT NONE
INO-UOE'DECLARE.FI'

! Ensure that aU Vlriables have been ccxrectly defined

C
C Modify Penman by LAI function
C

IF(LAI.Gr.2.7)11IEN
Calc_VFLUXPT =VFLUXPE

ELSE
Calc_VFLUXPT = VFLUXPE * (-0.21 + 0.7 * SQRT(LAI)

ENDIF
C

RETURN
END

C This function caladates the volumetric water cootent
C

REAL FUNCTION Calc_VoIWc(soil,Suction)
C

C

C

IMPLICIT NONE
INO-UOE'DECLARE.FI'

REAL Fn_Point
integer soil
REAL 12

REAL Suction

! Ensure that aU Vlriables have been ccxrectly defined

! Function which caladates die Y value ofthe Spline at a specified point
! Teqxnry x variable
! Teqxnry variable

! (kpa) The ccxrespooding matrix Suction

if(Suctioo.ILXSUCI(soil)then
Calc_VolWc =SUCCINT(soil) - RM2WA(soil)*Suction

else
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Calc_VolWc =FN_POINT(soil,POINTSl,xsUC,xVOLWC,SPLINSLl,
Suction)

endif
C

R.E1URN
END

C This function caladates the volumetric water content
C

REAL FUNCTION WaterBalanceO
C

IMPLICIT NONE
INa.UDE 'FUNCTION.FI'
INa.UOO'DECLARE.FI'

C
C Functions
C

REAL bottom
INTEGERij
INTEGER type
INTEGER node
REAL specified
REAL top
REAL vO
REAL vI
double p-ecision vt,ft
REAL volwc_i
REAL volwcj
SAVE vO,ft

C

IEnsure that all variables have been C<X'redly defIned

I All include fIles in this file

! 1be flux at the bottom node
I loop counters

! The cmrent soil type
11be current node

! The USei' specified flux
11be flux at the top node
I Initial volume of water
I Fmal volume eX water

IVolumetric water content at ament node
! Volumetric walei' content at next node

I Retain the volume of walei' at the beginning eX the time step

vI =0.0
type =SOILTYPE(1)
volwcJ = Calc_VoIWc(type,SUCNOD(I»
DO i = l,(NNODES-l)

j =i+ I
volwc_i = volwcJ
type =SOILTYPE(j)
volwc..,j =Calc_VolWc(type,SUCNOD(j»
vI =vI + (yCORD(i}YCORD(j»-(volwc_i+volwcj)/.2 bDm

1 +(yconl(l)-yconl(J)>-(DOdvollce(l)+nodvaIke{J»)I.2
1 *rboicehbowat
ENDDO

C
IF( TIIME.EQ.DELTAT)mEN

vO=vl
ft=O.ODO

ENDIF
C

top = VFLUX(l)
bottom = VFLUX(NNODES)
DOi= I,NNBC

node = NODENCl,2) ! Node to apply boundary condition to
specified = QW(i,2)
IF( node.EQ.NNODES )mEN

IF( specified.NE.l.OE2O )mEN IFlag indicating abnOSJDeric f<rcing
bottom = specified-lOOO.O

ENDIF
ENDIF

ENODO
C

Vi= vl-vO
ft =ft + (t~bottom+VFLUXA1)*DFLTAT
IF( NDAY.GT.O)THEN

Wat«Balance = Vi - ft
ELSE

WaterBalance = 0.0
ENDIF

C
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RETIJRN
END

APPENDIXF
SUPPORT FILES REQUIRED BY PROGRAM
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COMMON.FIC
c:----------------c.c
C Common Block Declarations C
C C

common/AREAOOI AGAUSS
common IAREAOOI AESUM
common IAREAOOI ARU
common IAREAOOI ATSUM
common IAREAOOI AW
common IAREAOOI AX
common IAREAOOI BCOEF
common IAREA(fll BOT_MOIS_BNDRY
common IAREAOll BTBH
common IAREA011 BTBHW
common IAREAOll BTBW
common IAREA011 BTBWH
common IAREACrll CALCULATE_lEMPS
COIIUDOD IAREA02J CHMASS
common IAREAW CHSTIfF
common IAREAW CHWSTIfF
common IAREAmJ CWK
common IAREAmJ CWMASS
common IAREAW CWHSTIfF
common IAREA02J CWSTIfF
common IAREAOOI DAYS
colDlDOn/AREA061 DELTAT
COIDDIOD IAREAOCW DELICE

common IAREAOOI DETAD...ED
common IAREA011 DETJ
common/AREAOOI DFLUX
common IAREAOll DINVJ
common IAREAOll DSTK
common IAREAOSI DURAnON
common IAREAOOI EBH
common IAREAOOI EBW
common IAREAOOI FlRST_DELTAT
common IAREAOOI FLAlENT
common IAREAOOI FLUX_L
common IAREAOOI FLUX_V
common IAREA08I GaussLcFl1e
common IAREA08I GaussWtFl1e
common IAREAOOI GRAPffiCS
common IAREAOOI GRAV
common IAREAOOI OS
common IAREA06I INCRUNOfF
common/AREA07/ICE
common IAREAOSI LAI
common IAREAOOI LAT
common IAREAOSI LIMITINGPT
common IAREA041 POINTS1
common IAREA041 POINTS2
common IAREA041 POINTS3
common IAREA041 POINTS4
common IAREA041 POINTSS
common IAREA041 POINTS6
COIDDIOD/AREACW POINTS7
COIDDIOD IAREACW POINTS8
cammOD IaraCW palnts9
common IAREAOOI MAXD_OUT_TODAY
common IAREAOOI MAX_DELTAT
common IAREAOOI MIN_DELTAT
common IAREAOOI MOISCODE
common IAREAOSI MULCH
common IAREAOOI MXI1ER
common IAREAOOI NDAY

c common IAREAOOI NEBC
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common IAREAOOI NELEM
common IAImAOOI NELCON

c common IAImAOOI NNBC
common/AImAOOI NNODES
common IAImAOOI NODEB
common IAREAOSI NODECONTRIB
common IAImAOOI NODEN
COIDDlOD IAREAM' NODVOLICE

COIDDlOD IAREAOCW oIdnodvolice
common IAREAOOI NSTART
common IAImA081 OUTPUT
common IAREACW PENMAN
common IAImACW PESUM
common IAImACW PIDA
common IAREACW PLANTSUM
common IAImAOOI PNODES
common IAREAOOI PORS
common IAREAOOI PRESNOD
common IAREAOOI PRETNOD
common IAREAOSI PRIN1TIME
common IAREA£Y,I PRU
common IAREAOSI PI'SUM
common IAREAOOI PUSNORM
common IAImAOOI PlJINORM
common IAImAOOI PVAIRI
common IAREAOOI QSTAR
common IAREAOOI QW
common IAREAOSI RAIN
common IAREAOOI RHJ,.AG
common IAREAOOI RH_MAX
common IAREAOOI RH_MIN
common IAImAOOI RHAIR.I
common IAImAOOI RHOWAT
COIDDlOD IAREAOOI RHOICE
common IAREAOOI RLAlENT
common IAREAOOI RM2WA
common IAREAOSI ROOlDEP1lI
common IAImAOSI ROOTIOP
common IAREACW RUNOFF
common IAImAOOI SATK
common IAREAOOI IMPFACT
common IAREACW SfLUX
common IAImA£Y,1 SfLUXARU
common IAREACW SFLUXL
common IAREACX>I SfLUXPRU
common IAREA06I SfLUXV
common IAREACYlI SHUTDOWN
common IAREAOOI SLPOTI
common IAREAOOI nexttopteq>
common IAREAOOI SOLAR
common IAREAOOI SOILTYPE
common IAREA041 SPLINSLI
common IAREA041 SPLINSU
common IAREA041 SPLINSL3
common IAREA041 SPLINSlA
common IAREAOSI SPLINSLS
common IAImA06I SPLINSL6
CIOIIIIDOD IAREA06I SPLINSL7
CIOIIIIDOD IAREA06I SPLINSLB
COIDDlOD larea06l spUDsl9
common IAREA071 STEADYSTA1E
common IAREAOOI STSH
common IAREAOOI STSW
common IAREAOOI SUC_DAMP
common IAREAOOI SUCNOD
common IAREAOOI SUCT_INT
common IAREA031 SYSF
common IAREA031 SYSMAS
common IAREA031 SYSTIF
common IAREAOOI '!EM_DAMP
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common IAREAOOI TEM
common IAREAOOI lEMPAIR
common IAREAOOI lEMPAMAX
common IAREAOOI lEMPAMIN
common /AREAOOI lEMPERATIJRE_LAG
common /AREAOOI TIMBO
common /AREAOOI TOLS
common /AREAOCJI TOLT
common /AREA07/ TOP_MOIS_BNDRY
common /AREA07/ TRANSIENT
common /AREA06/ 1TIME
common /AREA07/ VEGETAnON
common /AREA06I VFLUX
common /AREA06I VFLUXAE
common /AREA06I VFLUXAT
common /AREA06I VFLUXPAN
common /AREA06I VFLUXPE
common /AREA06/ VFLUXPT
common /AREAOS/ WILTINGPT
common /AREAOCJI WIND
common /AREAOOI WIWC
common /AREA04/ XK
common /AREA04/ XKSUC
common /AREA04/ XLAI
common /AREAOS/ XLAIDAY
common /AREA04/ XLAMD
common /AREA04/ XLAMDWC
common /AREA04/ XMULCH
common /AREA04/ XMULOIDAY
common /AREA041 XSH
common /AREA04/ XSHWC
common /AREA041 XSUC
common /AREA04/ XSUCI
common/AREA04/ XVOLWC
common /AREAOOI YCORD
COIDIDOD IAREA04I XVOLUWC
ClOIIUDOD IAREA04I XTEM
COIDIDOD IAREA04I YVOLUWC
ClOIIUDOD IAREA04I YTEM
COIDIDOD Iarea04I XII
ClOIIUDOD larea04l gvoluwc

CC

cc==============================<C
C COnstanLft C
C This is an include f'lle for Vapl.for. C
C This file provides the constants for the soilcover program
CC================================cC

c------------------cC
C Parameter Name Declarations C
C C

INTEGER MAX_DAYS ! Number of Siml1ation Days
INTEGER NEBC ! In general this is a variable, but for our pI[POSes, it is constant
INTEGER NNBC ! In general this is a variable, but for our purposes, it is constant

c We will always have 2, one at the top node & one at the bottom node
INTEGER MAX_EBC ! Number of Essential Boundary Conditions (Head type)
INTEGER MAX_ELEM ! Number of Elements
INTEGER MAX_GAUSS ! Number of Gauss Points
INTEGER MAX_NBC ! Number of Natural Boundary Conditions (flux type)
IN1EGER MAX_NODES ! Number of Nodal Points
INTEGER MAX_NODESx2 ! Twice the Number of Nodal Points
INTEGER MAX_PNODES ! Number of Nodes pez Elements
INTEGER MAX_POINTS ! NwDber ofSpecified Points for a Spline
INlEGER MAX_TYPES ! Number of Soil Types
RFAL PI !PI
RFAL TINY ! A very small number
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c-----------------\C
C Parameter Declarations (Constants) C
C C

PARAMETER <MAX_DAYS = 3 ) I Only 2 days are required, since 1 day is read in advance
PARAMElER (NEBC =2 ) I This program is only currently able to use 2 EBCs
PARAME1ER (NNBC =2 ) I This program is only currently able to use 2 NBCs
PARAME1ER (MAJCEBC =2 )
PARAMETER (MAX_FLEM =100 ) I =(MAXNODES - 1)/(PNODES-l)
PARAMETER <MAX_GAUSS = 7 ) I Must be greater than or equal to MAJCPNODES
PARAMETER (MAX_TYPES =10 )
PARAMETER (MAX_NBC = 3 )
PARAMETER (MAX_NODES = 105 )
PARAMETER (MAX_NODESx2 = 210 ) I =MAX_NODES * 2
PARAMETER (MAJCPNODES =3 )
PARAMETER (MAX_POINTS = 40 )
PARAME1ER (pI = 3.14159265359)
PARAMETER (I1NY =1.0E-20 )

CLogical (Constants)
C~------------·----(C

C
C-----------------\C

LOGICAL TRUE I Used iDstead of .TRUE.
LOGICAL FALSE I Used instead of .FALSE.
PARAMETER (TRUE =.TRUE. ) I Define TRUE
PARAMETER (FALSE = .FALSE.) ! Derme FALSE

C-----------------\C
C Graph Types (Coostants) C
C C

integer linear,semUog,logarithmic
parameter (linear =1 )
parameter (semi_log =2 )
parameter (logarithmic =3 )

C This is Declare.ti
c c
C Parameter Name Declarations C
C C

INCLUDE 'CONSTANT.FI' ! Has all the coostant declarations

c~---------------(C
C Variable Declarations f<r the Conunon Blocks
C C

C

INTEGER AGAUSS ! NUIIlbea' of Gauss Points
DOUBLE PRECISION AEsum I Counter f<r the actual evapcntion
DOUBLE PRECISION ARU <MAX_NODES) I (mm/sec) ACT ROOT UPTAKE FOR EACH TIME STEP
DOUBLE PRECISION ATsum ! (mm/day) ACT TRANSPFOR EACH TIME STEP
REAL AW (MAX_GAUSS) I TeqxxarySt<ngef<rGaussPointsWgts
REAL AX <MAX-GAUSS) ! Tempcnry St<ragef<rGauss Point Locations
REAL BCOEF (MAX._DAYS) I B Coefficient f<r the mass transfer method
REAL BTBH (MAX_PNODES.MAX_PNODES) !Element Stiffness Mattix associated with heat flow
REAL BTBHW (MAX_PNODES.MAX_PNODES) ! Element Stiffness Matrix associated with heat coupled to moisture

flow
REAL BTBW (MAX_PNODES.MAX_PNODES) ! Element Stiffness Matrix associated with moisture flow
REAL BTBWH (MAX_PNODES.MAX_PNODES) !Element Stiffness Matrix associated with moisture coupled to heat

flow
REAL CHMASS (MAX_GAUSS)
REAL CHSTIfF (MAX_GAUSS)
REAL CHWSTIfF(MAX_GAUSS)
REAL CWK (MAX_GAUSS)
REAL CWMASS (MAX_GAUSS)

REAL CWSTIfF (MAX_GAUSS)

I ElementProperty Coeff"'ci~nts

1Element Property Coefficients
! Bement Property Coefficients

1Element Property CoeffIcients @ t + dt
! Element Property CoeffIcients

1FJement Property Coefficients
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REAL CWHS11FF(MAJCGAUSS) ! Element Property Coefficients
INTEGER DAYS ! Number of Days to Run Simulation
DOUBLE PRECISION DELTAT ! Current time step in seconds
REAL EBH (MAJCEBC,MAJCDAYS) ! Essential Boundary Condition fex temperature
REAL EBW <MAX..EBC,MAX_DAYS) ! Essential Boundary Condition fex suction
REAL DELICE (max_nodes) ! Nodal change in ice content over time step

REAL DETJ <MAX_GAUSS) ! Determiuant of Jacobian
REAL DINVI <MAX_GAUSS) ! Inverse of Jacobian
REAL DSlX (MAX_PNODES) IFlement load vect<:r related to gravity
REAL DURATION(MAJCDAYS) !Flag which implements precip. ramp function
REAL FIRST_DELTAT ! Initial Daily TIlDe Step in seconds
DOUBLE PRECISION fLUX...L(MAJCNODES) ! (mmls) Liquid flux at the element boundary
DOUBLE PRECISION fLUX_V(MAJCNODES) ! (mmls) Vapour flux at the element boundary
CHARACTER*10 GaussLcFl1e ! File ofGauss Pt Locations
CHARACTER*10 GaussWtFl1e !File of Gauss Pt Weights
REAL GRAV ! (m1s"2) Accelaration due to gravity
REAL OS (MAJCTYPES) ! Specific Gravity of Each Soil Layer
DOUBLE PRECISION INCRUNOfF ! Instantaneous Runoffrate (mmls)
REAL LAI ! LeafArea Index fex each day
REAL LAT ! Degrees latitude of the site
REAL LimitingPt ! limiting point on Plant Limiting Factcx function
REAL MAXD_OUT_TODAY ! Counter fex TI1ME that system didn't converge
REAL MAJCDELTAT ! Maximum TIme Step Allowed in seconds
REAL MIN_DELTAT ! MinimunTune Step Allowed in seconds
IN1EGER MOISCODE ! Rag, 2 =specified initial nodal walercontents
REAL MULCH ! Daily IDllcb LA! value
INTEGER MXITER ! Maximun Number of Itentions
INTEGER NDAY ! Current Simllation Day

c INTEGER NEBC ! Number of essential boundary conditions
INTEGER NELCON (MAX_PNODES, MAJCELEM) I Element Connectivity Mattix
IN1EGER NELEM !N~ of elements
INTEGER NNODES I Number of Nodes

c INTEGER NNBC ! Nwmer of NalUIal Boundary Conditions
INTEGER NSTART ! Number of days from January 1st
INTEGER NODEB <MAX_EBC ,MAX_DAYS) ! Node to which EBC is to be applied
REAL NodeContrib <MAX_NODES) ! Contributing thickness of each node
INTEGER NODEN <MAX_NBC+1 ,MAX_DAYS) ! Node to whidl NBC is to be applied
REAL NODVOLICE <MAX..N0DES) lice storage at _da Bode

REAL OLDNODVOLICE (MAX_nodes)
CHARACTER*11 OUI'PUT ! Output Fl1e Name
OOUBLE PRECISION PENMAN ! (mm1day) Evapntion rate calal1ated by the modified penman method
OOUBLE PRECISION P&um ! CODDler fex the PE flux
REAL PHIA <MAX_NODESx2) ! Suctions and TeJql' fex Solver
DOUBLE PRECISION PLANTSUM ! Counter for PLANT ROOT fLUX
INTEGER PNODES ! Nwmer of Nodes per Bement
INTEGER POINTSI (MAX_TYPES) ! Number ofData Pts. in VolWc VB Suction
IN1EGER POINTS2 (MAX_TYPES) ! Number of Data Pts. in Suction VB Permeability
INTEGER POINTS3 (MAX_TYPES) ! Number ofDala Pts. in ThennCond VB We by Wgt
INTEGER POINTS4 (MAX_TYPES) ! Number ofDataPts. in SpecHeat VB We by Wgt
INTEGER POINTSS (MAX_TYPES) ! Number of Data Pts. in GREEN LAI VB Day
INTEGER POINTS6 (MAX_TYPES) ! Number of Data Pts. in MULCH LAI VB Day
INTEGER POINTS7 <MAX_TYPES) I Number orData Pts.1n ....v. water VI temp
INTEGER POINTS8 <MAX_TYPES) I Number orData Pts.1n neg. temp VI grav water contmt
Integer poInts9 (lDU.-typeI)
REAL PORS <MAX_TYPES) I Pexosity of Bach Layer
REAL PRESNOD (MAX_NODES) ! Nodal Suctions from Previous ltention
REAL PRElNOD (MAJCNODES ) ! Nodal Teqxntmes from Prev Iteration
IN1EGER PrintTune ! Flag whidl specifies noon ex midnight output
DOUBLE PRECISION PRU (MAX_NODES) ! (mmlsec) POT ROOT UPTAKE FOR EACH TIME STEP
DOUBLE PRECISION PTsum I (mmlday) COUNTER FOR TIm DAILY PT fLUX
REAL PUSNORM ! Specified MaxiDJ.un Allowable Clwlge in Sudion Nmnal
REAL PUTNORM ! Specified Maximun Allowable OJaDge inTe~Nmnal
REAL PVAlRI ! (kPa) Partial Vapour Pressure
REAL QSTAR ! (mmlday) Net solar radiation
REAL QW (MAX_NBC,MAJCDAYS) ! Evap flux One is set aside foc p1ant root flux
REAL RAIN ! Rainfall rate minus nmoff (used in display sub.)
REAL RH_LAG ! (HRS) Difference in time between daily peak d1 and daily Qnet peak
REAL RH_MAX (MAX_DAYS) ! MaxiJDun Daily Relative Humidity of the air
REAL RH_MIN (MAX.J)AYS ) ! Minimum Daily Relative Humidity of the air
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REAL RHAIRI I Current Relative Humidity of the air
REAL RHOWAT I Density of liquid Water (MglmA3)
REAL DOlCE I DensIty offrorun water
REAL RLAlENT I Latent Heat of VapouriDtion of Watez (JlMg)
REAL fLA'IENT I Latent Heat of Fusion of water
REAL RM2WA <MAX_TYPES) ! Value of RM2W at 1st Data Point of a Layer
IN1EGER RootDepth {MAX_DAYS) I Node at maximun root deph fex each day
INTEGER RootTq> <MAX_DAYS) INode at top root depth
DOUBLE PRECISION RUNOfF ICounter fex Daily Runoff
REAL SATK (MAX_TYPES) I Saturated Permeability ofEach Soil Layer
REAL IMPFACf (maJUypes) I ice impedence factor
DOUBLE PRECISION SFLUX (MA}CNODES) I (mmlday) Counter for Flux at each element boundary
DOUBLE PRECISION SFLUXARU(MA}CNODES) I (mmldaylcm) counter fex act rt opt fex each node
DOUBLE PRECISION SFLUXL <MAX_NODES) I (mmlday) Counter for Flux at each element boundary
DOUBLE PRECISION SFLUXPRU(MAX_NODES) I (mmlday/cm) counter fex pot rt opt fex each node
DOUBLE PRECISION SFLUXV <MAX_NODES) I (mmlday) Counter for Flux at each element boundary
REAL SLPOTl I (kPaIC) Slope of Sat VP vs Temp Curve at surface.
REAL SOLAR <MAX_DAYS) I (MJJmA2Iday) Net Solar Radiation
real nexttopteJq? I next days user defmed teIq) at surface
INTEGER SOn.TYPE(MAJCNODES ) IThe soil type cxxresponding to the node
REAL SPLINSL1{MAX_POINTS.MA}CTYPES) ICalculated Spline Wgts.
REAL SPLINSL2(MAJCPOINTS.MAJCTYPES) ICalculated Spline Wgts.
REAL SPLINSL3<MAX_POINTS.MAJCTYPES) ICalaJIated Spline Wgts.
REAL SPLINSlA(MAXYOINTS.MAX_TYPES) I Calculated Spline Wgts.
REAL SPLINSLS{MAXyoINTS.MAX_TYPES) ! Calculated Spline Wgts.
REAL SPLINSL6{MAX_POINTS.MAX.;,.TYPES) ! Calculated Spline Wgts.
REAL SPLINSL7<MAX...POINTS,MA'CTYPES) I Calculated SpIlDe Wgt&
REAL SPLINSLI(MAX""poINTS,MAX_TYPES) I Calculated SpIlDe Wgt&
real spIIDsI9(mu....poInts,JDu_types)
REAL STSW <MAX_PNODES.MAJCPNODES) I Element Mass Moisture Stcxage Matrix
real stswh (max~-PDodes)! mass sknge related to telq? below free7ing
REAL STSH <MAXYNODES.MAX_PNODES) I Element Mass Heat Stcxage Matrix
REAL SUC_DAMP I Suction DaIqlening coefficients
REAL SUCNOD (MAX_NODES) I (kPa) Nodal Suctions
REAL SUCCINI'<MAX_TYPES) ! (kPa) The suction intercept of the Moist. RetenL Curve
REAL SYSF (MAX~ODESx2) I The global load vector
REAL SYSMAS (MAX_NODESx2.MAJCNODESx2) I The global mass storage matrix
REAL SYSTIF (MAX_NODESx2.MAX~ODESx2) ! The global Stiffne.u matrix
REAL TEMJ)AMP ! Telq)erature I>8Jq?ening coefficient
REAL TEMPAIR. I (K) The current air telq)erature
REAL TEM (MAX~ODES) ! (C) NodalTe~
REAL TEMPAMAX (MAXJ)AYS) I (C) Max air teJq?
REAL TEMPAMIN (MAX_DAYS) ! (C) Min air teJq?
REAL TEMPERATUREJAG ! (HRS) Di1f«enee in time between daily peak temp and daily Quet peak
REAL TIMEO ! (sec) Initial time at start ofron.
REAL TOLS ! Time Step Tolerence fex Nodal Suctions
REAL TOLT ! Time Step Tolerence fex Nodal TempenDJres
DOUBLE PRECISION TI1ME ! TtUl elapsed time in.seconds of aDTeDt day
DOUBLE PRECISION VFLUX <MAX_NODES) ! (mls) Vertical Flux at each node
DOUBLE PRECISION VFLUXAE ! AClUAL EVAPORATION FOR EACH TIME STEP
DOUBLE PRECISION VFLUXAT ! AClUAL TRANSPIRATION FOR EAaI TIME STEP
DOUBLE PRECISION VFLUXPAN<MAX_DAYS) ! (mls) pan evapcxation
roUBLE PRECISION VFLUXPE I (mls) potential evapcxation
roUBLE PRECISION VFLUXPT ! (mls) potential ttanspiration
REAL WiltingPt ! Wilting Point on Plant Limiting Factor function
REAL WIND (MAX_DAYS) ! (bnIbr) Average Daily Wind Speed
REAL WTWC (MAX_NODES) ! Gravimetric Nodal Water Contents
REAL XI{ (MAXYOINTS.MA}CTYPES) IPermeability DataPoints fell' Suction vs Permeability
REAL XKSUC (MA}CPOINTS.MAX_TYPES) ! Suction Data fell' Suction vs Permeability
REAL XLAI (MAX_POINTS.MAX_TYPES) I GREEN Leaf Area Index fell' GREEN LAI vs Day
REAL XLAlDAY (MAX_POINTS.MAX_TYPES) ! Day input fell' GREEN LAI vs Day
REAL XLAMD (MAX_POINTS.MAX_TYPES) I Thenna1 Conductivity Data fell' TC vs WC
REAL XLAMDWC {MAX_POINTS.MAX_TYPES} ! WaterContent by Wgt Data for Thenn. Cond vs WC
REAL XVOLUWC {MAX_POINTS,MAX_TYPES} t UIIfroRn Vol. Water CGntent forUWc~.Temp.
REAL XTEM (MAXJ'OINTS,MAX_TYPES) I Temp. data for UWc w. Temp.
REAL YVOLUWC (MAXYOINTS,MAX_TYPES) t UIIfrorIeR voL water content for TEMP ~ UWC curve
REAL YTEM <MAXJ'OINTS,MAX_TYPES) t Temp. data for TEMP~ UWc curve
REAL XMULaI (MAJCPOINTS.MAX_TYPES) ! MULaI LAI FOR MULCH LAI vs DAY CURVE
REAL XMULalDAY (MAXYOINTS.MAX_TYPES) IDAY INPUT FOR MULCH LAI vs DAY CURVE
REAL XSH (MAXYOINTS.MAX_TYPES) ISpec. Heat Data fex Sp.Heat vs WC
REAL XSHWC {MAX_POINTS.MAX_TYPES) IWC by Wgt. Data fex Sp.Heat vs WC
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REAL XSUC (MAJCPOINTS,MAX_TYPES) ! Suction Data for Suction vs. Perm.
REAL XSUCI (MAJCTYPES) ! Initial Suction Point in Suction vs. Perm.
REAL XVOLWC (MAJCPOINTS,MAX_TYPES) ! Volumetric Water Content for Suet. vs We.
REAL YCORD (MAX_NODES) ! Nodal Coordinates
real XU(~ts,max_types)

real gvoluwc <mu..poJnts,max_types)
**.1 II 111**1111 lI.tttl III 11111111111111111 11111 .. 111111 1 ..

* Logical variables and definitions

*
I I I III I I I II I I II 11111 I II 11111 11111111111111.

LOGICAL BOCMOIS_BNDRY(MAJCDAYS) ! Bottom Boundry is specified as Volumetric Warer Content
LOGICAL DETAR.EI> ILogical switch set when detailed outplt is required.
LOGICAL DfLUX I A flag indicating the Darcy Flux analysis is required.
LOGICAL GRAPffiCS ! Logical switch to allow GRAPlDCS information to be outplt
LOGICAL ICE I Flag IndkaUng freezeIdIaw is to he modelled
LOGICAL SHUrDOWN I Flag indicating runoff
LOGICAL SlEADYSTA1E I Flag indicating a steady state analysis is required
LOGICAL CALCULATE_TEMPS I Flag indicating to iDttisica1ly calc surface temperatures
LOGICAL TOPjiOIS_BNDRY(MAJCDAYS) I Top Booodry is specified as Volwnetric Warer Content
LOGICAL TRANSIENT I Flag indicating a transient solution is required
LOGICAL VEGETATION ! Flag indicating vegetation is to be modelled

C

INa..UOE 'CBLOCKS.FI'

C FUNCTION.FI
C
C Function Name Declarations
C

IContains all the common block declarations

real Calc-Airtemp
real Calc_AirRH
real Calc_DayLeng
real Calc_Dflux
real Calc_DtluxPE
real Cak_dIcecITEM
real Cak_cllcedlac
real Cak_dkedt
ral CakJceftu:
real Calc-SlJe8S_newtem
real Calc_K
real Calc_Netrad
real Calc_RH
real Calc_PlantLimitFaetor
real Calc_PRU
real CalcJM2W
real Calc_SatVp
real Calc_SoilteIq)
real Calc_Specific_Heat
real Calc_ThermaCCond
real Calc_Vapour_Diff
real Calc_Vflux
real Calc_VfluxPE
real Calc_VFLUXPT
real Calc_VolWc
logical Convergence
real Fn_Point
real Fn_SlqJe
cbarac:ter inkey
real Secnds
double precision Lllq)

! Sin distribution for air teIq)
I Sin distnbution for relative bumididty

I CalaJ1ates the length of the day
I Calculates AE Using Mass Transfer Method

I Calculates PE
I CakuJates tile c:IIaDge In volJce per dTEM

I Calcalata tile change In Ice per dumge In IIldloD for CWMASS
I Calculates the.... In voL per cit
I Calc Ice flu: In mil

! Caladates a guessed new node temp to use to get ice content
! Calculates the hyckaulic conductivity

I Sin distribution for net radiation
I Calculates the re1aIive humidity

I Caladata the plant limiting factor
! CalaJ1ates the Pat Root Uptake for each node

! Ca1aJJateI RM2W
! Calculates the saturated vapour p-essure (IOOar)
I Ca1m1ates the surface~ of the soil

I CalaJ1ates the specific heat
I Calculares the thermal conductivity

I Calculates the VIpOUI' diffusion
! Caladates AE Using The Modified Pemnan Method

tCalculatesPE
ICALCULATES PT

I Calculates the volumetric water content
I DetenniDes ifsystem has converged

I CalaJ1ates the Y value of the Spline at a specified point
I Caladates the SlqlC of the Spline at a specified point

I CalaJlates time in seconds for total run time.
I Retums the lumped storage terms on the mrrent row.

c

c COMMONLY USED SPP PARAMETERS
c
c Define printer bufftl' size
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c---------
integer maxbuf
parameter (maxbuf=1()()()()()

c---------
c Define logical unit numbers:
c iunitp._Move-draw fl1e1pinter
c iunitv••.Move-draw filelvideo
c iunitz..•equip.datIrough.dat
c iunitf•..Font definition file
c iunitm...Move-draw spill file
c iunith...'Hardoopy' disk file
c~--------

integer iunitp,iunitv.iunitz,iunitf.iunitm,iunith
parameter (iunit:p=I0. iunitv=2O, iunitz=30)
parameter (iunitf=40, iunitm=SO. iunith=60)

c~--------

c Declare character strings:
c bibnap_.Printer bibnap buffer
c 1DS_••••Response from GETC
c gete. .Function GETC
c devid. Device ID for DEVICE
c perity.•.Parity for DEVICE
c path.._.Path for font file8
C~--------

character bitmap*1,ans*2.gete*2,devid*4.perity*4.path*4Q
c~--------

c Declare bitmap may••.Using blank
c common reduces exeaJtable Jr08r8IIl
c size for some F<X'ttan compilers
c---------

common bitmap(maxbuf)
c

File "Boards..dat"
, 4-CGA CoIor•..•.320x200 •
• 5-CGA B&W••..•••320x200 '
• 6-CGA B&W•.••.•.640x200 '
, 13-EGA CoIor••.••320x200 '
•14-EGA Color•.•••640x200 '
, IS-EGA Mono.•••••64Ox3SO '
, 16-EGA CoIor.....640x3SO •
'17-MCOA& VGA•••.64Ox480 •
, 18-VGA CoIor••.••64Ox480 '
, 19-MCOA & VGA••..320x200 '
, 37-Genoa VGA•••••64Ox480 '
'39-Genoa VGA••••.72OxS12 '
'~Hercule.s.••.••7201348 '
'41-GenoalOrchid•.8OOx600 '
•4S-Genoa EGA...•.640x3SO '
•46-GenoalOrchid..6401480 •
'47-Genoa VGA•.••.72OxS12 •
'55-GenoalOrchid.l024x768 '
'72-AT&T 6300.....6401400 '
•88-Paradise VGA..8OOx600 '
'89-Paradise VGA••8OOx600 '
, 91-Genoa EGA.•..•640x3SO '
, 92-Genoa VGA...••64Ox480 '
•93-Genoa VGA.•.••72OxS12 '
, 94-Paradise VGA.•64014OO '
, 9S-Paradise VGA..6401480 '
'99-Tatung VGA.•..720xS40 '
'1~Tatung VGA.•••800x600 '
'115-Genoa VGA..••.6401480 '
'121-Genoa VGA.....8OOx600 '
'124-Genoa VGA.•.•.512x512 '
'125-Genoa VGA.••.•512x512 '
'~Everex VGA.••.64Ox480 '
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'201-Everex VGA 752x410 '
'202-Everex VGA 800x600 '
'217-Everex EGA I280x350 '
'219-Everex EGA 64Ox350 '
'220-Everex VGA 64Ox400 '
'221-Everex VGA 512x480 '
'25S-VESA SVGA** 8OOx600 '
'2S6-VESA SVGA 64Ox400 '
'257-VESA SVGA 64Ox400 '
'258-VESA SVGA 800x600 '
'259-VESA SVGA 800x600 '
'26O-VESA SVGA. I024x768 '
'261-VESASGVA. I024x768 '
'262-VESA SVGA I28Ox1024 '
'263-VESA SVGA.••I28Ox1024 '
'296-Video-7 EVGA..752X410 '
'297-Video-7 EVGA..720xS40 '
'298-Video-7 EVGA..800x600 '
'299-Video-7 EVGA.I024x768 '
'300-Video-7 EVGA.I024x768 '
'301-Vidc»7EVGA.I024x768 '
'302-Video-7 EVGA..64Ox400 '
'303-Video-7 EVGA..64Ox480 '
'304-Video-7 EVGA..720xS40 '
'305-Video-7 EVGA..800x600 '
'391-Trident EVGA..8OOx600 '
'392-Trident EVGA..64Ox400 '
'393-Trident EVGA..64Ox480 '
'394-Trident EVGA..8OOx600 '
'395-Trident EVGA.I024x768 '
'396-Trident EVGA.I024x768 '
'397-Trident EVGA.768xl024 '
'398-Trident EVGA.I024x768 '
700-Wyse 700.....12801.800 '

File "equip.dat"

mon :: 16
if<re:: 15
iback:: 1
npin:: 8
mode:: 5
isave:: -1
lptl' •9600 •'none' • 1 • 8, "

File "gauslc.dat"
o
-0.57735
0.57735
-0.77459
o
0.77459
-0.86113
-0.33998
0.33998
0.86113
-0.90617
-0.53846
o
0.53846
0.90617
-0.93246
-0.6612
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-0.23861
0.23861
0.6612
0.93246

File "gauswt.dat"
2.0
1.00
1.00
0.55555
0.88888
0.55555
0.34785
0.65214
0.65214
0.34785
0.23692
0.47862
0.56888
0.47862
0.23692
0.17132
0.36076
0.46791
0.46791
0.36076
0.17132

Spline Smoothing Settings for soil type 1

Suction vs Volumetric Water Content
Order #Times
1 2

Suction vs Hydnwlic Conductivity
Order #Tunes
1 2

Gravimettic Waf« Content vs Thermal Conductivity
Order #Tunes
1 2

Grav. W. C. vs Specific Heat
Order #Tunes
1 2

UDfrozen ./e 'fS. Temperature
Order ITbnes
1 Z

Spline Smoothing Settings f« soil type 2

Suction vs Volumetric Warer Content
Order #Tunes
1 2

Suction vs Hydraulic Conductivity
Order #Times
1 2

Gravimettic Waf« Content vs Thermal Conductivity
Order #Times
1 2

Grav. W. C. vs Specific Heat
Order #Tunes
1 2

UDfrozen w/e 'fS. Temperature
Order #Times
1 Z

Spline Smoothing Settings f« soil type 3
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Suction vs Volumetric Warer Content
Order #Times
1 2

Suction vs Hydraulic Conductivity
Order #Times
1 2

Gravimetric Water Content vs Thennal Conductivity
Order #Times
1 2

Grav. W. C. vs Specific Heat
Order #Times
1 2

Unfrozen w/e 'VI. Temperature
Order #Times
1 2

Spline Smoothing Settings for soil type 4

Suction vs Volumetric Warer Content
Order #Tunes
1 2

Suction vs Hydraulic Conductivity
Order #Tunes
1 2

Gravimetric Water Content vs 1bermaI Conductivity
Order #Tunes
1 2

Grav. W. C. vs Specific Heat
Order #Tunes
1 2

Unfrozen w/e 'VI. Temperature
Order lTimes
1 2

Spline Smoothing Settings for soil type 5

Suction vs Volumetric Warer Content
Order #Tunes
1 2

Suction vs Hydraulic Conductivity
Order #Times
1 2

Gravimetric Water Content vs lbennal Cooductivity
Order #Tunes
1 2

Grav. W. C. vs Specific Heat
Order #Times
1 2

Unfrozen w/e 'VS. Temperature
Order lTimes
1 2

Spline Smoothing Settings for soil type 6

Suction vs Volumetric Warer Content
Order #Times
1 2

Suction vs Hydraulic Conductivity
Order #Tunes
1 2

Gravimetric Water Content vs lbennal Conductivity
Order #Tunes
1 2
Grav. W. C. vs Specific Heat
Order #Tunes
1 2

Unfrozen w/e 'VI. Temperature
Order lTimes
1 2

Spline Smoothing Settings for soil type 7
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Suction vs Volumetric Water Content
Order .Times
1 2

Suction vs Hydraulic Conductivity
Order 'Times
1 2

Gravimetric Water Content vs Thennal Conductivity
Order #Times
1 2

Grav. W. C. vs Specific Heat
Order #Times
1 2

Unfrozen w/e .... Temperature
Order ITbnes
1 2

Spline Smoothing Settings f<X soil type 8

Suction vs Volumetric Water Content
Order 'Tunes
1 2

Suction vs Hydraulic Conductivity
Order #Times
1 2

Gravimetric Water Content vs Thennal Conductivity .
Order #Tunes
1 2

Grav. W. C. vs Specific Heat
Order #Tunes
1 2

UDfrozen w/e .... Temperature
Order ITbnes
1 2

Spline Smoothing Settings f<X soil type 9

Suction vs Volumetric Water Content
Order #Tunes
1 2

Suction vs Hydraulic Conductivity
Order #Tunes
1 2

Gravimetric Water Content vs Thermal Conductivity
Order #Tunes
1 2

Grav. W. C. vs Specific Heat
Order #Tunes
1 2

UDfrozen w/e .... Temperature
Order fibnes
1 2

Spline Smoothing Settings f<X soil type 10

Suction vs Volumetric Water Content
Order #Tunes
1 2

Suction vs Hydraulic Conductivity
Order 'Tunes
1 2

Gravimetric Water Content vs 1bennal Conductivity
Order .Times
1 2

Grav. W. C. vs Specific Heat
Order #Times
1 2

Unfrozen w/e .... Temperature
Order fibnes
1 2
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Spline Smoothing Settings foc vegetation (GREEN)

GREEN LA! vs Day
Order #Times
1 0

Spline Smoothing Settings foc vegetation (MULCH)

MULCH LA! vs Day
Order #Times
1 0

Raw Spline Data Output Fl1e

Suction vs Volumetric Water Content
Soil #Points First Point Last Point
1,0,5,500
Suction vs Hydraulic Conductivity
Soil #Points First Point Last Point
1,0,1,400
Gravimetric Water CoDteDt vs Thermal Conductivity
Soil #Points First Point Last Point
1,0,0.02,0.25
Grav. W. C. vs Specific Heat
Soil #Points FirstPoint Last Point
1,0,0.02,0.25
Tanperature VI mlfl"Ollell water CIODtent
Layer 'PoUlts First Point Last PoUlt
1,0,0.02,0.25
UDfrozen water eontent VI temperature
Layer 'PoiDts First Point Last PoiDt
1,0,0.01,10
dSUCldTEM VI IIDfrozeD water CIODtent
Layer 'PoUlts First Point Last PoiDt
1,0,0.01,.25
GREEN LA! vs Day
Soil #Points First Point Last Point
1,0,0.01,5
MULCH LAI vs Day
Soil IPoints First Point Last Point
1,0,0.01,5
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Main Input File for SoilCover
11111111111111***************

"Analysis Type (O=SteadyState,l=DarcyFlux,2=SoilCover)"
2

Output File Name?
equity.out

"Output Data Corresponding to Conditions at? (l-Noon,2-Midnigbt)"
2

Constants DataFile Name?
equity.cst

Soil Property DataFtle Name?
equity.prp

Mesh DataFtle Name?
equity.msh

Daily Inptt DataFile Name?
equity.day

"Will Vegetation be Modelled? ( l=Yes,O=No)"
o

Vegetation Inptt DataFile Name?
warda.vgt

"WID Freezelthaw be ModeDecI? (1=yes, O=NO)"
1

Freae'Thaw DataFUe Name?
equltyJce

Max. Max.OJange Max.Change SuctionTe~
Iterations Suction Teqx:rature Dampening D8qlening

(%) (%) (%) (%)
SO 1 1 20 20

Max.Cw1ge Max.Ow1ge Minimun First Maximum
Suction Temperature TimeStep TimeStep TimeStep
(%) (%) (secnds) (secnds) (secnds)
5 5 120 2 21600

Number Of Element NumbeIOf
"Nodes ""Type_->(I=Linear,2=Quadratic)"" GaussPts
33 1 2

"Specified_by_->_1=Grav.WlC--2=Suction.-.3=Vol.WIC
1
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Node Soil Elevation MoistureCondition Temperature
Type (em) (dec._Ol'_kPa) (C)

1 1 180 0.17 0
2 1 179 0.174 0
3 1 In 0.1756 0
4 1 175 0.ln2 0
5 1 173 0.1788 0
6 1 171 0.1804 0
7 1 168 0.19 0
8 1 164 0.19 0
9 1 160 0.19 0.1
10 1 156 0.19 0.2
11 1 154 0.19 1.2
12 1 150.8 0.19 1.72
13 2 147.6 0.19 2.53
14 2 145.2 0.19 2.74
15 2 145 0.19 2.74
16 2 142 0.19 3.2
17 2 138 0.19 3.5
18 2 135 0.19 3.6
19 2 130 0.19 4.3
20 2 125 0.19 5.2
21 2 116 0.18 5.81
22 2 110 0.18 6.7
23 2 100 0.18 7.7
24 3 90 0.06 8.7
25 3 80 0.06 9.7
26 3 70 0.06 10.7
27 3 60 0.06 11.7
28 3 50 0.06 12.7
29 3 40 0.06 13.7
30 3 30 0.06 14.7
31 3 20 0.06 15.2
32 3 10 0.06 15.2
33 3 0 0.06 15.2

Constants Input File For
I I I I I" I

SoilCover

Aa:elention
Due
Gravity
(mls"2)
9.807

Density Latent
To d. Heat
Wirer Vaporization
(gIcnr'3) (JlMg)
1 2.46E+09

Of

Gauss Point Location and Weigbts Data Files
Gauslc.dat
Gauswtdat

Freezeffhaw In put File
••••••••••• ••• ••• .........
DENSITY OF ICE (gIanA3 )=
0.9
LATENT BEAT OF FU SION OF WATEReJIMg)=
3.34E+08
ENTER THE I NIT IAL GRAV ICE CONTENT(IN TERMS OF WATER)
1 0
2 0
3 0
4 0
5 0
6 0
7 0
8 0
9 0
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10 0
11 0
12 0
13 0
14 0
15 0
16 0
17 0
18 0
19 0
20 0
21 0
n 0
23 0
24 0
2S 0
26 0
rJ 0
28 0
29 0
30 0
31 0
32 0
33 0

SaO Type' 1
NUMBER OF DATA PO INTS IN THE UNFROZEN W/C Vs. TEMPERATURE CURVE FOR
LAYER '1
15
GRAV WAT Co Dte Dt NE G. TEMP
0.001 840.7696
0.0141 211.1918
0.0rJ663 74.42342
0.0546 17.97534
0.0811 3.711712
0.1 1.363568
0.1192 0.4728
0.14 0.18018
0.1474 0.118762
0.159 0.067568
0.1697 0.04S046
0.1888 0.01926
0.207 0.0096S4
0.2145 0.004S04
0.21 0.0009

DlDDher of data polDts ID dsuddtem VI. volumetrk water eoateDt faDdiOD
18
Vol Wat clsuddttm
0.02 1110
0.021 1110
0.023 1110
0.024 1110
0.028 1110
0.034 1110
0.041 1110
0.057 1110
0.081 1110
0.114 1110
0.159 1110
0.216 1110
0.268 1110
0.327 1110
0.379 1110
0.434 1110
0.464 1110
0.492 1110

SoU Type' 2
NUMBER OF DATA PO INTS IN THE UNFROZEN W/C Vs. TEMPERAnJRE CURVE FOR
LAYER 12
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15
GRAV WAT Co nte nt NE G. TEMP
0.001 840.7696
0.0141 211.1918
0.027663 74.42342
0.0546 17.97534
0.0987 4.311982
0.1293 L363568
0.158 0.4728
0.1669 0.265874
0.1771 0.13022
0.1854 0.067568
0.1911 0.034251
0.1943 0.01926
0.196 0.0096S4
0.1975 0.004504
0.1982 0.0009

number of data points In clsaddtem VI. volumetric water content function
18
Vol Wat dsuo'dum
0.02 1110
0.021 1110
0.023 1110
0.024 1110
0.028 1110
0.034 1110
0.041 1110
0.057 1110
0.081 1110
0.114 1110
0.159 1110
0.216 1110
0.268 1110
0.327 1110
0.379 1110
0.434 1110
0.464 1110
0.492 1110

SaO Type # 3
NUMBER OF DATA PO INTS IN THE UNFROZEN W/C vs. TEMPERATURE CURVE FOR
LAYER 12
15
GRAV WAT Co Dte Dt NE G. TEMP
0.001 420.3848
0.008 25.92072
0.0182 1.635487
0.0305 0.060764
0.04 0.015619
0.06 0.00S671
0.08 0.003747
0.104 0.003189
0.1474 0.002714
0.159 0.0026S3
0.1697 0.002S33
0.1888 0.002206
0.2229 0.001878
0.2344 0.000986
0.2394 0.0004S1

Dumber or data points in dsuo'dtem VI. volumetric water content fundlon
18
Vol Wat dsuddtml
0.02 24G
0.021 2442
0.023 2442
0.024 2442
0.028 2442
0.034 2442
0.041 2442
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0.057 2442
0.081 2442
0.114 2442
0.159 2442
0.216 2442
0.268 2442
0.327 2442
0.379 2442
0.434 2442
0.464 2442
0.492 2442

Soil_Property_InpntFile_for_SoilCover
I .**. I I • II ••••

SoiCType_#1

Pcrosity Spedie
Gravity

0.36 2.77

NumbetOf Mv WaterContent
"DalaPoints (IJkPa) Type(I=Gravimetric,2=VoIumetrie)
15 0.009061 1
Suction WaterContent
(kPa) (dec)
1 0.22
5 0.2145
10.71519 0.207
21.37962 0.1888
so 0.1697
75 0.159
131.8257 0.1474
200 0.14
524.8075 0.1192
1513.561 0.1
4120 0.0811
19952.62 0.0546
82610 0.027663
234422.9 0.0141
933254.3 0.001

NumbetOf a SatHydCond Iq>. Faetcr
Dat.aPoints (emfs)
10 2.00E-06 0
Suction Hydrau1icConductivity
(kPa) (emfs)
1 l.00E+OO
10 8.67E-Ol
15.84893 2.7SE-Ol
25.70396 7.4SE-02
SO.11872 8.71E-03
104.7129 1.12E-03
251.1886 1.58E-04
1584.893 2.00E-06
21877.62 1.29E-08
467735.1 7.59E-11

NumberOf WaterContent
"DataPoints Type(I=Gravimetric,2=Volumetrie)
10 1
Water Thermal
Content Conductivity
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(dec) (W/m q
0.005 0.41
0.02 0.8
0.04 1.3S
0.06 1.61
0.08 1.72
0.1 1.79
0.12 1.86
0.14 1.92
0.16 1.99
0.16872 2.02

NumbeIOf WaterContent
"DataPoints Type(I=Gravimetric,-2=Volumetric)
10 1
Waf« Specific
Content Heat
(dec.) (JImA3-q
0.005 1469S20
0.02 1601400
0.04 1714440
0.06 1827480
0.08 1940520
0.1 2053560
0.12 2147760
0.14 2260800
0.16 2355000
0.168722392680

Pclrosity Specfic
Gravity

0.336 2.7

Numbe10f Mv WaIerContent
"DaraPoiots (1/kPa) Type(I=Oravimctric,2=Volumettic)
IS 0.009061 1
Suction WaIerContent
(kPa) (dec)
1 0.1982
5 0.1975
10.71519 0.196
21.37962 0.1943
38.01894 0.1911
75 0.1854
144.544 0.1771
295.1209 0.1669
524.8075 0.158
1513.561 0.1293
4786.301 0.0987
19952.62 0.0546
82610 0.027663
234422.9 0.0141
933154.3 0.001

Hydraulic_Conductivity_Function_FoCSoiCType_#2

NumbeIOf a SatHydCond Imp. Factor
DataPoints (cmfs)
10 2.~08 0
Suction HydraulicConductivity
(kPa) (cmfs)
1 1.00E+OO
10 8.67E-Ol
44.66836 5.37E-Ol
102.3293 7.4SE-02
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281.8383
794.3282
2187.762
16982.44
102329.3
436515.8

8.71E-03
1.12E-03
1.58E-04
3.80E-06
2.19E-07
3.98E-OS

0.2344
0.2229
0.1888
0.1697
0.159
0.1474
0.104
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.0305
0.0182

ThermaCConductivity_FunetionYoc SoiCType_#2

NumberOf waterContent
"DataPoints Type(I=Gravimelric,2=Volumetric)
10 1
Water Thermal C)
CoDtent Conductivity
(dec) (W/m
0.005 0.41
0.02 0.8
0.04 1.35
0.06 1.61
0.08 1.72
0.1 1.79
0.12 1.86
0.14 1.92
0.16 1.99
0.168722.02

Specific_HeatYunction_m_SoiCType_#t2

NumberOf WatelContent
"DataPoints Type(I=Gravimetrie.-2=VoIumetric)
10 1
Watee Specific
Content Heat
(dec.) (J/mA3-C)
0.005 1469520
0.02 1601400
0.04 1714440
0.06 1827480
0.08 1940520
0.1 2053560
0.12 2147760
0.14 2260800
0.16 2355000
0.16872 2392680

SoiCType_.3

Pmlsity Spedic
Gravity

0.4 2.65

NumbaOf Mv
"DataPoints g (l1kPa) Type(I=Gravimetric,2=VoIumetric) "
15 0.009061 1
Suction WaterContent
(kPa) (dec)
1 0.2394
2.187762
4.168694
4.897788
5.495409
5.888437
6.309573
7.079458
8.317638
12.58925
34.67369
134.8963
3630.781
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57543.99 0.008
933254.3 0.001

NumberOf SatHydCood
DataPoints (cmls)
10 3.0QE.03 0
Suction HydraulicConductivity
(kPa) (cmls)
1 1.OOE+OO
3.235937 8.67E-01
S.OS8247 5.75&01
8.222426 2.09E-02
11.61449 2.51&03
14.79108 5.50E-04
19.63366.17E-OS
28.31392 3.80E-06
38.90451 2.19&07
120.2264 1.17E-11

ThermaLConduetivity_Functioo_FoCSoiLType_'3

NumberOf WatezContent
"DataPoints h Type(I=Gravimetric,2=Volumettic)
10 1
Water Thermal
ContentConductivity
(dec) (W1m"2)
0.005 0.41
0.0481 0.963
0.0662 1.119
0.0786 1.224
0.0883 1.313
0.1 1.396
0.12 1.537
0.14 1.657
0.16 1.761
0.25 2.172

NumbetOf WaterContent
"DataPoints i Type(I=Gravimetrie.-2=Volumetric)
10 1
Waw Specific
Content Heat
(dec.) (JImA3-C)
0.0066 1469520
0.02 ooסס153

0.04 1625000
0.06 1719000
0.08 1806000
0.1 1909000
0.12 1988000
0.14 2059000
0.1874 2262000
0.25 2475000

Daily_Data_Input_Flle_For_SoiICover
1111I111111111111111111111111

"Should_SoilCovecUse_Specified_Surface_Ten.,eratureSdx'_Calcu1ate_it's_Own1_(O=Specified,l=Calal1ate)"
o

Total Temperature Rel.Humidity Latitude NumbezOfDays
DaysOfData Lag Lag PasCJanuary_lst
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181 0 0 56 320

Day Max Min Net Max Min Wind TopBoundryCondition BotBoundryCondition Top Bottom Run
AirTemp AirTemp Radiation RH RH Speed Type Value Duration Type Value Temperature Temp NextDayTemp

(C) (C) (MgIIIr'2~y)(dec) (dec)(kmJbr)
"[(O=SUC.I=VWC,2=GWC.3=Flux,4=PE)(O=kPa.1=dec••2=dec.3=mm1day,4=mmIday)]" (hrs.)
1 -0.2 -0.2 0 0 0 0 3 O.OOE+OO 24 3 O.OOE+OO -0.2 15 1.5
2 1.4 1.4 0 0 0 0 3 O.OOE+OO 24 3 O.OOE+OO 1.5 15 -0.7
3 -0.9 -0.9 0 0 0 0 3 O.OOE+OO 24 3 O.OOE+OO -0.7 15 -3.7
4 -4 -4 0 0 0 0 3 O.OOE+OO 24 3 O.OOE+OO -3.7 15 -3
5 -3.4 -3.4 0 0 0 0 3 O.OOE+OO 24 3 O.OOE+OO -3 15 0.1
6 -0.4 -0.4 0 0 0 0 3 O.OOE+OO 24 3 O.OOE+OO 0.1 15 -1.1
7 -1.7 -1.7 0 0 0 0 3 O.OOE+OO 24 3 O.OOE+OO -1.1 15 -0.9
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